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I.

On the SANsCRlT and PRAcRYT Languages.

IFrom the Asiatic ResPBrcbes, yol. vii. p. 199-231. CalC'utta,
lSOI. 4to.]

IN a treatise on rhetoric, compiled for the use of MA
NICYA CHANDRA, Raja of Tzrabhucti or Tirhut, a brief
enumeration of languages used by Hindu poets is quoted
from two writers on the art of poetry. The following is a
literal translation of both passages.

"Sa v P' v P .,'~, d 711' d U •mCTlta, raCTzta, auac"" an .J.uaga IU, are m
U short the four paths of poetry. The gods, &c. speak
" Sanscrita; benevolent genii, PraC"'ita; wicked demons,
" PaiSacM; and men of low tribes and the rest, MagadM.
" But sages deem SanSCTtta the chief of these four lan
"guages. It is used three ways: in prose, in verse, and
" in a mixture of both."

" Language, again, the virtuous have declared to be
" fourfold, Sanscrtta [or the polished dialect], Pracr'lta
U [or the vulgar dialect], Apabhrama [or jargon], and
U MiSra [or mixed]. Sanscrlta is the speech of the celes
U tials, framed in grammatical inStituteR; Pracr'ita is
" similar to it, but manifold as a provincial dialect, and
" otherwise; and those languages, which are ungramma
" tical, are spoken in their respective districts."

The PaiSf.LCM seems to be gibberish, which dramatic
poets make the demons speak, when they bring these fan.
tastic beings on the stage. The· mixture of languages
noticed in the second quotation, is that which is employed
in dramas, as is expressly said by the same author in a
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2 ON THE SANSCRYT

subsequent verse. It is not, then, a compound language,
but a mixt dialogue, in which different persons of the drama
employ different idioms. Both the passages above-quoted
are therefore easily reconciled. They, in fact, notice only
three tongues. L Sanser'lt, a polished dialect, the in
flections of which, with all its numerous anomalies, are
taught in grammatical institutes. This the dramatic poets
put into the mouths of gods and of holy personages. 2.
P,.(LCr'lt, consisting of provincial dialects, which are less
refined and have a more imperfect grammar. In dramas it
is spoken by women, benevolent genii, &c. 3. Magadhi,
or Apabhransa, a jargon, destitute of regular grammar.
It is used by the vulgar, and varies in different districts.
The poets accordingly introduce into the dialogue of plays
a provincial jargon, spoken by the lowest persons of the
drama.·

The languages of India are all comprehended in these
three classes. The first contains Sanscr'lt, a most polished
tongue, which was gradually refined until it became fixed
in the classic writings of many elegant poets, most of whom
are supposed to have flourished in the century preceding
the Christian era. It is cultivated by learned Hindus
throughout India, as the language of scienc~ and of litera
ture, and as the repository of their law, civil and religious.

• Sansmla is the passive participle of a compound verb, formed
by prefixing the preposition sam to the crude verb erl', and by
interposing the letter s when this compound is used in the sense of
embellishment. Its literal meaning then is " adorned j" and when
applied to a language it sil\'nifies "polished." Prfwrl'ta is a similar
derivative from the same crude verb, with prJ prefixed: the most
common acceptation of this word is " outCllSt, or man of the lowest
class j" lIS applied to a language it signifies" vulgar." Apabhrama
is derived from bhrrU, " to fall down:" it signifies a word, or dialect,
which falls off from corrt'Ct etymology. Grammarians use Samcnta
lIS signifying" duly formed or regularly inflected;" and Apabhrama
for false grammar.



AND PRACRIT LANGUAGES. 3

It evidently draws its origin (and some steps of its progress
may even now be traced) from a primeval tongue, which
was gradually refined in various climates, and became
SansCT'lt in India, Paklav~ in Persia, and Greek on the
shores of the Mediterranean. Like other very ancient
languages, SansCTtt abounds in inflections, which are, how
ever, more anomalous in this than in the other languages
here alluded to; and which are even more so in the obso
lete dialect of the Vedas, than in the polished speech of
the classic poets. It has nearly shared the fate of all
ancient tongues, and is now become almost a dead lan
guage; but there seems no good reason for doubting that
it was once universally spoken in India. Its name, and
the reputed difficulty of its grammar, have led many per
sons to imagine that it has been refined by the concerted
efforts of a few priests, who set themselves about inventing
a new language; not, like all other tongues, by the gra
dually improved practice ofgood writers and polite speakers.
The exquisitely refined system by which the grammar of
SansCT'lt is taught, has been mistaken for the refinement
of the language itself. The rules have been supposed to
be anterior to the practice, but this supposition is gratui
tous. In SansCTl.t, as in every other known tongue, gram
marians have not invented etymology, but have only
contrived rules to teach what was already established by
approved practice.

There is one peculiarity of SansCTzt compositions which
may also have suggested the opinion that it could never be
a spoken language. I allude to what might be termed the
euphonical orthography of SanscTl.t. It consists in extend
ing to syntax the rules for the permutation of letters in
etymology. Similar rules for avoiding incompatible sounds
in compound terms exist in all languages; this is sometimes
effected by a deviation from orthography in the pronuncia-

B 2



4 ON THE SANSCRIT

tion of words; sometimes by altering one or more letters to
make the spelling correspond with the pronunciation. These
rules have been more profoundly investigated by Hindu
grammarians than by those of any otber nation; and they
have completed a system of orthography which may be
justly termed euphonical. They require all compound terms
to be reduced to this standard, and Sanscrtt authors, it
may be observed, delight in compounds of inordinate
length: the whole sentence, too, or even whole periods,
may, at the pleasure of the author, be combined like the
elements of a single word, and good writers generally do
so. In common speech this could never have been prac
tised. None but well-known compounds would be used by
any speaker who wished to be understood, and each word
would be distinctly articulated independently of the terms
which precede and follow it. Such, indeed, is the present
practice of those who still speak the Sanscrlt language;
and they deliver themselves with such fluency, as is suffi
cient to prove that Sanscrll may have been spoken in
former times with as much facility as the contemporary
dialects of the Greek language, or the more modem dialects
of the Arabic tongue. I shall take occasion again to allude
to this topic, after explaining at large what are, and by
whom were composed, those grammatical institutes, in
which the Sanscrtt language is framed, according to the

.author above-quoted; or by which (for the meaning is ill
conveyed by a literal translation) words are correctly formed
and inflected.

PANINI, the father of Sanscrrt grammar, lived in so
remote an age, that he ranks among those ancient sages
whose fabulous history occupies a conspicuous place in the
Puranas, or Indian theogonies.· The name is a patro-

• Evl'ry Puriifza treats of five subjects: the creation of the uni
verse, its pro~rl'ss, and the rl'nOl"ation of worlds; the genealogy of
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nymic, indicating his descent from PAN IN; but, according
to the Paurll1Hca legends, he was grandson of DE\' A LA,

an inspired legislator. Whatever may be the true history
of PANINl, to him the Sutras, or succinct aphorisms of
grammar, are attributed by universal consent: his system
is grounded on a profound investigation of the analogies in
both the regular and the anomalous inflections of the
Sanscrlt language. He has combined those analogies ill
a very artificial manner; and has thus compressed a most
copious etymology into a very narrow compass. His pre
cepts are indeed numerous,. but they have been framed
with the utmost conciseness; and this great brevity is the
result of very ingenious methods which have been contrived
for this end, and for the purpose of assisting the student's
memory. In PANINl'S system, the mutual relation of all
the parts marks that it must have been completed by its
author: it certainly bears internal evidence of its having
been accomplished by a single effort, and even the correc
tions which are needed cannot be interwoven with the text.
It must not be hence inferred, that PANINI was unaided
by the labours of earlier grammarians. In many of his
precepts he cites the authority of his predecessors,t some
times for a deviation from a general rule, often for a gram
matical canon which has universal cogency. He has even
employed some technical terms without defining them,
because, as his commentators remark, those terms were
already introduced by earlier grammarians.t None of the

gods and heroes; chronology, according' to a fabulous system; and
hcroic history, containing the achievements ofdem:-,:{ods and heroes.
Since each PurfJfUl contains a eosmo~ony, with mytbological and
heroic history, the works which bear that title may not inRptly he
compared to the Grecian theogonies.

• Not fewer than 3,996.

t S';:CALYA, G1ROYA, CASYAl'.~, G1J,A I' A, S.\CAoCAYAN A, and others.

tIn a few instances he quotcs former grammars to refute tbem.
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more ancient works, however, seem to be now extant:
being superseded by his, they have probably been disused
for ages, and are now perhaps totally lost.·

A performance such as the P{/,1lin~ya gramlllar must
inevitably contain many errors. The task of correcting its
inaccuracies has been executed by CATYAYANA,t an in
spired saint and lawgiver, whose history, like that of all
the Indian sages, is involved in the impenetrable darkness
of mythology. His annotations, entitled Varticas, restrict
those among the Paninzya rules which are too vague,
enlarge others which are too limited, and mark numerous
exceptions which had escaped the notice of PANINI
himself.

The amended rules of grammar have been formed into
memorial verses by BHARTRI-HARI, whose metrical apho
risms, entitled Carica, have almost equal authority with
the precepts of P_~NINI and emendations of CATyAYANA.
If the popular traditions concerning BHARTRI-HARI be
well founded, he lived in the century preceding the Chris
tian era; t for he is supposed to be the same with the
brother of VICRAMADlTYA, and the period when this
prince reigned at Ujjayinf is determined by the date of the
Samvat era.

The studied brevity of the Paftin~ya Sutras renders

• Definitions of some technical terms, together with grammatical
axioms, are also cited from those ancient works in the commentaries
on PA:NINI. They are inserted in a compilation entitled ParihhfuhfJ,
which will be subsequently noticed. The "I\rious original authoritit'8
of &znscrl:t grammar, as enumerated in a memorial verse, are eight
in number, viz. INDRA, CHANDRA, CA:SACRITSNA, APISAJ.J, SA:CA
fAVANA, PJ:NINI, AMERA, and JINENDRA.

t This Dame likewise is a patronymic,

: A beautiful poem has been composed in his name, containing
moral reflections, which the poet supposes him to make on the dis
cO\'ery of his wife's infidelity. It consists of either three or four
Satacas, or centuries of couplets.
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them in the highest degree obscure. Even with the
knowledge of .the key to their interpretation, the student
finds them ambiguoWl. In the application of them when
understood, he discovers many seeming contradictions;

and, with every exertion of practised memory, he must
experience the utmost difficulty in combining rules dis

persed in apparent confusion through different portions of
PANINI'S eight lectures. A commentary was therefore

indispensably requisite. Many were composed by ancient
grammarians to elucidate the text of P ,AN I NI. A most
copious one on the emendations of his rules was compiled
in very ancient times by an uncertain author. This volu
mmous work, known by the title of Mah6.bhfuhya, or the
great commentary, is ascribed to PATANJAL1, a fabulous

personage, to whom mythology has assigned the shape
of a serpent. In this commentary almost every rule is

examined at great length. All possible interpretations
are proposed: and the true sense and import of the rule
are deduced through a tedious train of argument, in which
all foreseen objections are considered and refuted, and
the wrong interpretations of the text, with all the argu
ments which can be invented to support them, are obviated
or exploded.

Voluminous as it is, the Malt6.bltfJshya has not exhausted
the subject on which it treats. Its deficiencies have been
supplied by the annotations of modem grammarians. The
most celebrated among these scholiasts of the Bltfukya is
CAIYAfA, a learned Cashmirian. HiB annotations are

almost equally copious with the commentary itself. Yet
they, too, are loaded by numerous glosses; among which
the old and new Vi1Jaranas are most esteemed.

The difficulty of combining the' dispersed rules of gram
mar, to inflect anyone verb or noun through all its varia
tions, renders further aid necessary. This seems to have
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been anciently afforded in vocabularies, one of which ex
hibited the verbs classed in the order implied by the
system of PANINI, the other contained nouns arranged
on a similar plan. Both probably cited the precepts
which must be remembered in conjugating and declining
each verb and noun. A catalogue of verbs, classed in
regular order, but with few references to the rules of
etymology, is extant, and is known by the title of Dka
tupata. It may be considered as an appendix to the
grammar of P1NINI; and so may his treatise on the
pronunciation of vocal sounds, and the treatise of YASC "
on obsolete words and acceptations peculiar to the Vkla.
A numerous class of derivative nouns, to which he has
only alluded, have been reduced to rule, under the head
of Unfuli, or the termination u &.c.; and the precepts
respecting the gender of nouns have been, ill like manner,
arranged in Sutras, which are formed on the same prin
ciples with PANINI'S rules, and which are considered as
almost equally ancient. Another supplement to his gram
mar is entitled Galtapata, and contains lists of words
comprehended in various grammatical rules, under the
designation of some single word, with the term " &c."
annexed to it. These supplements are due to various
authors. The subject of gender alone has been treated by
more than one writer reputed to be inspired; namely, by
C.ATy.AYANA, G6BHILA, and others.

These subsidiary parts of the Pf.tninaya grammar do not
require a laboured commentary; excepting only the cata
logue of verbs, which does need annotation; and which is,
in truth, a proper groundwork for a complete review of all
the rules of etymology that are applicable to each verb."

• The number of verbal roots amounts to I,750 nearly; exclusive
of many obsolete words omitted in the Dhatztplita, but noticed in the
Sutrru 8S the roots of certain derivatives. The crude verbs, however,
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The Vr'ltti Ry6.&a, a very celebrated w,ork, is, I believe, a
commentary of this 80rt.- It is mentioned by MAITR{;:YA
RACSHITA, the author of the Dhatu prad~pa, as the work
chiefly consulted by him in compiling his brief annotations
on the DhO.tupata. A very voluminous commentary on
the catalogue of verbs, was compiled under the patronage
of SA YAN A, minister ofa chieftain named BUCCA RA YA and
is entitled Madhav~ya vr'itti. It thoroughly eJ!:plains the
signification and inflection of each verb; but at the same
time enters largely into scholastic refinements on general
grammar.

Such vast works as the Mahabhfuhya and its scholia,
with the voluminous annotations on the catalogue of verbs,
are not adapted for general instruction. A conciser com
mentary must have been always requisite. The best that
is now extant is entitled the Ca8ica vTltti, or commentary
composed at Vart~na.n. The author, JAYADITYA, in a
short preface explains his design: • to gather the essence
of a science dispersed in the early commentaries, in the
Bhluhya, in copious dictionaries of verbs and of nouns,
and in other works.' He has well fulfilled the task which
he undertook. His gloss explains ill perspicuous language
the meaning and application of each rule: he adds exalll-

are more numerous, because many root., containing the same radical
letters, are variously conjugated in different senses. The wbole num
ber of crude verbs separately noticed in the catalogue exceeds three
tbousand. From eacb of these are deduced many compound verhs,
by prefixing one or more prepositions to the verb 111 root. Such com
pounds often deviate very widely in their signification, and some even
in their inflections, from the radical verb. The derivative verbs,
again, are numerous; such as causals, frequentatives, &c. Hence
it may be readily perceived how copious this branch of grammar
must he.

• I have not yet had an opportunity of inspecting either this or its
gloss. It has been described to me 88 a commentary on the C.aiica
vr¥Ui.
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pIes, and quotes, in their proper places, the necessary
emendations from the Varticas and BltashYf!-. Though
he never deviates into frivolous disquisitions nor into tedious
reasoning, but expounds the text as succinctly as could
consist with perspicuity, his work is nevertheless volumi
nous; and yet, copious as it is, the commentaries on it,
and the annotations on its .commentaries, are still more
voluminous. Amongst the most celebrated is the Pada
manjarf of HARADATTA MISRA, a grammarian whose
authority is respected almost equally with that of the au
thor on whose text he comments. The annotators on this,
again, are numerous; but it would be useless to insert a
long list of their names, or of the titles of their works.

Excellent as the Casica vr'itti undoubtedly is, it partakes
of the defects which have been imputed to PANINl'S text.
Following the same order in which the original rules are
arranged, it is well adapted to assist the student in
acquiring a critical knowledge of the Sanscrzt tongue.
But for one who studies the rudiments of the language a
different arrangement is requisite, for the sake of bringing
into one view the rules which must be remembered in the
inflections of one word, and those which must be combined
even for a single variation of a single term. Such a gram
mar has been compiled within a few centuries past by
RAl\fACHANDRA, an eminent grammarian. It is entitled
Pracriya caumudt. The rules are PANINl'S, and the expla
nation of them is abridged from the ancient commentaries;
but the arrangement is wholly different. It proceeds from
the elements of writing to definitions; thence to ortho
graphy: it afterwards exhibits the inflections of nouns
according to case, number, and gender; notices the inde.
clinables; and proceeds to the uses of the cases. It sub
joins the rules of apposition, by which compound terms
are formed; the etymology of patronymics and other
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derivatives from nouns; and the reduplication of particles,
&.c. In the second part it treats of the conjugation of
verbs arranged in ten classes: to these primitives succeed
derivative verbs, formed from verbal roots or from nouns.
The rules concerning different voices follow; they are suc
ceeded by precepts regarding the use of the tenses; and
the work concludes with the etymology of verbal nouns,
gerunds, supines, and participles. A supplement to it con
tains the anomalies of the dialect in which the Veda is
composed.

The outline of PAN 1N l'S arrangement is simple; but
numerous exceptions and frequent digressions have involved
it in much seeming confusion. The two first lectures (the
first section especially, which is in a manner the key of
the whole grammar) contain definitions; in the three next
are collected the affixes, by which verbs and nOUllS are
inflected. Those which appertain to verbs occupy the
third lecture: the fourth and fifth contain such as are
aflbced to nouns. The remaining three lectures treat of
the changes which roots and affixes undergo in special
cases, or by general rules of orthography, and which are
all effected by the addition or by the substitution of one or
more elemenl'i.'" The apparent simplicity of the design
vanishes in the perplexity of the structure. The endless
pursuit of exceptions and of limitations 80 disjoins the
general precepts, that the reader cannot keep in view their
intended connexion and mutual relation. He wanders in
an intricate maze, and the -clew of the labyrinth is conti
nually slipping from his hands.

The order in which RAMACHANDRA has delivered the
rules of grammar is certainly preferable; but the Sutras of
PAN INt, thus detached from their context, are wholly unin-

• E\-en the expunging of a letter is considered lUl the substitution
of a blank.
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telligible. Without the commentator's exposition, they are
indeed what SIR WILLIAM JONES has somewhere termed
them, "dark as the darkest oracle." Even with the aid
of a comment, they cannot be fully understood until they
are perused with the proper context. Notwithstanding this
defect, BHAft6Ji DicsHITA,· who revised the Caumudl,
has for very substantial reasons adhered to the P{,/,inlya
sutras. That able grammarian has made some useful
changes in the arrangement of the Pracriya: he has
amended the explanation of the rules, which was in many
places incorrect or imperfect; he has remedied many omili'
sions, has enlarged the examples, and has noticed the most
important instances where the elder grammarians disagree,
or where classical poets have deviated from the 'Strict rules
of grammar. This excellent work is entitled SiddhO.nta
caumudl. The author llas very properly followed the
example of RAMACHANDRA, in excluding all rules that
are peculiar to the obsolete dialect of the Veda, or which
relate to accentuation; for this also belongs to the Veda
alone. He has collected them in an appendix to the
Siddhanta caumud;; and has subjoined, in a second
appendix, rules concerning the gender of nouns. The other
supplements of PANINI'S grammar are interwoven by this
author with the body of his work.

The Hindus delight in scholastic disputation. Their
grammarians indulge this propensity as much as their
lawyers and their sophists.t BHAff6Ji D1CSHITA has
provided an ample store of controversy in an argumentative
commentary on his own grammar. This work is entitled

• Descendants of BHAtf6Jf in the fifth or sixth degree are, I am
told, now living at Benares. He must have flourished, then, between
one and two centuries ago.

t Many separate treatises on different branches of Keneral gram
mar arc very properly considered as appertaining to the science of
logic.
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Pralldha man6rama. He also composed a very voluminous

commentary on the eight lectures of PANINI, and gave it
the title of Sabda caustubha. The only portion of it I
have yet seen reaches no further than to the end of the
first section of PA:NINI'S first lecture. But this is so diffu
sive, that, if the whole have been executed on a similar
plan, i\ must triple the ponderous volume of the Maha
bhfuhyn. itself. I have reason, however, for doubting that
it was ever completed.

The commentaries on the Siddhanta callmud~ and Ma
n6rama are very numerous. The most celebrated shall be
here briefly noticed. 1. The Tatwa b6dhin~ expounds the

Siddhanta: it is the work of JNYANiNDRA SARASWATf,
an ascetic, and the pupil of V HI ANiNDRA SWAMi. 2. The
Sabdendu sec'hara is another commentary on BHAtt6Ji's
grammar. It was composed by a successor, if not a de
scendant, of that grammarian. An abridgment of it,
which is very generally studied, is the work of NAGESA,
son of SIVA BHAttA and pupil of HARI DfcSHITA. He
was patronised, as appears from his preface, by the pro
prietor of Srz7Igat'era pura.. Though called an abridg
ment, this Laghu Sabdimdu is a voluminous performance.
3. The Lag/lu Sabdaratna is a commentary on the Man6
rama of BHAtt6Jf nicsHITA, by the author's grandson,
HARI DicsHITA. This work is Dot improperly termed an
abridgment, since it is short in comparison with most other
commentaries on grammar. A larger performance on the
same topics, and with the same title of Sabda ratna, was

composed hy a professor of this school. 4. BA LA SA RMAN
PAGONDlYA, who is either fomth or fifth in succession
from B II Att6Jf, 8S professor of grammar at Benares, has

written commentaries on the CaustuMa, Sabda ratna, and

• A town on the nan~e~, markE'd Si7lghm'e, in R RNNF.I,'S maps.
It is situated above 1l00Jflbad,
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Sabdendu sec'llara. His father, BAIDYANAT'HA BHAftA,

largely annotated the ParibhflSkendu sec'kara of NAGEsA
BHAftA, which is an argumentative commentary on a

collection of grammatical axioms and definitions cited by
the glossarists of PANINI. This compilation, entitled Pa
rwhflSha, has also furnished the text for other controversial
performances bearing similar titles.

'While 80 many commentaries have been written on the
SiddlWnta caumudl, the Pracriya caumudl has not been
neglected. The scholiasts of this, too, are numerous. The
most known is CRISHNA PAN6ITA; and his work has
been abridged by his pupil JAYANTA, who has given the
title of Tatwa chandra to a very excellent compendium.·
On the other hand, CRisHN A P AN6lT A has had the fate
common to all noted grammarians, since his work has
employed a host of commentators who have largely com
mented on it.

1'he Caumudu, independently even of their numerous
commentaries, have been found too vast and intricate for
young students. Abridgments of the Siddhanta caumudz
have been therefore attempted by several authors with
unequal degrees of success. Of three such abridgments
one only seems to deserve present notice. It is the
Madllya caumudl, and is accompanied by a similar com.,.
pendium of annotations, entitled Madhya man6rama. The
name indicates, that it holds a middle place between the
diffuse original and the jejune abstracts called Laghu
caumudl, &c. It contains such of PAN I N 1's rules as are
most universal, and adds to each a short but perspicuous
exposition. It omits only the least common exceptions and
limitations.

• Finished by him, as appears from a postscript to the book, in the
year 1687 of the Samvat era. Though he studied at Benares, he
appears to have been born on the banks of the TaFati, n river marked
Taptee in RKNNF:l.'S map.
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When Sanscr'it was the language of Indian courts, and
was cultivated not only by persons who devoted themselves
to religion and literature, but also by princes, lawyers,
soldiers, physicians, and scribes (in short, by the first three
tnbes, and by many classes included in the fourth), an
easy and populal' grammar must have been needed by
persons who could not waste the best years of their lives in
the study of words. Such grammars must always have
been in use; those,however, which are now studied are not,
I believe, of very ancient date. The most esteemed is
the Saraswata, together with its commentary named
Ckandric6.. It seems to have been formed on one of the
Caumudu, by translating PANINl'S rules into language
that is intelligible independently of the gloss, and without
the necessity of adverting to a different context.

Another popular grammar, which is in high repute in
Bengal, is entitled MugdkabOdha, and is accompanied by
a commentary. It is the work of V6PADEVA, and pro
ceeds upon a plan grounded on that of the Caumudis; but
the author has not been content to translate the rules of
PANINI and to adopt his technical terms. He has, on the
contrary, inventednew terms and contrived new abbreviations.
The same author likewise composed a metrical catalogue of
verbsalphabeticallyarranged. It is named Cavicalpadruma,
and is intended as a substitute for the Dhatupata.

The chief inconvenience attending V6PA DEV A'S innova
tion is, that commentaries and scholia, written to elucidate
poems and works of science, must be often unintelligible to
those who have studied only his grammar, and that the
writings of his scholars must be equally incomprehensible
(wherever a grammatical subject is noticed) to the students
of the Pf.tflinlya. Accordingly the PahCtits of Bengal are
cut off, in a manner, from communication on grammatical
topics with the learned of otheI' provinces in India. Even
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etymological dictionaries, such as the commentaries on the
metrical vocabularies, which I shall next proceed to men
tion, must be unintelligible to them.

It appears from the prefaces of many different gram
matical treatises, that works entitled Dhatu and Nama
parayafw. were formel'1y studied. They must have com
prehended, as their title implies, " the whole of the verbs
and nouns" appertaining to the language; and, since they
are mentioned as very voluminous, they must probably
have contained references to all the rules applicable to
every single verb and noun. HARADATTA'S explanation
of the title confirms this notion. But it does not appear
that any work is now extant under this title. The Dha
tupata, with its commentaries, supplies the place of the
DhfLtuparayafta. A collection of dictionaries and voca
bularies, in like manner, supplies the want of the Nama
parayafw.. These then may be noticed in this place as a
branch of grammar.

The best and most esteemed vocabulary is the Amera
c6sha. Even the bigotry of SANCARA ACHARYA spared
this, when he proscribed the other works of AMERA

SINHA.· Like most other Sanscr'it dictionaries, it is

• AAIERA SINHA was an eminent poet and one of the nine gems (for
so these poets were called), who w('re the ornament of VICRAMA:

DITYA'S court. Unfortunately he held the h'nets of a heterodox sect,
and his poems are said to have perished in the persecutions fomented
by intolerant philosophers altainst the persons and writings of both
JAINA~ and BAUDDHAS. The persecution, instigated by SANOARA

and UDAYANA ACHARYA, wos enforced, pprhaps from political mo
tives, by princes of the Vaishnava and [>aiva sects, who compelled the
BAUDDHA monarchs to retire from Hindust4n, and to content them
selves with their domirlions of Lfua~a and Bhu~a. It would he curi
ous to investigate the date of this important revolution. The present
conjecture, (for it is little more than mere conjecture) is partly
founded upon some acknowledgments made by Paf.Elits, who confess
that SANCARA and UDAYANA persecuted the heterodox sects and
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arranged in veJ'8e to aid the memory. Synonymous words
are collected into one or more veJ'8eS, and placed in fifteen
different chapters, which treat of as many different sub
jects. The sixteenth contains a few homonymous tenns,
arranged alphabetically, in the Indian manner, by the
final consonants. The seventeenth chapter is a pretty full
catalogue of indeclinables, which European philologists
would call adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, and inter
jections, but which Sanscr'it grammarians consider as
indeclinable nouns. The last chapter of the Amera c6sha
is a treatise on the gender of nouns. Another vocabulary
by the same author is often cited by his commentators,
under the title of Amera mala.

Numerous commentaries have been written on the Amera
c6ska. The chief object of them is to explain the deriva-

proscribed their books; and partly on the evidence of the engraved
plate found at Mudgagiri, and of the inscription on the pillar found
at Bedal (See As. RES. vol. i. p. 123 and 133), from which it appears
that DivAP..hA DbA belonged to the sect of BUDDHA, and that he
reilfDed over B(fT/gal and Carli4la as well as Lluata and B1Wla, and
had successfully invaded Camo6ia, after traversing as a conqueror the
Vi,ulhya range of mountains. His descendants, as far 88 the fourth
generation, governed a no less extensive empire; 88 appears from the
inllCription on the pillar at Bedal. I must however acknowledge,
that this last mentioned inscription does not indicate any attachment
to the sect of BUDDHA. This may be accounted for, by supposing that
the worshippers of CR1SHNA and of RAHA, or whatever other sects
prevailed, were then as cordial to the followers of BUDDHA, as they
now are towards each other. The king and his minister might belong
to different sects.

AMF.RA is mentioned in an inscription at Buddha gaya as the
founder of a temple at that place. (As. RES. vol. i. p. 284.) This
circumstance may serve to explain why his works have been proscribed
with peculiar inveteracy, as it is acknowledged by many PafliJit8 that
they have been. He was probably a zealous sectarist.

This is, however, by no means certain: and BHASUJi DioSHITA,
in his commentary on the Amera ChSM, denies that there is any evi
dence to prove that the author belonged to the sect of Jainas.

VOL. II. C
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tions of the noUDS and to supply the principal deficiencies of
the text. Sanscr'it etymologists scarcely acknowledge a
single primitive amongst the nouns. When unable to trace
an etymology which may be consistent with the acceptation
of the word, they are content to derive it, according to
grammatical rules, from some root to which the word bas
no affinity in sense. At other times they adopt fanciful
etymologies from Puralw.s or from Tantral: but, in gene
ral, the derivations are accurate and instructive. The best
known among these commentaries of the Amera c6sluJ, is
the Pada ckandrica, compiled from sixteen older com~

mentaries by VRYHASPATI, surnamed MucufA, or at full
length RAYA MucufA MAlh. It appears from the inci
dental mention of the years then expired ofastronomical eras,
that M ucufA made this compilation in the 4532d year of the
Cali yug, which corresponds with A. D. 1430. ACHYUTA

JALLAct has abridged M UCUfA'S commentary, but with
out acknowledgment; and has given the title of Vyac'llya
pradlpa to his compendium. On the other hand, BRAN UJi

niCSHITA has revised the same compilation, and has cor
rected the numerous errors of MucufA, who often derives

words from roots that are unknown to the language, or
according to rules which have no place in its grammar.
BHANUJi has greatly improved the plan of the work, by
inserting from other authorities the various acceptations of
words exhibited by AMERA in one or two senses only.
This excellent compilation is entitled V!l~'kya 81J.dlI.a.

The Amera c6ska, as has been already hinted, gives a
very incomplete list of words that have various acceptations.

This defect is well supplied by the Medin', a dictionary 80

named from its author, MfwlNicAIl. It contains words
that bear many senses, arranged in alphabetical order by
the final consonants; and a list of homonymous indeclin

abIes is subjoined to it. A similar dictionary, compiled by
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MAHB§WARA and entitled Vi8wa pracasa, is much con
sulted, though it be very defective, as has been justly
remarked by MSDINicAR. It contains, however, a very
useful appendix on words spelt more than one way; and
another on letters which are liable to he confounded, such
as " and b; and another, again, on the gender of nOUDS.
These subjects are not separately treated by MEOINicAR;
bot he has, on the other hand, specified the genders with
great care in the body of the work. The exact age of the
Meain~ is not certainly known; but it is older than
MucutA's compilation, since it is quoted by this author.

AMEBA'S dictionary does not contain more than ten
thousand different words; yet the Sanserzt language is
very copious. The insertion of derivatives, that do not at
all deviate from their regular and obvious import, has been
..,ery properly deemed superfluous. Compound epithets,
and other compound terms, in which the San&cr1.t language
is peculiarly rich, are likewise omitted; excepting such as
are especially appropriated, by a limited acceptation, either
as titles of deities, or as names of plants, animals, &c. In
fact, compound terms are formed at pleasure, according to
the rules of grammar; and must generally be interpreted
in strict confonnity with those mles. Technical terms, too,
are m08tly excluded from general dictionaries and consigned
to separate nomenclatures. The Amera c6ska, then, is
lese defective than might be inferred from the small num
ber of words explained in it. Still, however, it needs a
supplement. The Hlcr6.f7ali may be used as such. It is a.
vocabulary of uncommon words, compiled by PURUSH6T
TAMA, the author of an etymological work, and also of a
little collection of monograms, entitled IicOcdara. His
Hfzrfzf7alf. was compiled by him under the patronage of
DHRYTA SINHA. It is noticed by MEDINicAR, and seems
to be likewise anterior to the Vwa.

C 2
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The remaining deficiencies of the Amera c6sha are sup

plied by con8ultin~other dictionaries and vocabularies; such
as HELAYUDHA'S, VACHESPATl'S, the Dharanic6sha, or

some other. Sa7t8erzt dictionaries are indeed very nume
rous. PURUSH6TTAMA and MEDINicAR name the Ut
palini, Sabdarnava, and Sansaravarta, as works consulted
by them. PURUSH6TTAMA adds the names of VACHES
PATl, Vd.fH, and VICRAMADITYA; but it is not quite

clear whether he mentions them as the authors and patrons
of these, or of other dictionaries. MBDINicAR adds a
fourth vocabulary, called NamamaLa, and with similar
obscurity subjoins the celebrated names of BHAGURI,
VARARUCHI, S.uWATA, B6PALITA, and RANTlDEVA.
He then proceeds to enumerate the dictionaries of AM ERA,
SUBHANGA, HELAYUDH A, G6VERDHANA, RABHASA
PALA, and the Ratna c6ska; with the vocabularies of

RUDRA, DHANANJAYA, and GANGADHARA; as also the
Dharani c6sha, Haravalf, Vrllzad amara, Tricanda BUha,
aod RatnamaLa. Many of these are cited by the com
mentators on AMERA and by the scholiests on different
poems. The following are also frequently cited; some as
etymologists, the rest as lexicographers: SWAMi, DURGA,
SARVADHARA,VAMAN A, CHANDRA, and the authors ofthe
Vaijayanti, Namanidhana, Haima, Vr'lhat-niglaanti, &C.
To this list mi~ht be added the Anecart'IUJ dhwani man
jan, Nanart'ha, and other vocabularies of homonymous
terms; the Dwiructi, Bkuripray6ga c6sha, and other lists
of words spelt in more than one way; and the various
Nighantis or nomenclatures, such alii the Dhanwantari
nigha{zf:a and Raja nighanta, which contain lists of the
materia medica; and the Nighanti of the Veda, which
explains obsolete words and unusual acceptationtl.·

• The Niructi, as explained in Sir W ILI.IAM JONES'S treatise on the
literature of the Hindus, belongs to the same class with the Nighanti of
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Before I proceed to mention other languages of India,
it may be proper to mention, that ,the school of Benares
now uses the Siddha7lta caumud', and other works of
BRATtOJI, sa the same school formerly did the GfUica
,"ltti. The Pracnya oo1tmud', with its commentaries,
maintains its ground among the learned of Mit'kilO. or
Tirkut. In both places, however, and indeed throughout
India, the Mahabhaskya continues to be the standard of
&nser'it grammar: it is therefore studied by all who are
ambitious of acquiring a critical knowledge of the language.
The HaricO.riclz, with its commentali.es by Hi>L,h.AJ A and
PUNJAR.AJA, was probably in use with a school that once
flourished at Ujjayina, but it does not seem to be now
generally studied in any part of India.

The second class of Indian lan~aes comprehends the
written dialects which are now used in the intercourse of
civil life, and which are cultivated by lettered men. The
author of a passage already quoted includes all such dialects
under the general denomination of Praerlt: but this term,
is commonly restricted to one language, namely, to the
SarfUWat, Mia Mn" or the speech of children on the
banks of the Saraswatt· There is reason to believe that
ten polished dialects formerly prevailed in as many different
civilized nations, who occupied all the fertile provinces of
Hindustan and the Dacshin. Evident traces of them still
exist. They shall be noticed in the order in which these
,Hindu nations are usually enumerated.

the Vida: and a small vocabulary under both these titles is commonly
annexed to the Rrgvida to complete the set of Upavid0.8. There is,
however, a much larger work entitled Niructi; and the commentators
of it are often cited upon topics of general grammar. See vol. i. p. 26.

• The term will bear a different interpretation, but this seems to
be the most probable explanation of it. The other (youthful speech
of S"'RUW'"Tn is generally received.
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The SarlUfWata was a nation which occupied the banks
of the river Saraswatl. Brahfllaw, who are still distin·
guished by the name of their nation, inhabit chiefiy the

Penjab or Panchanada, west of the river from which
they take their appellation. Their original language may
have once prevailed through the southern and western
parts of Hi7Ubuta1& proper, and is probably the idiom to
which the name of Pracnt is generally appropriated. This
has been more cultivated than any other among the dialects
which will be here enumerated, and it occupies a principal
place in the dialogue of most dramas. Maoy beautiful
poems composed wholly in this language, or intennixed
with staOZll.8 of pure Sa1l8CTl.t, have perpetuated the memory
of it, though perhaps it have long ceased to be a vernacular

tongue. Grammars have been compiled for the purpose of
teaching this language and its prosody, and several tl'eabses
of rhetoric have been written to illustrate its beauties. The
Pracrl.ta mall6rama and Pracnta Pingala are instances
of the one, and the Sara8lDad caJatabkarana of BB6J A

DEvA, may be named as an example of the other, although
both Sanscr'it and Pracrlt idioms fumiNl the examples
with which that author elucidates his precepts. For the
character of the Pracrl.t language I must refer the reader
to Sir WILLIAM JONES'S remarks, in his preface to the
translation of the Fatal Ring.

The canyacubjas poB8e88ed a great empire, the me~

polis of which was the ancient city of Canyaculda or Canta.
Theirs seems to be the language which forms the ground
work of modem Hindustan~, and which is known by the
appellation of HindI. or Bindevs' Two dialects of it may
be easily distinguished, one more refined, the other less so.
To this last the name of Hindt is sometimes restricted,
while the other is often confounded with PracTlt. Nume

rous poems have been composed in both dialects, not only
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before the Hi7Ulv.stani was ingrafted on the Hin~ by a
large intermixture of Persian, but also in very modem times,
by Muhammedan as well as Hindupoets. D6hrfu ordetached
amplets, and ColJits or stanzas, in the Hindem dialect,
may be foood among the works of M usleman authors: it
will be sufficient to instance those of MELle MUHAMMED
J.usf, MUHAMMED AFZEL, and AMfRltHAN ANJAM.
Most poems in this dialect are, however, the exclusive pro
duction of Hindu poets.· On examining them, the affinity
of Hindi with the &mcr'it language is peculiarly striking ;
and no person acquainted with both can hesitate in affinn
ing that Hi~ is chiefly borrowed from Sa1l.8CT1.t. Many
words, of which the etymology shows them to be the purest
SauCT'lt, are received unaltered; many more undergo no
change but that of making the final vowel silent; a still
greater number exhibits no other difference than what arises
from the uniform pennutation of certain letters; the rest,
too, with comparatively few exceptions, may be easily traced
to a Sa1UlCTlt origin. That this is the root from which
Hindl has sprung (not Hindi the dialect whence Sa1UlCTlt
has been refined) may be proved by etymology, the analogy
of which is lost in Hindi and preserved in Sa1UlCT'it. A few
examples will render this evident.

• Among the most admired specimens of Hindi poetry, the seven
hundred couplets of BIHARi I.AI., and the amatory verses of SUNDER
and of MATIRAM, are conspicuous. But their dialect is not pure
Hindevi, since they sometimes borrow from the Persian language.
SUNnER wrote his poems in the reign of SHAH1KH.b·, and seems to
have been patronized by that prince, whom he praises in his preface.
BIHARi I •.,h flourished at the court of AmbMr, towards the begin
ning of the sixteenth century of the Chri~tian era. His poems were
arran~ in their present order for the use of the unfortunate prince
AZIUI SH.A.JI, and the modern edition is thprefore called Azemsh6hl.
The old edition bas been elegantly translated into Sanscrzt verse by
HARIPRASADA PA~6ITA, undpr tbe patronage of CHET SINn, wben
Raja of BIJfUW68.
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Cnya signifies action, and carma act, both of which are
regularly derived from the root era to do. They have been
adopted into Hindustan~, with many other regular deriva
tives of the same root; (such, for example, as carana [con
tracted into cama] the act of doing; carta the agent;
caran cause, or the means of doing; carya [cary, caj,] the
thing to be done, and the intent or purpose of the action.)
But I select these two instances, because both words are
adopted into Hind1Utanl in two several modes. Thus eMIt
signifies action, and cir/a expresses one metaphorical sense of
the same Sanllerit wOl'd, viz. oath or ordeal. Again, cina
caram signifies funeral rites; but cam is the most usual
form in which the Sanscrit carma is exhibited in the Hin
dustanl; and it thus assumes the same form with cam,
desire, a very different word taken from the Sa7UCrat deri
vative of the root cam, to seek. Here then the HindrutaR.1
confounds two very different words in one instance, and
makes two words out of one in the other instance.

Sat literally signifies existent: it is employed in the
acceptation of truth. Satya, a regular derivative from it,
signifies true; or, employed substantively, truth. The
correspondent HindI word, saeh, is corrupted from the
Sanllerlt satya, by neglecting the final vowel, by substitut
ing j for y, according to the genius of the Hinde", dialect,
and by transforming the harsh combination tj into the softer
sound of eh. Here then is obviously traced the identity of
the HindustanI sach, and BengD.lt ahotyo, which are only
the same Sanscrlt word satya variously pronounced.

Yuvan signifies young, and yauvana youth. The first
makes yuva in the nominative case: this is adopted into
HindustanI with the usual permutation of consonants, and
becomesjllM, as yauvana is transformed intoj6ban. The
same word has been less corrupted in Persian and Latin,
where it stands jUf£an and juvenis. In many inflections
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the root of ytrVa'll is contracted into yun: the p<>BSe88ive
case, for example, fonns in the three numbers, yU7W.6,
yfAn6s, yfJ,nam. Here, then, we trace the origin of the
Latin comparative junior; and I cannot hesitate in refer
ring to these Sanscrit roots, the Welsh jevangk, and
Armoricanjovank, as well as the Saxo'n yeong, and finally
the English young. This analogy, which seems evident
through the medium of the Sanscrlt language, is wholly

obscured in Hinclrutant
These examples might be easily multiplied, but unprofit

ably, I fear; for, after proving that nine-tenths of the
Hindi dialect may be traced back to the Sansmt idiom,
there yet remains the difficulty of accounting for the
remaining tenth, which is perhaps the basis of the Hindi
language. Sir WILLIAM JONES thought it so; and he
thence inferred, that the pure Hiner. was primeval in Upper
India, into which the Sanscrlt was introduced by con
querors from other kingdoms in some very remote age.·
This opinion I do not mean to controvert. I only contend,
that where similar words are found in both languages, the
Hind'. has borrowed from Sanscrlt, rather than the Sanscrlt
from Hindt It may be remarked too, that in most coun
tries the progress has been from languages rich in inflec
tions, to dialects simple in their structure. In modem
idioms, auxiliary verbs and appendant particles supply the
place of numerous inflections of the root: it may, for this
reason, be doubted, whether the present structure of the
Hindi tongue be not a modem refinement. But the ques
tion, which has been here hinted rather than discussed, can
be decided only by a careful examination of the oldest
compositions that are now extant in the Hind£ dialect.
UntiI some person execute this task, a doubt must remain,
-------'------ -------- --- ------

• See Sir W. JONES' third anniversary discourse.
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whether the groundwork of HindS, and consequently of
HindlUltan~,be wholly distinct from that of SaJUCru.

On the subject of the modem dialect of Upper India,
I with pleasure refer to the works of a very ingenious
member of this society, Mr. GILCHRIST, whose labours
have now made it easy to acquire the knowledge of an
elegant laoguage, which is used in every part of Hi"dv.stan
and the Dekhi1&, which is the common vehicle of colloquial
intercourse among all well-educated natives, and among
the illiterate also, in many provinces of India, and which is
almost every where intelligible to some among the inhabi
tants of every village. The dialects which will be next
noticed are of more limited U8e.

Gaura,- or 8.8 it is commonly called BengaW, or
BengfdS, is the language spoken in the provinces of which
the ancient city of Gaur was once the capital. I t still
prevails in all the provinces of Bengal, excepting perhaps
some frontier districts, but is said to be spoken in its
greatest purity in the eastern parts only; and, as there
spoken, contains few words which are not evidently derived
from SanlCrlt. This dialect has not been neglected by
learned men. Many Sanscrtt poems have been translated,
and SOIne original poems have been composed in it:
learned Hindus in Bengal speak it almost exclusively;

• It is necessary to remark, that although GaurtJ be tho name of
Btmgal, yet the BraJwn,aluu, who bear that appellation, are not inha
bitants of Bengal but of Hindu.st6n proper. They reside chiefly in
the SUOO of Delhi, while the Brtihmafuu of Bengal are avowed colo
nists from CrmDj. It is difficult to account for this contradiction.
The Gaura Brah'lltaftaa allege a tradition, that their anceetore mi
grated in the days of the P6fWava8, at the commencement of the
present Cali !JUga. Though no plausible conjecture can be founded
on this tradition, yet I am induced to retract a conjecture formerly
hazarded by me, that the Gnr of our maps was the original country
of the Gaura priests.
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verbal instruction in sciences is communicated through this
medium, and even puhlic disputations are conducted in
this dialect. Instead of writing it in the Devanagan, as
the Pracnt and Hindevi are written,· the inhabitants of
BeRgal have adopted a peculiar character, which is nothing
else but Devanagar~, difformed for the sake of expeditious
writing. Even the learned amongst them employ this
character for the Sa7UCT'it language, the pronunciation of
which, too, they in like manner degrade to the BengIW
standard. The labours of Mr. HALDED and Mr. FOR

STER have already rendered a knowledge of the Bengfdi
dialect accessible; and Mr. FORSTER'S further exertions
will still more facilitate the acquisition of a language
which cannot but be deemed greatly useful, since it pre
vails throughout the richest and most valuable portion of
the British possessions in India.

Mail'Itila, or Tirkudya, is the language used in Mi
t'kila (that is, in the Sircar of Tirhut), and in some adjoin
ing districts, limited however by the rivers Gun (CauSid),
and Gandhac (GandkacD, and by the mountains of Nepal.
I t has great affinity with BengaU j and the character in
which it is written differs little from that which is employed
throughout Bengal. In TirkUt, too, the learned write Sa7&
serlt in the Tirluli~ya character, and pronounce it after
their own inelegant manner. As the dialect of Mit'kills
has no extensive use, and does not appear to have been at

• P,.6crlt aDd Hindi books are commonly written in the Divana
ga11; but a corrupt writing, called NagaN, is used by Hindus in all
common transactions where Hindi is employed by them; and a still
more corrupted one, wherein vowels are for the most part omitted, is
employed by bankers and others in mercantile transactions. I muat
hP.re confess that I can give DO satisfactory explanation of the
term. The common etymology of Nagar' is uDsatisfactolj'; unless
NagMa be taken as the name of some particular place emphatically
called the city.
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e

any time cultivated by elegant poets, it is unnecessary to
notice it further in this place.

Utcala, or 0'aradesa, is co-extensive with the SubO. of
OIresa, extending from Medinzpur to Manacapattana, and
from the sea to SammaZZ-pur. The language of this pro
vince, and the character in which it is written, are both
called Urzya. So far as a judgment can be formed from
imperfect specimens of. this language, it contains many
SansCTlt words variously corrupted, with some Persian and
Arabic terms borrowed through the medium of Hindustanz,
and with others of doubtful origin. The letters are evi
dently taken from the Devanagarz j and the Brahmens of
this province use the Urzya character in writing the San
SCTlt language. Its deviations from the Devanagarz may
be explained, from the practice of writing on palm leaves
with an iron style, or on paper with a pen cut from a por
cupine's quill. It differs in this respect from the hand
writing of northern tribes, and is analogous to that of the
southern inhabitants of the peninsula.

The five Hindu nations, whose peculiar dialects have
been thus briefly noticed, occupy the northern and eastern
portions of India; they are denominated the five Gaurs.
The rest, called the five Dravirs, inhabit the southern and
western parts of the peninsula. Some Pan!lits, indeed,
exclude Carnata, and substitute Casmzra j but others,
with more propriety, omit the Cashmirian tribe; and, by
adding the Canaras to the list of Dravirs, avoid the incon
sistency of placing a northern tribe among southern nations.
There is reason, too, for doubting whether Cwzra be
occupied by a distinct nation, and whether the inhabitants
of it be not rather a tribe of Cflnyacubjas.

Dravira is the country which terminates the peninsula
of India: its northern limits appear to lie between the
twelfth and thirteenth degrees of north latitude. The lan-

j
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guage of the province is the Ta1Ml, to which Europeans
have given the name of Malabar,· from Malay-war, a
province of Dramra. They have similarly corrupted the
true name of the dialect into Tamul, Tamulic, and Tamu
lian,t but the word, as pronounced by the natives, is
Tfzmla, or Tamalah i and this seems to indicate a deri
vation from Tamra, or TamraparrH, a river of note which
waters the BOuthern Mat'hura, situated within the limits
of Dravira. The provincial dialect is written in a character
which is greatly corrupted from the parent Diva7w.garf,
but which nevertheless is used by the Brahmem ofDravira
in writing the Sanscr'it language. After carefully inspect
ing a grammar published by Mr. DRUMMOND at Bombay,
and a dictionary by missionaries at Madras, I can venture
to pronounce that the Tamla contains many Sanscrtt words,
either unaltered or little changed, with others more cor
rupted, and a still greater number of doubtful origin.

The Ma1W.rashtra, or Mahratta, is the language of a
nation which has in the present century greatly enlarged
its ancient limits. If any inference may be drawn from the
name of the character in which the language is written,
the country occupied by this people was formerly called
Muru it for the peculiar corruption of the DevanagarJ,

• A learned Brahmen of Dravira posithoelyanUJ'es me, that the
dialect of Malabar, though confounded by Europeans with the Tamel,
is different from it, and is not the language to which Europeans have
allotted that appellation.

t The Romisb and Protestant missionaries who have published
dictionaries and grammars of this dialect, refer to another language,
which they denominate Grandam and Grnndonicwm. I t appears that
Samcr'ft is meant, and the term thus corrupted by them is Grant'hn,
a volume or book.

: Mentioned in the royal grant preserved at a famous temple in
Carit6.1a. See As. RBS. vol. iii. p. 48. However, the MahraUIU
themselves affirm, that the Mu", character was introduced amongst
them from the island of Sild".
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which is employed by the Ma1Iarfuhtrll8 in common t~
actions, is denominated by them Mur. Their books, it
must be remarked, are commonly written in Devanagart
The MahraUa nation was formerly confined to a. moun
tainoUll tract situated south of the river N ermadQ., and
extending to the. province of C6can. Their language is
now more widely spread, but is not yet become the verna
cular dialect of provinces situated far beyond the ancient
bounds of their country. Like other Indian tongues, it
contains much pure Smucr'1.t, and more corruptions of that
language, intermixed with words borrowed from Persian
and Arabic, and with others derived from an unknown
source. If the bards of Mun. were once famous, their

supposed successors, though less celebrated, are not leu
diligent. The MahrattlU possess many poems in theirown
dialect, either translated from the Stm8cr'it, or original
compositions in honour ofCRlsHNA, R..hu, and other dei·

fled heroes. Treatises in prose, too, on subjects of logic
and of philosophy, have been composed in the Maln-fJiia
dialect.

CarMi", or Canara, is the ancient language of Car
nataca, a province which has given name to districts on
both coasts of the peninsula. This dialect still prevails in
the intermediate mountainous tract, but seems to be super
seded by other provincial tongues on the eastern coast. A
peculiar character formed from the Devanagar~, but like
the Tamla, much corrupted from it through the practice of

writing on palm-leaves with an iron style, is called by the
same name with the language of Carnatac. BrfJhmentl of
this tribe have assured me that the language bears the
same affinity to Sanscr'tt as other dialects of the Dacshin.
I can affirm, too, from their conversation, that the CanarlU,
like most other southern tribes, have not followed the ill
example of Bengal and the provinces adjacent to it, in pro-
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nouncing the SansC1''It language in the same inelegant man
ner with their own provincial dialects.

Tailanga, Telingah, or Tila1lga, is at once the name
of a nation, of its language, and of the character in which
that language is written. Though the province of Teli1tgana
alone retain the name in published maps of India, yet the
adjacent provinces on either bank. of the aruhna and G6df.t
vert, and those situated on the north-eastern coast of the
peninsula, are undoubtedly comprehended within the an
cient limits of Tilanga, and are inhabited chiefly by people
of this tribe. The language, too, is widely spread: and
many circumstances indicate that the Tailangas formerly
occupied a very extensive tract, in which they still consti
tute the principal part of the population. The character
in which they write their own language is taken from
DhJa71agan, and the Taila7lga Brakmens employ it in
writing the Sanscr'it tongue, from which the Tailanga
idiom is said to have borrowed more largely than other
dialects used in the BOuth of India. This language appears
to beve been cultivated by poets, if not by prose writers ;
for the Taila7lgas po8ge8S many compositions in their own
proviDcial dialect, some of which are said to record the
ancient history of tbe country.

The province of GUrjara· does not appear to have been
at any time much more extensive than tbe modem Guzrat,
although Brahmanas, distinguished by tbe name of that
country, be now spread over the adjoining provinces on
both sides of the Nermada. This tribe uses a language
denominated from their own appellation, but very nearly
allied to the Hinda tongue, while the character in which it

• The limits of Glw;jfJf'(J, 88 here indicated, are too narrow. It
seems to have been co-exteDsive with the ancient, rather than the
modem Guzr6l, and to have included the whole, or the greatest part
of CandelA and Malwa.
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is written conforms almost exactly with vulgar Nagan.
Considering the situation of their country, and the analogy
of language and writing, I cannot hesitate in thinking that
the Gurjaras should be considered as the fifth northem
nation of India, and the U'nyas should be ranked among
the tribes of the Dacskin.

Brief and imperfect as is this account of the Pr6.crtu of
India, I must be still more concise in speaking of the lan
guages denominated Magadni and ApabkTan8a in the
passages quoted at the beginning of this essay. Under
these names are comprehended all those dialects which,
together with the Pr6.crtu above-noticed, are generally
known by the common appellation of Bhaska, or speech.
This tenn, as employed by all philologis~, from P.ANINI
down to the present professors of grammar, does indeed
signify the popular dialect of SaTUCTl.t, in contradistinction
to the obsolete dialect of the veda j but in common accep
tation, Bkakka (for 80 the word is pronounced on the
banks of the Ganges) denotes any of the modem vernacular
dialects of India, especially such as are corrupted from
the SansCTtt: these are very numerous. After excluding
mountaineers, who are probably aborigines of India, and
whose languages have certainly no affinity with Sanscr'it,
there yet remain in the mountains and islands contiguous
to India, many tribes that seem to be degenerate Hindus.
They have certainly retained some traces of the language
and writing which their ancestors had been taught to
employ.

Without passing the limits of Hindustan, it would be
easy to collect a copious list of different dialects in the
various provinces which are inhabited by the ten principal
Hindu nations. The extensive region which is nearly
defined by the banks of the SaTaswntz and Ganga on the
north, and which is strictly limited by the shores of the
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eastern anel western seas towards the south, contains firty
seven provinces according to some lists, and eighty-four
according to others. Each of these provinces has its
peculiar dialect, which appears, however, in most instances,
to be a variety only of some one among the ten principal
idioms. Thus Hindustani, which seems to be the lineal
descendant of the Canyacubja, comprises numerous dialects,
from the Ordu zeban, or language of the royal camp and
court, to the barbarous jargon which reciprocal mistakes
have introduced among European gentlemen and their
native servants. The same tongue, under its more appro
priate denomination of Hind~, comprehends many dialects
strictly local and provincial. They differ in the proportion
of Ambic, Persian, and Sanscr'it, either pure or slightly
corrupted, which they contain; and some shades of differ
ence may be also found in the pronunciation, and even in
the basis of each dialect.

Not being sufficiently conversant with all these idioms,
I sball only mention two, which are well known, because
lyric poets have employed them in songs, that are still the
delight of natives of all ranks. I allude to the PenjaM
and to the Brij-bhakhO.. The first is the language of
Pa71cltanada, or Penjab, a province watered by the five
celebmted rivers which fall into the Sindhu. The songs
entitled KMals and Teppas, which are no doubt familiar
to all who have a taste for the vocal music of India, are
composed almost exclusively in this dialect; as the Dhur
peds and regular Rags are Hindi; and Rekhtah"', in the
language of the court of Hindustan.

The Brij-bhakha, or Vrqja bh6sha, is the dialect sup
posed to have been anciently spoken among the pea8ants

• The author of the Tazcareh Shudr(J Hind explains Rekhtah as
signifying a poetry composed in the language of the royal court of
HindU81an, but in the style and metre of Pl'rsian poetry.

VOL. II. J)
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in the neighbourhood of Mat'Aura. It derives its name
from the cow-pens (vraja) and dairies in the forest of
Vrtnda, where CdSHlh was educated among the wives
and daughters of the cowherds. His amorous adventures

with RA DBA and the G6p1.s furnish the subject of many
favourite songs in this dialect. I t is still spoken with

much purity throughout a great part of the Antarbed or
D6ab, and in some districts on the opposite banks of the
Ya1lIuna and Ganga.

To these cursory observations might be fitly added a
specimen of each language, and of the character in which
it is written, together with a list of the most common terms
in the various dialects of India, compared with words of
similar sound and import in the ancient languages of
Europe. I have, indeed, made collections for this purpose:
but the insertion of a copious list would exceed the limits
of a desultory essay. For this reason, and because the
collection is yet incomplete, I suppress it; and shall here
close the present essay abruptly, with the intention of
resuming the subject, should the further prosecution of
these enquiries at any future time enable me to furnish
the information called for by this Society, concerning the
number of Hinduw1 dialects, and the countries where they
are spoken.



II.

PREFACE totheAuTHoR'S' GRAMMAR oftheSANSCRlT

LANGUAGE.'

[Calcutta, 1805. Folio.]

HAVING accepted an honourable nomination to the post
of Profe880r of the Sauerlt Language in the College of
Fort William, early after the foundation of that useful in
stitution, I felt it incumbent on me to furnish, through
the prese, the means of studying a language, which it
was my duty to make known, but on which I had no inten
tion of delivering oral instruction.

Among other undertakings adapted to this purpose, the
publication of a &nscnt Grammar was commenced, which
was first intended to be brief and elementary, but of which
the design has been enlarged in its progress. As the entire
work will exceed the bounds of a single volume, a conve
nient break has been ch06en to close the first, and a few
remarks will be now prefixed to it, since a considerable
time may elapse before the second volume be completed.
I have the less scruple, in pausing upon this work, to devote
my attention to other duties, because the deficient part of
it may be supplied by the grammars which Mr. FORSTER

and Mr. CA REY will severally publish.
In the composition of this grammar, I have followed

the system taught by writers, whose works are considered
by the prevailing sects of Hindus to be sacred, and to
form an appendage of their scriptures. My reasons for
preferring these to the popular or pl'ofane treatises on
Grammar, were stated in ~ essay 011 the 8anscT'It lan-

D 2
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guage inserted in the seventh volume of the Asiatic Re
searches.- I adhere to the opinion there expressed. The
sacred grammar has been more cultivated, its agreement
with ancient writings and classical authors has been more
carefully verified, than any other grammar of the language:
it is more usually cited, and more generally understood :
and, as finally corrected by a long train of commentators,
it is more accurate and complete.

The arrangement, indeed, iil ill-adapted to facilitate
study; both in the original work, and in the numerous
illustrations of it. But I thought it practicable to frame a
grammar upon the same system, which should be easily
intelligible to the English student of SansCTlt. Wtthout
believing that I have succeeded, I still think it to be
practicable: and the difficulties which may be experienced
in the following pages, will in general be found owing
merely to the want of examples; which have been omitted,
under the apprehension ofrendering thework too voluminous.

An improvement which has been recently effected in
the types of the Nagar~ character, by reducing their size,
without diminishing their distinctness, has removed the
objection to ample illustrations by examples: and, if this
work should be reprinted, examples of every rule will
accordingly be inserted; and, at all events, they will be
retained in the second volume of this grammar.

On the same supposition of a new edition of this first
volume, I should be desirous of altering some of the
terms adopted by me in place of technical words in Sans
erit grammar. An unwillingness to coin new words in
English, led me to use some expressions, which are not
sufficiently precise; others were selected by me, not anti
cipating objections to their use, which have since occurred :
and, in some instances, I have inadvertently changed an
appropriate term for one less suitable. The most material

• See page 15 of the pre8ent volume.
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intended changes are mentioned in the margin j- and the
reader is requested to notice them.

I shall be likewise glad to have an opportunity of insert
ing the original rules of Sanscrzt GramlDar. They are
usually committed to memory by native students of the
language; and are cited by Sanscrzt authors, in words,
and not by reference to their place or their import. The
knowledge of them is, therefore, material to the student
of Sanscrzt: and they are frame~, like the aphorisms of
other sciences among the Hindus, with studied and inge
nious brevity.

The author of these grammatical aphorisms is PANINI.

His rules, with the annotations of C.~TY AYA N A entitled
Varticas, confirmed 01' corrected by PAT A N J A LI in the
Manabnashya, constitute the standard of Sanscrzt gram-

• LetteTll, added by Sanscnt grammarians, as marks, but which
are not sounded, nor retained in the inflections, are called by them
Anuhandha or It; which, ill this grammar, has been translated mute:
but the circumstance of such vowels being accented, leads to the
inconsistency of speaking of accented mute vowels. They would be
better designated by the word indiclUQ1'Y.

A class of derivative verbs, which in a former treatise I denomi
nated Freqflentatives, has been here named Intensives. On considera
tiOD, I revert to the first-mentioned term.

Under the head of tenses, I have used the word Aorist to signify
indefinite in respect to a species of time, instead of indefinite as to
time in general: the name of Remote PlUIt is not sufficiently descrip.
tive of the import of the tense to which it has been assigned; and
-avera! others are open to a similar remark: I wish therefore to
change the names of the tenses, according to the following scheme.

1. Present.
2. Preterite unperceived (Remote pasl)
3. Crastinefulure (Absolute future.)
•. Indejinitefulure (Aorist future.)
5. A&1'ist 1st. (Imperative, &c.)
6. Pridian past (Absolute past.)
7. Aorist 2d. (Imperative, &c.)
8. Indejinitl! pallt (Aorist past.)
9. Ctmditional (Conditional futur~.)
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mar. Fl'Om the three saints, as Hindu grammarians affect
to call them, there is no appeal. Other authorities may be
admitted, where they are silent: but a deviation even by a
classical or an ancient writer, from a rule in which they
concur, is deemed either a poetical license or a privileged
barbalism.

The works of these sacred writers, with the notes of

CAIYYAtA on the MahO.bhfuhya, interpreted by his scho
liasts, and more especially the perpetual commentary of
VAMANA on PANINI'S aphorisms, under the title of CaRi
ca vl'ltti, elucidated by the copious annotations of HARA
.DATTA MISRA in the Padamanjarf, are the basis of the
grammar here printed. The Siddhanta caumudf, and
Man6rama of BHAtt6Ji, with their commentaries, have
been frequently consulted by me. Much use has also been
made of the Pracriya caumudf, with its commentaries, the
Prasada and Tatwa chandra: and I have continually
referred to MAITREYA, MADHAVA, V6PADEVA, and the
other interpreters of San.scr'it roots. A reader, who may
be desirous of verifying my authorities, should be apprized,
that the CaRica vrltti, Siddhanta caumudf, and Mtldha
v'ya vrztti .have been my chief guides: and that others,
besides the books enumerated, have been occasionally con
sulted; as the Ganaratna mah6dadhi, the Vrztti sangraha,
and the commentators of the ParibM.sM.s; and sometimes,
though rarely, the popular grammars.

For the information of the Sanserzt student, a list of
these and other grammatical works will be subjoined, in
cluding many treatises which have not been used for this
grammar; but none, which I do not know to be extant;
and few, of which I do riot actually possess complete copies.
The list might have been greatly enlarged by adding the
names of books quoted by undoubted authorities: and I
shall only remark, in regard to such work,,;, that the earliest
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grammatians are expressly stated by V6PADEVA, to have
been INDRA, CHANDRA, CASACRhsNA, .APlSALi, S.4.CA
TAYANA, P.bhNI, AMERA, and JAINRNDRA. Among
these P IN INI remains; and some of the others: perhaps aU.

The authorities, which have been mentioned by me, as
,generally followed in this grammar, differ materially in
their arrangement. I have been guided sometimes by one,
sometimes by another, as seemed best adapted to the two
objects pl"Oposed, conciseness and perspicuity. I am ap
prehensive, that, in the pursuit of both objects, one has
frequently been missed. It was, however, with the view
of compressing much grammatical information in a small
compass, that paradigmas have been multiplied, but ex
hibited in a succinct form; and that general rules only are
usually inserted in the text, while exceptions and special
rules are placed in the notes.

I have admitted no remarks on general grammar, though
suggested by the numerous peculiarities of Sanser'lt. Tbe6t',
with the observations which occur on a comparison of the
ancient language of India with those of Europe, are de
ferred until the completion of the work.

In the meantime, one singularity of the SanSCTtt lan
guage may be noticed: its admitting both the ancient and
the modem systemR of grammatical structure. It abounds
in inflections for cases and genders; tenses and persons: and
it also admits a simple construction of indeclinable nouns
with prepositions, and of participles with auxiliary verbs.

This remark anticipates on a part of the grammar
reserved for the second volume, in which composition and
synta.'l. will be explained, with other matters indicated in
the note subjoined to the table of contents of the first
volume.
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Sutra by PANlNl: rules of grammar in eight books en
titled Ashtadhyaya; comprising 3,996 aphorisms.

Vartica by CATYAY ANA, amending or explaining PANINl'S
rules.

Mahabhasltya by PATANJALI, interpreting or correcting
CA.TyAYANA'S annotations.

Mahabhasltyapradzpa by CAIYYATA, annotating PATAN
J ALl'S gloss.

BhfLshya pradip6dy6ta by NAGOJI BHAttA, commenting
on CAIYY AfA'S notes.

Bhashya pradipa vivarana by iswARA]'\ AND A: another
commentary on CAl YY AfA's notes.

CfLSica vrltti by JAYADITYA OrVA-MANA JAYADITYA: a
perpetual commentary on PANlNl'S rules.

Padamanjarz by HARADATTA MISRA: an exposition of
the last mentioned work.

Nyasa or CfLSica vr'itti panjica by JINENDRA: another
exposition of the same,'" with explanatory notes by
RACSHlTA.

Vrltti Sangraha by NAGOJl BHA'i'tA: a concise commen
tary on P.4.NlNI.

Bhasha "''Tltti by Pu RuSH6TT AMA DEY A: a commentary
on PANlNl'S rules (omitting those which are peculiar
to the dialect of the Vedas) .

• I state ~his with SOID1! distrust, not having yet seen the book.
The Nyasa is universally cited j and the BOdhinyfua is frequently so.
V6PAOEVA'S CflVy(l ctimadhenu quotes the Nyasa of JINENDRA and
that ()f JINEl'iDIlA BUDDHI.
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BMI8h6. vrlttyart'ka vivr'itti by SRhHfIDHARA ; explaining

PURUSH6TTAMA'S commentary.

Sabda caustubka by BHAtt6Ji DicSHITA, consisting of

scholia on P A. NINI (left incomplete by the author).

Prabha by BAJDYANAT'HA PA.YAGUNDA, also named

BALAMBHAti'A; a commentary on the Sabda cau
stuMa.

Praeriya caumudf by RAMACHANDRA ACHARYA: a

grammar in which PA.NINI'S rules are used, but his ar

rangement changed.

Prw;fuIa by Vltt'HALA ACHARYA j a commentary on the

Pracriya caumuda.
Tatwa chandra by JAY ANT A: another commentary on

the same, abridged from one by CRYsHN A FANfnTA.

Siddhanta caumudf by BHATIOJi DicSHITA: a grammar

on the plan of the Praeriya; but more correct and com

plete.

Man6rama or Praud-ha man6rama by the same author;

containing notes on his own work.

Tatwa b6dhini by JNYA.NENDRA SARASWATi: a com

mentary on BHAtt6Ji's Siddhanta caumudf.
Sabdendu sec'hara by NAGESA BHAttA (same with N A.

G6Jl BHAttA): another commentary on the Siddhanta
caumudf.

Laghu sabdendu sec'hara: an abridgment of the last.
Chidast'himfdO, by BAIDYANA.T'HA PAYAGUNDA: acom

mentary on the abridged gloss of N AGEsA.

Sabdaratna by HARJ DicSHITA: a commentary on BHAt-

t6Ji's notes on the Man6rama. :::. ",,: ;"~ d'~

Laghu sabdaratna: an abridgment of the same.

Bhava pracasica by BAIDYANAT'HA PAYAGUNDA: an

expositionofHARI DicSHITA'S commentary.

Madhya caumudf by BARADA RA.JA: an abridgment of

the Siddhanta caumudf. There is also a Madhya ma-
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nfnama; besides other abridgments of the SiddlI.fu,.ta
itself, as the Laghu caumud', &C.

ParibltlUlM: maxims of interpretation from ancient gram
marians, cited in the Varticas and BlW.shya, as rnIes for
interpreting PANINI's sutras.

ParibhlUlha vr'itti by SiRA DEVA: a commentary on the
cited maxims of interpretation.

Laghu paribhasha vr'itti by BHAsCARA BHAttA: a suc
cinct commentary on the same.

ParibhlUlhart'ha sangraha: another commentary on the

same.

Chandrica bySWAYAMPRAcASANANDA: interpreting the

last mentioned commentary.

Pm'ibhlUlnendu sec'hara by N.AGESA BHAttA: a brief

. exposition of the same maxims.

ParibhO.sMndu sec'hara casica by BAlDY ANAT'HA PA YA

GUNDA, commenting the gloss of N.AGESA.

Carica: metrical rules of grammar, cited in the MahfJ,bha
shya, CaGica vr'itti, &c.

Vacya pradlpa by BHARTRIHARI: metrical maxims

chiefly on the philosophy of syntax. These are often
cited under the name of Haricarica.

Vaiyacarana bltitshana by CONDA BHAttA: on syntax

and the philosophy of grammatical structure.
Bhitshanasara darpana by HARIBALLABHA: a commen

tary on the work last mentioned.

Vaiyacarana bhitshalta sara: an abridgment of the same

work.

Lagltu bhitshana canti by BAIDYAN.h'HA P.AVAGUNDA:

a commentary on that abridgment.

Vaiyacarana siddhUnta manjf.tska by N1GESA nHAttA:

on syntax and the philosophy of grammatical structure.

Laghu vaiyacarana siddMnta manj6.sIW.: an abridgment
of the same.
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Callt by BAIDYANAT'HA PAYAGUNDA: a commentary ~n

the last mentioned abridgment.
Other treatises on construction logically considered,

which are very numerous, are omitted as belonging
more properly to the science of logic.

Galtapata: lists of words comprehended in rules of gram
mar, under general classes.

Ganaratna mah6dadhi: a collection of such lists, with a
commentary.

DhO.tupata by P.ANINI: the roots or themes systemati
cally arranged, with their indicatory letters and theu
interpretations.

DhO.tupradfpa or Tantrapradfpa by MAITREvA RAC

SH 1T A: an illustration of the list of roots, with exam
ples of their inflections.

Madhavfya vr'ltti by SAY AN A i.c HARY A, in the name of
MADHAVA .ACHARYA: a copious exposition of the
roots with their derivatives.

The Bhatti cavya, a poem describing the adventures of
RAMA, may be considered as a grammatical work,
having been purposely written for a practical instruction
on grammar. It has several commentaries.

The S'zesha of Pi.NINI Rnd Niructa of YASCA, with the
commentaries on the Nigha'11.ta included in the last, are
there omitted, as they are of little use, except in the
reading of the Vedas. Treatises on particular branches
of etymology are also omitted, as not very generally
consulted. Such is the Ya7L luganta sir6ma7H on the
formation of frequentative verbs.

Numerous other works, belonging to this grammar, have
not been ascertained to be extant, being at present
known only through quotations from them: as the Pa
ninfya mata darpana. quoted in the Prcuada; and many
others cited in the Mfulhavfya vr'itti.
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The following belong to other Systems of Grammar.

Saraswat~ pracriya by ANUBHUTI SWARUPACHARYA:

a grammar founded on seven hundred rules or apho

risms, pretended to have been recei,'ed by the author

from the goddess SARASWATL This grammar is much
used in Hindustan proper.

A commentary on the same by PUNJARAJA.

Another by MAHiBHAtfA.

SiddMnta ehandriea: another commentary on the same

grammar.

Pada eltandrica; another, in which PANINI'S aphorisms

are also exhibited.

Haimavyaearana by HEMACHANDRA or HEMASURi. A
Sanser'it grammar is cited under this title, which is
probably the same with HEMACHANDRA'S commentary

on the Sabd1znua/zsana, entitled Laghu vr'ltti; comprised

in eight books, including in the last the anomalies of

the Praer'lt language as derived from the Sanser'lt.
(The Camadhenu cites a Sabd6.nua/zsana by AB HI NAVA

SACAtAYANA besides HEMASURI'S work.) This gram

mar is used by the Jainas.
A commentary, without the author's name, is annexed to

HEMACHAN ORA'S grammar.

Pracr'lta man6rama: an abridged commentary on the

Praertta ekandrica of VARARUCHI; showing the ano

malies of Pr/zer'lt formed from SanseT'lt.

Catantra or caZapa: a grammar, of which the rules or

aphorisms are ascribed to the god CUMARA. It is

much used in Bengal.
Daurgasinha: a comtnentary on the above by DURGA

SINHA; but stated in the introductory couplet to be the

work of SARVA VARMAN, who is accordingly cited in

V6PAOEvA'S CamadMnu.
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Catantra vr'itti ttea by DURGASINHA: an exposition of
the above mentioned commentary. (The Camadhenu
quotes the Durga t~ca of DURGAGUPTA, and the Ca
tantra vistara OfVARDHAMANA MISRA.)

Catalltra panjica by TRILocHAN ADASA: a commentary
on the same grammar.

CalfLpa tatwarnava byRAGHUN ANDANA ACHARYA SJR6-
MAN): another commentary on the same grammar.

Catantra chandrica: another commentary on the same.
Chaitracut~ by V ARARUCHI: another on the same.
Vyac'hya sara by HARIRAMA CHACRAVARTi: another

commentary.
Vyac'hya sara by RAMADASA: another, under the same

title.
Other commentaries on the same grammar by Sus HEN A

CAVIRAJA, RAM.AN..\T'HA, UM.APATI, CULACHANDRA,
and Mud.RI.

Catantra pariSishta by SRiPATIDATTA: a supplement to
the Catantra.

PariSishta prab6dha by GOpiNAT'HA: a commentary on
the above.

PariSishta siddkanta ratnacara by SIVAR.AMA CHACRA
v ARTf: another on the same.

Catantra gaTta dhatu: the roots or themes systematically
arranged for the Catantra.

Man6rama by RAM.ANAT'HA: a commentary on that list
of verbs.

Many other treatises belong to this grammar; as the
Catantra SIw.tcaraca by RAHAS~NANDi, the Catantra
Unfuli vr'ltti by SIVA DASA, the Catantra chatushtaya
prad'zpa, Catantra dhatugh6ska, Catantra sabda mala, &c.

Sancshiptasara by CRAMADisw ARA: a grammar, corrected
by JUMAR ANAN Di aud often cited under the title of
Jaumara. This grammar is in use in Bengal.
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A commentary on the above, by 06vlcHAN DRA.
Vyacara cfapica by NyAvA PAN CHAN ANA: an exposition

of 06vicHANDRA'S commentary.
Another exposition of the same commentary by VANSivA

DANA.
Durghata ghatana: another commentary on the &ncship

taslcra.
Other commentaries on the same grammar, by different

authors, as 06PALA cHAcRAvARTI, &c.
A supplement to JUMARANANDl's corrections of the

Sancshiptasara by 06vlcHA NDRA.
Other treatises appertain to this grammar, as SaixuJgh6ilW,

DhQ.tugh6shQ., &c.

Mugdhab6dha by V6PADEvA: a grammar of the &nscnt
language, much studied in Bengal.

A commentary by the author of the grammar.
Another by DURGADASA, entitled Sub6dltint
One by MISRA, entitled Ch'hQ.ta.
Other commentaries by RA:'\lANANDA, RAMA TARCAVAG

iliA, MADHusuDANA, Df;;vID.ASA, RAMABHADRA,
RAMAPRASADA TARCAVAGISA, SRIBALLABHACHAR
VA, DAy.ARAl\IA VACHESPATI, BH6LAN.AT'HA, CAR
TIC A 8JDDHANTA, RATICANTA TARCAVAGISA, 06
VINDA RAMA, &c.

Mugdkab6dha pariSishta by CHlswARA: a supplement
to the Mugdhab6dha.

Another by NANDACIS6RA.
CaTJicalpadruma by V6 PADEv A: an alphabetical catalogue

of roots, arranged in verse.
Cavya camadhellft by the same author, explaining hill own

list of verbs.
DMtu dipica by DURG.ADAsA: a commentary on the

same catalogue of verbs.
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CavicalpadrtmuJ vyac'hya by R.bu NY hALA,NC An A :

another commentary on the same.

D'h6.turatM'Dali by RAD'BAcnYsHwA: a metrical cata
logue of roots.

Cavirahasya by HE LAYU DB A: exhibiting in verse examples

of the most common verbs.

A commentary on the same.

Supadma byPADMANABHA DATTA: a grammar of SttRs
crt!. It is in use in some parts of Bengal.

Supadma macaranda or Macaranda: a commentary on the

above, by VISHNU MISRA.

Other commentaries by various authors: as CAN DARPA

SIDDHANTA, CHisWARA, SRiDHARA CHACRAVARTi,

, RiMACHANDRA, &c.

Supadma pa:riSishta: a supplement to the grammar.
Supadma dhatupata by PADMANABHA DATTA: a list

of themes or roots for the author's grammar, called

Supadma. The same author added other appendages to
his grammar, viz. ParibltfuMl and Unfuli'l;rttti.

Other treatises belong to this grammar; as the Casuwan
gana, and its commentary by RAMAcANTA.

Ratnam6.l!l by PURUSH6TTAMA: a grammar used in

Camaru.pa.
Druta b6dha by BHARATAMALLA: a grammar, with a

commentary on it by the same author. This and the

following are not much in use.

SudMsuMdha by RiMESW ARA: another grammar with a

commentary by the author himself.

Harina.",amrlta by Jiv AGH6SH A sw hot!: another, with a

commentary.
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CkaitanYOmr'ita: another, also accompanied by a com
mentary.

Carieavall by RiM A NiRiYAN A: a grammar in verse.
Prab&lka prae~a by BALARAMA PANCHANANA: a

grammar.
Rupamala by VUlALA SARASWATI; another grammar.
Jnyanamr'lta byCASisWARA: another.
Afub6dka, Laghub6dka, fflghrab6dha, Saramr'tta, Divya,

Padavall, Ulea; and many other grammars by various
authors.

Besides VARARUCHI'S Praer'ita praeasa or Cha1tdricQ"
and BHAMAHA'S commentary entitled Man6rama vr'itti
before-mentioned, other grammars of Pruer'lt are known:
as the Praer'lta camadhenu, Praer'lta laneeswara, &.c.

Authorities of Sanser'lt grammar, cited in books which
have been used for the present volume, but not otherwise
known, nor in any malll1er ascertained to be now extant,
have been excluded from the foregoing list. Many of them
could Dot be confidently referred to any particular system
of grammar; and, in numerous instances, a doubt arises,
whether the same work be not quoted under different
names, in different places: sometimes, under the title of
the book; at other times, under the designation of the
author. A few of these names, which occur most f~

quently, will be here enumerated, with a notice of the au
thority by which they are quoted.

PiNINI himself names SACALYA, GARGYA, CASYAPA,
GALAVA, APlSALi, SACAfAYANA, BHARADWAJA, As
WALAYANA, Sp'H6fAYANA, and CHACRAVARMANA.

The Mfulhavlya VT'lttiquotes, among many other au
thors, CHANDRA, APISALi, SACAfAYANA, ATREYA,
DHANAPALA, CAUSICA, PURUSHACARA, SUDHACARA,
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MADUUSVDANA, YADAVA, BUAGURI, SRiBBADRA, SI
VADEVA, RAMADEVA MISRA, DEVA, NANDi, RA IIU,

BHiMA, BH6JA, HELARAJA, SUBHVTI CHANDRA,
PURNA CHANDRA, YAJNYANARAYANA, CANWA, SWAlId,
CEsAvA SWAMi, SIVA SWAMi, DUURTA SWA!'tlt, CSHiRA
swA.Mi (this last is cited in the Praal.uia as author of the
CsMra taranginJ). The Mfulhamya likewise frequently
cites the Tarangin~, Abharana, 8O.bdicabharana, Samanta,
Pracnya ratM and Pratpa.

The Vlzrticcu of VYAGHRA BHVTI and VYAGHRA
PADA are mentioned by many authors; and 80 is the
DAlztu plzrayaM. V6PADEVA, in the Camadhenu, has
quoted the Panjica pratfapa of CUSA LA <belonging perhaps
to the grammar called Catantra;) and the SarlUWat{
cantabharana (ascribed by 80me to BR6JA DEV A). The
Prcuada often cites the Ramavylzcarana, and seems to
name V6PADEvA as the author of it.

The following are, among others, noticed in the Dh4
tudSpica of DURGA DASA, viz. BHAffAMALLA,G6vINDA
BHAttA, CHATURBHUJA, GADI8INHA, G6VARDHANA,
and SARANADEvA.

VOL. II. E



III.

PaZFACK to tke AUTHOR'S EDITION Of the AMEBA

CbSRA.

[Calcutta, 1808. 4to.]

THE compilation of a Samerit dictionary having been
undertaken early after the institution of the college of
Fort William, it was at the same time thought advisable
to print, in Sanscr'it and English, the work. which has been
chosen for the basis of that compilation, as well for the
sake of exhibiting an original authority to which reference
will be frequently necessary, as with the view of furnishing
an useful vocabulary, which might serve until an ampler
dictionary could be prepared and published.

The celebrated Amera c6sha, or Vocabulary of Samcnt
by AMERA SINHA, is, by the unanimous suffrage of the
learned, the best guide to the acceptations of nouns in
Sanscr'it. The work of PANINI on etymology is rivalled
by other grammars, some of which have even obtained the
preference in the opinion of the learned of particular pro
vinces; but AMERA'S vocabulary has prevailed wherever
the Sanser'lt language is cultivated, and the numerous
other vocabularies which remain, are consulted only where
AMERA'S is either silent or defective. It has employed the
industry of innumerable commentators, while none of the
others (with the single exception of HEMACHANDRA'S)

have been interpreted even by one annotator. Such decided
preference for the Amera c6sha, and the consequent fre
quency of quotations from it, determined the selection of
this as the basis of an alphabetical dictionary, and sug-
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gested the expediency of also pubtishing the origiDal text
with aD English interpretation.

Like other vocabularies of &'IUICrlt, that of AMERA. is
in metre; and a considerable degree of knowledge of the
language becomes reqUite to discriminate the words fn:Jm
their interpretations, and to separate them from cootiguOll8

terms which affect their initials and finals. On this ac
COWlt, and to adapt the w()I'k to the Me of the English

student, the words, of whieh the sense i8 exhibited, are
disjoined from their interpretation (which is included be

tween crotchets); and. the close of each word is marked by
a roman letter over it indicating the gender of the noun.
Where a letter has heen permuted according to the &sa
ent system of orthography, a dot is placed under the line,
to intimate that a letter is there altered or omitted: and a
marginal note is added, exhibiting the radical final of the
noun, or its initial, in every instance where either of them
is so far disguised by permutation as not tG be easily
recognized upon a slight knowledge of the rudiments of
the language, and of its orthography. An explanation in
English is given in the margin, and completed when ne
cessary at the foot of the page. The different interpre
tations proposed by the several commentators, and the
variations in orthography remarked by them, are also
specified in the same place.

According to the original plan of the present publica
tion, the variations in the reading oC the text (for which a
careful collation has been made of several copies and of
numerous commentaries) are noticed only where they affect
the interpretation of a word or its orthography. It was

not at first intended to insert those differences which are
remarked by commentators upon other authority, aod not
upon the ground of any variation in the text itself. How
ever, the utility of indicating such differences wall after-

E 2
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wards thought to counterbalance any inconvenience attend
ing it; and after some progress had been made at the
press, this and other additions to the original design were
admitted, which have rendered a supplement necessary to
supply omissions in the first chapters, and complete the
work upon an uniform plan.

To avoid too great an increase of the volume, the various
readings and interpretations are rather hinted than fully set
forth: it has been judged sufficient to state the result, as
the notes would have been too much lengthened, if the
ground of disagreement had been every where exhibited
and explained. For the same reason, authorities have not
been cited by name. The mention of the particular com
mentator in each instance would have enlarged the notes,
with very little advantage, as the means of verifying autho
rities are as effectually furnished by an enumeration of the
works which have been employed and consulted. They
are as follow:

I. The text of the Amera c6sha.

This vocabulary, comprised in three books, is frequently
cited under the title of Trica:lUla,· sometimes under the
denomination of Abhidltfma (nouns), from its subject;
often under that of Amera c6sha, from the name of the
author. The commentators are indeed unanimous in ascrib
in!?: it to AMERA SINHA. He appearil to have belonged to
the sect of BUDDHA (though this be denied by some of
his scholiasts), and is reputed to have lived in the reign of
VICRAMADITYA; and he is expressly named among the

.. i. e. the Three Books. But that nume properly appertains to
a more ancient vocabulary, which is mentioned hy the commen
taries on the Amera cuslta, among the works from which this is
supposed to have been compiled.
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ornaments of the court of RAJA BH6JA,· one of the many
princes to whom that title has been assigned. If this
mention of him be accurate, he must have lived not more
than eight hundred years ago; for a poem entitled SubhO.
snita Tatna sand6ha, by a Jaina author named AMITA

GATI, is dated in the year 1050 f!'Om the death of V ICRA

MADITVA, and in the reign of MUNJA, who was uncle and
predecessor of RAJA BHOJ A. It, however, appears incon
sistent with the inscription at Buddha gayo' which is dated
in the year 1005 of the era of VlCRAMADITYA, and in
·which mention. is made of AMERA DEVA, probably the
same with the author of the vocabulary. From the fre
quent instances of anachronism, both in sacred and profane
stoty as current among the Hindus, more confidence seems
due to the inscription than to any popular tales concerning
RAJA BH6JA; and the Amera cosha may be considered
as at least Dine hundred years old, and possibly mon
ancient.

It is intimated in the. author's own preface that the work
was compiled from more ancient vocabularies: his com·
mentators instance the Tricamta,t Utpalini, RABHASA

and CATYAY A N A, as furnishing information on the nouns,
and VVADI and VARARUCHI on the genders. The last
mentioned of these authors is reputed contemporary with
VICRAMADITYA, and consequently with AMERA SINHA

himself.
The copies of the original which have been employed in

the correction of the text, in the present publication, are,
1st. A transcript made for my use from an ancient· cor

rected copy in the TiThutiya character, and collated by
me with a copy in Devanagari, which had been carefully
examined by Sir WILLIAM JONES. He had inserted in it

• In the BkfJja prabandJaa. t See a preceding riote;
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an English interpretation, of which also I reserved a copy,
and have derived great· . tance from it in the present
publication.

2d. A transcript in Devaafzgan cha.ractB', with a commen
tary and notes in the Qlnara dialect. It contains 1l1IDleIOU8

passages, which are unnoticed in the most approved com
mentaries, and which are accordingly omitted in the present
edition.

3d. Another copy in the Dewm.agan character, with a
brief and imperfect interpretation in Hindi.

4th. A copy in the Bengal character, with marginal
notes explanatory of the text.

5th. A copy in duplicate, accompanied by a Samen!
commentary, which will be forthwith mentioned (that of
RAlIIiSR,ulA). It contains a few passages not noticed by
most of the commentators. They have been, however,
retained on the authority of this scholiast. A like remark
is applicable to certain other passages expounded in llOIDe

commentaries, but not in others. All such bave been
retained, where the authority itself has been deemed
good.

6th. Recourse bas been occasionally had to other copies
of the text in the possession of natives, whenever it bas
been thought any ways requisite.

II. Commentaries on the Amera c6ska.

1. At the head of the commentaries which have been
llSed, must be placed that of RAYA lIIucUtA, (orVRYHAs
PATI, surnamed RiYA M'UcutA MANI). This work, en
titled Padaehandrica, was compiled, as the anthor himself
informs us, from sixteen earlier commentaries, to many of
which he repeatedly refers; especially those of CSHtRA
SWAMi, SUBHUTJ, HADDA CHANDRA, CALINGA, C6N-
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CAfA, SAIlVADRARA, and the Vyac'Aya.rlta, 7Yretuar
VtUUla, fe.·

Its age is ascertained from the incidental mention of a

date, viz. 1353 8aca, or 4532 of the Cali !JUga, correspond~
ing to A. D. 1431.

Though the derivations in MucutA'S commentary be
often inaccurate, and other errors also have been remarked
by later compilers, its authority is in general great; and
accordingly it has been carefully consulted under every
article of the present work..

2. Among the earlier commentaries named by RAYA
MUCutA, that ofCsHtRA SWAMi is the only one, which
has been examined in the progress of this compilation. It
is a work of considerable merit; and is still in general use
in some provinces of India, although the interpretations not
unfrequently differ from those commonly received.

3. The Vyac'nyluudlW., a modem commentary by RA
MASaAMA or by BHANUDicSHITA (for copies differ as to
the name of the author), is the work of a grammarian of the
school of Benares. He continually refers to RAYA IlIUcutA
and to SwA!IIi ; and his work serves to confirm their scholia
where accurate, and to correct them where erroneous. It
has been consulted at every line.

4. The Vy6.c'nya pradJpa, by ACHYUTA UPADHYAYA,
is a concise and accurate exposition of the text; but adds
little to the information furnished by the works above
mentioned. It has been, however, occasionally consulted.

In these four commentaries, the derivations are given

• The following names may be selected from Muou'h's quotations,
to complete the number of sixteen: M6dhavl, Mad/I" mfuJhavi, Sar
tl4ntmda. AbMf'UJfIda, RiJADivA, G6n:aDRANA, DaiVl6A, BB6JA
RAJA. But some of these appear to be separate works, rather than
commentaries on the Amera COIM. MuoufA occasionally cites the
most celebrated grammarians, as PAN-Ufl, JAVADlTVA, JINiNDRA,
MAITaivA, RA08HITA, PUBUSB6TTAMA, MADRA\'A, &c.
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according to PANINl'S system. In othe1'8, which are next
to be enumerated, various popular grammars are followed
for the etymologies. But, as the derivations of the words
are not included in the plan of the present work, being
reserved for a place in the intended alphabetical dictionary
of Sanscrlt, those commentaries have not been the less
useful in regard to the information which was sought in
them.

5. The commentary of BHARATA MULA (entitled
Mugdhab6dhinO has been as regularly consulted as those
of M ucutA and RiMAhAMA. It is, indeed, a very excel
lent work j copious and clear, and particularly full upon
the variations of orthography according to different readings
or different authorities: the etymologies are given conform
ably with V6p ADBV A'S system of grammar. The author
flourished in the middle of last <:entury.

6. The Sara BUndan, by MAT'HURESA, has been much
used. It is perspicuous and abounds in quotations from
other commentaries, and is therefore a copious source of
information on the various interpretations and readings of
the text. The Supadma is the grammar followed in the
derivations stated by this commentator. MAT'HUd;§A is
author likewise of a vocabulary in verse, entitled Sabda
ramavalt, arranged in the same order with the Amera
c6sha, and which might serve therefore as a commentary
on that work. It was compiled under the patronage of a
Musleman chieftain, MURCH'HA KHAN, whose name is pre
fixed to it. The author wrote not more than 150 years ago.·

7. The Padart'ha CaPlmucfz, by NABA. Y AN A CRACRA
v ARTi, is another commentary of considerable merit, which
has been frequently consulted. The Calapa is the grammar
followed in the etymologies here exhibited.

• His work contains tbe date 1588 .56.00, or 1666.
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I
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8. AcommentarybyRAMANAT'HAVIDYA VACHEsPATr,
entitled TricQnda mveca, is peculiarly copious on the varia
tions of orthography, and is otherwise a work affording
much useful information.

9. Another commentary, which has been constantlyem
ployed, is that by NiLACANf'HA. It is full and satisfactory
on most points for which reference is usually made to the
expositors of the Amera c61lla.

10. The commentary of RAMATARCA VAGiiiA has been
uniformly consulted throughout the work. It was recom
mended for its accuracy; but has furnished little informa
tion, being busied chiefly with etymology. This, like the
preceding, follows the grammar entitled Calapa.

Other commentaries were also collected for occasional
reference in the progress of this work; but have not been
employed, being found to contain no information which was
not also furnished, and that more amply, by the scholiasts
above mentioned.

The list of them contained in the subjoined note may
therefore suffice.·

III. Sanscr'it dictionaries and vocabularies by other authors.

Throughout the numerous commentaries on the Amera
c6sha, the text itself is corrected or confirmed, and the
interpretations and remarks of the commentators supported,
by reference to other Sanscrat vocabularies. They are often
cited by the scholiasts for the emendation of the text in

• Caumwil by NAYAN'&NANDA; Tricanlla chintamani by RAGHu
N.h'B"- CBACRAVARTf; both according to P.H1INI's system of ety
mology. Vauhamya caumw:l1 by R'&MAPRES'&DA TARC'&J.ANcARA;
Pada manjari by L6cAN.h'B"-; both following the grammatical
system of the CaMpa. Pradipa manjan by R.&ad:8RAMA, a jejune
interpretation of the text. Vr't:hat harfJvali by R.&adswARA. Also
commentaries by CRYSHNADASA, TRIJ,QCHANAD'&SA, SUNDARANANDA,
VANADhABH.i-fA, VdlwAN'&T'HA, G6P.&LA CHACRAVARTf, G6VJN
D.&NANDA, RiM.bANDA, BR6L.bir'RA, &c.
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regard to the gender of a noun, and not less Jiequeatly for
a variation oforthography, or for a di1feIoeoee of interpreta
tion. The authority quoted haJl been in general consulted,
before any use has been made of the quotations; or, where
the origiaal work cannot now be procured, the agreement
of commentators has been admitted as authenticating the
passage. This has been particularly attended to in the
chapter containing homonymous words, it having been

judged useful to introduce into the notes of that chapter
the numerous additional acceptations stated in other dic
tionaries, and understood to be alluded to in the Amera
c6ska.

The dictionaries which have bet>n consulted are, 1st. The
Medial, an alphabetical dictionary of homonymous terms
by MfwiNicARA.

2d. The Vi8wa pt'acasa by MAHESWARA \'AJDYA, a

similar dictionary, but less accurate and not so well
arranged. It is the ground-work of the Medini, which is
an improved and corrected work of great authority. Both
are very frequently cited by the commentators.

3. The Haima, a dictionary by HEMA CHANDRA, in
two parts; one containing synonymous words arranged in
six chapters; the other containing homonymous terms in
alphabetical order. Both are works of great excellence.

4. The Abhidhana ratnamalO., a vocabulary by HELA
Y U D H A, in five chapters; the last of which relates to words
having many acceptations. It is too concise for general
use, but is sometimes quoted.

5. The Dharaltl, a vocabulary of word~ bearing many
senses. It is less copious than the Medin, and Haima;
but being frequently cited by commentators, has been
necessarily consulted.

6. The Tricaltda auka, or supplement to the Amera
c6ska, by PURUSH6TTAMA DEVA.
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7. The HfJ.rfmali of tile same author.
The last of these two supplements to Amwa, being a

OOl1eetiOD of uncommon words, has not been much employed
for the present publication. The other has been more used.
Both are of coWliderable authority.

The reader will find in the notes a list of other dictiona
ries quoted by the commentators, but the quotatiOIltI of
which hue DOt been~ by reference to the origiuaIe,
as these have not been procurable.•

Works under the title of VarMde8artlJ, Dwi,.{,pa, and
UnfMli, have indeed been procured; but not the BaDle with
the books cited, many different compilations being current
under those titles. The first relates to words, the ortho
graphy of which is likely to be mistaken from a confusion
of similar letters; the second exhibits words which are

spelt in more than one way; the third relates to a certain
class of derivatives separately noticed by grammarians.

IV. Grammatical works.

Grammar is !!O intimately connected with the subject of
this publication, that it has been of course necessary to

advert to the works of grammarians. But as they are

regularly cited by the commentators, it is needless to name
them 88 authorities, since nothing will be found to have
been taken fi'Om this source, which is not countenanced by
some pa888.ge in the commentaries on the Amera c68na.

V. Treatises on the roots of &nscr't.

Verbs not being exhibited in the Amera c6sna, which is
a vocabulary of nouns only, the treatises of MAITRiYA,

• A_a mQl6, AMERA DATTA, §aMl"rflmJa, SGAoala, ITurfIo, diiaM,
DIO;rilpa, Ullam COaM, Ratna c6aha, Raina mala, RANTJDfv A, Ru

DRA, VYA6J, RABHASA, V6PALfTA, BHAGURJ, AJAYA, VAUHII:SPATI,

T1RAPALA, ARU'ADAt'TA.
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MAnHAVA, and others, on the SansC1'lt roots, though
furnishing important materials towards a complete dic
tionary of the language, have been very little employed in
the present work; and a particular reference to them was
unnecessary, 8S authority will be found in the commen
taries on AM ERA, for any thing which may have been
taken from those treatises.

VI. The Scholia of classic writings.

Passages from the works of celebrated writers are cited
by the commentators on the Amera c6sha, and the scho
liasts of classic poems frequently quote dictionaries in sup
port of their interpretation of difficult passages. In the
compilation of a copious SansC1'tt dictionary ample use
may be made of the scholia. They have been employed
for the present publication so far only as they are expressly
cited by the principal commentaries on the Amera c6slla
itself.

Should the reader be desirous of verifying the authorities
upon which the interpretation and notes are grounded, he
will in general find the information sought by him in some
one of the ten commentaries of AMERA, which have been
before named, and will rarely have occasion to proceed
beyond those which have been specified as the works re
gularly consulted.

In regard to plants and animals, and other objects of
natural hi8tory, noticed in different chapters of this voca
bulary, and especially in the 4th, 5th, and 9th chapters of
the second book, it is proper to observe, that the ascertain
ment of them generally depends on the correctness of tht'
corresponding vernacular names. The commentators seldom
furnish any description or other means of ascertainment
besides the current denomination in a provincial lang-uage.
A view of the animal, 01' an examination of the plant, known
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to the vulgar under the denomination, enables a person
conversant with natural history to determine its name
according to the received nomenclature of European Botany
and Zoology: but neither my enquiries, nor those of other
gentlemen, who have liberally communicated the informa
tion collected by them,· nor the previous reseal'ches of Sir
WILLIAM JONES, have yet discovered all the plants and
animals, of which the names are mentioned by the CODl

mentators on the Amera c6sha; and even in regard to
those which have been seen by us, a source of error remains
in the inaccuracy of the commentators themselves, as is
proved by the circumstance of their frequent disagreement.
It must be therefore understood, that the correspondence of
the Sanscrlt names with the generic and specific names in
natural history is in many instances doubtful. When the
uncertainty is great, it has usually been so expressed; but
errors may exist where none have been apprehended.

It is necessary likewise ~ inform the reader, that many
of the plants, and some animals (especially fish), have not
been described in any work yet published. Of such, the
names have been taken from the manuscripts of Dr. Rox
BURGH and Dr. F. BUCHANAN.

Having explained the plan and design of this edition of
the Amera c6sha, I have only further to state; that the
delay which has arisen since it was commenced (now more
than five years) has been partly occasioned by my distance
from the press (the work being printed by Mr. CAREY at
Serampoor), and partly by avocations which have retarded
the progress of collating the different copies of the text and
commentaries: a task, the labour of which may be judged
by those who have been engaged in similar undertakings.

CALCUTTA, December, 1807.

• Drs. ROXBUROH, F. BUOHANAN, and W. HUNTER: and Mr.
WILLIAM CARBY.



III.

OR SANSCRh and PaA-cab POETRY.

[From the A.iatic Researches, vol. x. p. 389-474. CalcuUa,
1808. 410.]

THE design of the present essay is not an enumeration
of the poetical compositions current among the Hindus,
nor an examination of their poetry by maxims of criticism
recognized in Europe, or by rules of composition taught in
their own treatises of rhetoric; but to exlubit the laws of
versification, together with brief notices of the most cele
brated poems in which these have been exemplified.

An inquiry into the prosody of the ancient and learned
language of India will not be deemed an unneceBBary
introduction to the extracts from Indian poems, which
may be occasionally inserted in the supplementary volumes
of Asiatic Researches; and our transactions record more
than one instance of the aid which was derived from a
knowledge of Sanscrzt prosody, in decyphering passages
rendered obscure by the obsoleteness of the character, or
by the inaccuracy of the transcripts.· It will be found
similarly useful by every person who studies that language,
since manuscripts are in general grossly incorrect; and a
familiarity with the metre will frequently assist the reader
in restoring the text where it has been corrupted. Even to
those who are unacquainted with the language, a concise
explanation of the Indian system of prosody may be curious,
since the artifice of its construction is peculiar, and not

• As. Res., vol. i. p. 279; vol. ii. p. 389.
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devoid of ingenuity; and the prosody of &llser,t will be
fOund to be richer than that of any other kllOWn language,
in variations of metre, regulated either by quantity or by
number of syllables, both with and without rhyme, and
subject to laws imposing in some instances rigid restric
tions, in others allowmg ample latitude. I am prompted
by these considerations to undertake the e~anation of
that system, premising a few remarks on the original works
in which it is taught, and adding notices of the poems
from which examples are selected.

The roles of prosody are contained in Sutrtu, or brief
aphorisms, the reputed author ofwbich is PINGALANAGA,

a fabulous being, represented by mythologists in the shape
of a serpent; and the same who, under the title of PATAN

JALI, is the supposed author of the MahfJbklultya, or
great commentary on grammar, and also of the text of
the Y6ga sfutra ," and to whom likewise the text or the
commentary of the Jy6tish annexed to the Vedast appears
to be attributed. The aphorisms of PINGALA.CHARYA, lUI

he is sometimes called, on the prosody of Sanscr1.t (exclu
sive of the rules in Pr6.crlt likewise ascribed to him), are
collected into eight books, the first of which allots names,
or rather literal marks, to feet consisting of one, two, or
three syllables. The second book teaches the manner, in
which passages of the Vedas are measured. The third
explains the variations in the subdivision of the couplet
and stanza. The fourth treats of profane poetry, and
especially of verses, in which the number of syllable', or
their quantity, is not uniform. The fifth, sixth, and Be-

• Or S6.nc'Rya system of philosophy, distinguished from that of
CAPILA. [See vol. i. p. 235, &c.]

t In the subscription to the only copy of this commentary which I
have SHD, it is ascribed to SESHANA.9A j but, in the body of the
work, the commentator calls himself S6MAOA RA.
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venth, exhibit metres of that sort which has been called
monoschematic, or uniform, because the same feet recur
invariably in the same places. The eighth and last book
serves as an appendix to the whole, and contains rules for
computing all the possible combinations of long and short
syllables in verses of any length.

This author cites earlier writers on prosody, whose works
appear to have been l08t: such as SAlTA VA, CRAUSH
tICA, TANDIN, and other ancient sages, YAseA, CASvA
PA, &c.

PINGALA'S text has been interpreted by various com
mentators; and, among others, by HEd.y UDH A BHAttA,
author of an excellent gloss entitled Mnta 8anj~mnl.. It
is the work on which I have chiefly relied. A more modem
commentary, or rather a paraphrase in verse, by NARA YANA

BHAttA TA RA, under the title of Vr'ttt6cti ratna, presents
the singularity of being interpreted throughout in a double
sense, by the author himself, in a further gloss entitled

Parlcsh6"
The Agni purana is quoted for a complete system of

prosody,t founded apparently on PINGALA'S aphorisms;
but which serves to correct or to supply the text in many
places; and which is accordingly used for that purpose by
commentators. Original treatises likewise have been com
posed by various authors; t aod, among others, by the

• I possess three copies of it, two of which are apparently aocient;
but they have no aates.

t It is stated by the authors who quote it (NhAYA*A BRAfh and
others), to he an extract from the Agni purflfUl,' but I have not been
able to verify its place in that Puraflfl.

t Such are the Van; bkfuhafw, Vnttn derpafw, Vnua caumudl, and
Vr~ua rmuzcara, with the Ck'kaMa manjari, Ck'kandU mlJrtaftIln,
ek'kanda m6.la, Ch'hand[, niviti, Ck'handO gavintia, and several tractll
under the title of fTritta·muetIJvali, besides treatises included io works
on other subjectll. For example, VAB.ARAHIRIRA 's system of astro
logy, which contains a chapter on prosody.
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celebrated poet CALIDASA. In a short treatise entitled
&uta b6dlia, this poet teaches the laws of versification in
the very metre to which they relate; and has thus united
the example with the precept. The same mode has been
also practised by many other writers on prosody; and
in particular, by PINGALA'S commentator N ARAYAN A

BHAi-h; and by the authors of the Vr'ttta retnacara
and Vritta derpana.

CALIDABA'S &-uta b6dha exhibits only the most com
mon sorts of metre, and is founded on PINGALA'S Pr6.cr'it
rules of prosody; as has been remarked by one of the
commentators. on the Vntta retnfzcara.

The rules generally cited under the title of Pr6.cr'lt
Pingala, have been explained in a metrical paraphrase,
teaching the construction of each species of metre in a
stanza of the same measure, and subjoining select examples.
This Pracnt paraphrase, entitled Pingala vr'ltti, is quoted
under the name of HAMMiRA,t who is celebrated in more
than one passage given as examples of metre, and who
probably patronized the author. It has been imitated in a
modem Sa'1l8Citt treatise onPraCl-1t prosody, entitled Vntta
muctavafr; t and has been copiously explained in a Samcrlt
commentary named Pingala pracasa.§

Though relative to Pr6.cr'lt prosody, the rules are appli-

The YntkJ rehui.cara of CiOARA BBAtfA, with its commentaries by
DIVJ:CAIU BBAHA, NJ:R.(YAiA BBAHA, and HABI BHA80ARA, has
been the most cOlUlulted for the present treatise. The YntkJ derpafw,
which relates chiefty to Pr6.cNI prosody, haa been also much em
ployed.

• DlvJ:CARA BBAHA.

t In the commentary on the p'r¥IIbcti,ralna.

t The autbor, DUaOADATTA, was patronized by the Hindupali
!,rineell of BrmdUc'haRd. The examples, wbich, like the text are
&rucnl in Praml measure, are in praise of tbese chieftains.

; By V.SWABAT'HA.

VOL. II. F
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cable, for the most part, to Sanscr'it prosody also: .since,
the laws of versification in both languages are nearly the
same.

The Pracr'it, hel"e meant, is the language usually em~

ployed under this name by dramatic writers; and not, in a
more general sense of the term, any regular provincial
dialect corrupted from &nser'it. HEMACHANDRA in his
grammar of Praer'it, declares it to be so called because it
is derived from Sa1l8cr'it.•

Accordingly his and other grammars of the language
consist of rules for the transformation of Sanscr"it words
into the derivative tongue: and the specimens of it in the
Indian dramas, as well as in the books of the Jai1l8,
exhibit few words which may not be traced to a Sa1l8cnt
origin. This is equally true of the several dialects of
Pracr'it: viz. Sauraaeni or language of Surasena,t and
Magadki or dialect of Magadka;t which according to
grammarians, who give rules for deducing the first from
SaR8cr'it, and the second from the first, ~ or both from
Sanscr'it,1I are dialects nearly allied to Praer'it, and regu
larly formed by permutations, for which the rules are stated
by them. The same may be said of the Pai86cM as a
language, (and distinguished from the jargon or gibberish
which either dramatic writers, or actors exhibiting their
dramas, sometimes put into the mouths of demons); for

• " PracrrtiA .~tam,· tmrabhafJafTI, tata 6gatam fJa pracntam."
t CULL6"CA BRAffA (on MENU 2. 19.) says, that &.muma is the

country of MaI'hurG.

t Cfcata or RiM". But it does not appear, that either this, or the
preceding dialect, is now spoken in the country from which it takes
its name. Specimens of both are frequent in the Indian dramas.

, V AIUltUCUI, and his commentator BuIuAIlA.

II HbrAcHANDRA, who, after stating the special pennutations of
these dialects as derived from Sammt, observes in both places, that
the rest of the permutationR are tbe RBme with those of Pramt.
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the grammarians of Prfzcr'tt teach the manner of forming

the PauacAS- from the dialect called Saurasentt That
remark may be also extended to Apabkrama, as a .fixed
language partaking of Prfzcr'tt and Sauras~n~, but deducing

many terms immediately from the Samer't under rules of
permutation peculiar to itself. t

The affinity of these dialects of Pr6.cr'it to the Sanscnt
and to each other is so great, that they reciprocally borrow,
notwithstanding their own particular rules, terms permu1ed
in the manner of othet" dialects, and even admit, without
alteration, words inflected according to the Sanscr'tt
grammar.§ They may be therefore considered as dialects
of a single language, the Pr6.cr'lt or derivative tongue;
so termed with reference to Sanscrlt, from which it is
derived.

Besides these cognate dialects, the dramatic writers in

troduced other languages as spoken by different persons
of the drama. Such, according to the enumeration in the

SltAitya deTparia, II are the Dacskiriatya,~ or language
used in the south of India; the DrfLvi/J{, or dialect of the

southern extremity of the peninsula; the lvantica (pro
bably the language of MaIava);" too Ard1la magadM,

• Or language of the Piiaclms. "PiWchtlnam bh6shtl Paii6ckl."
BB4MARA on V ABARUOHI.

t V ARABUORI and HEMAOHANDILA. Tbe last mentioned author
notices a variation of this dialect under the name of Chulic6paiiachi,
which differs very little from the proper Paiiacki.

t It is taught under this name by HfMACRANDRA, among other
dialecta of Pr6crrt. Bot the name uaoaHy signifies ungrammatical
langua~.

§ HbuCRANDBA ad finem. If Ch. 6. [po 180, ed. Calc.]

'IT Same with Vaidar6k', according to the commentator of tbe
SaJiitya derpafaa. The country of Viderbha is said to be tbe modern
Berar proper.

•• AlJanti i. another name of U.b·ayan'.
F 2
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distinguished from Magadh~ properly 80 called; the
BahlZcabh6.shlt (Perhaps the language of BaUch in the
.7ransoxana);· the MaltD.rflshen, or dialect of the Mar
Wtas; the Prachya, or language employed in the east of
India;t the AMi" and CnandOlt, which, from their names,
seem to be dialects used by herdsmen and by persons of the
lowest tribes; the Sancara (SD.carO and saban, concerning
which nothing satisfactory can be at present suggested;
and generally any provincial dialect.

It is not to be supposed, that the Pracnt rules of pro
sody, as taught by PINGALA, are suited to all these
languages: but it ,is probable that they were framed for
the same dialect of Pracrzt, in which they are composed.;
and they are applicable to those cognate dialects, which
differ much less from each other (being very easily con
rounded), than they all do from San&crzt, their acknow
ledged common parent. Generally those rules may be

considered applicable to all the languages comprehended
under the designation of Pracnt,t as derivative from
San&cnt; and certainly so to the vernacular tongues of
the ten nations of Hindus now inhabiting India. A writer
on Sanscnt prosody§ pronounces the various kinds of metre
to be admissible in the provincial languages, and has

• B6hlica or Bahlica (for the word is spelt variously) is a country
famous for the breed of hOI"llefl. AMERA, 2. 8. 45. It appears to be
situated north of India, being mentioned in enumerations of countries,
with Tm-ushca, C'hasa, Cd.frmra,&c. (HiMAOHANDRA, 1. 4.25. Tri
('lJ(ula suha, 2. 1. 9.)

t The commentator on the SOAilya d8rpafaa (RblA eHAllANA),

interprets Pr6.chgo., by Gau8'lg6; meaning, no doubt, the language
of BtMgtJl. He was himself a native of this province; and his work
is modem, being dated Sica 1622 (A.D. 1700).

: A,. Res., vii. p.219. [Page 21, &c. of the present volume.]

9 N"a.lVANA BHAffA in a commentary on the rr'fttarem6.cnra,
written in Sammt 1602 (A.D. 1546).
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quoted examples in those of MoJW.rfuhtra, Gu7jara, and
Canyacu1!ia. The last-mentioned, which is the same with
the old Hindi, as is demonstrated by this specimen of it,
might furnish very numerous instances; especially the
Hiw poetry of CBSAVA DASA! who has studiouslyem
ployed a great variety of metre. Some examples will ac
cordingly be quoted from the most distinguished Hindt
poets. The sacred books of the Sikhs, composed in a
Penjldn dialect, which is undoubtedly derived from the
ancient Bare.noata,t abound in specimens of such metre.
The language of Mit'hil1J, and its kindred tongue, which
prevails in Bengal, also supply proof of the aptitude of
&nscr,t prosody: and the same is probably true of the
other four national languages.t

PINGALA'S rules of &nscr'it prosody are expressed with
singular brevity. The artifice by which this has been
effected is the use of single letters to denote the feet or
the syllables. Thus I, the initial of a word signifying short
(laghu), indicates a short syllable: g, for a similar reason,§
intends a long one. The combinations of these two letters
denote the several diBBYllables: 19 signifying an iambic;
gl a trochmus or choreus; gg a spondee; U a pyrrhichius.
The letters m. y. r. s. t. j. bh. and n, mark all the trisylla
bical feet, from three long syllables to as many short. A
&nscnt verse is generally scanned by these last-mentioned
feet, with the addition of either a dissyllable or a mono-

• Contemporary with JER.hiOfs and BHAH JIlHAN.

. t The remaining SfJ'f68t(Jala Brlihmaw inhabit chiefly the Pef,:jdl1.

t Those of DravilJll, Cariultaca, TUinga, and 0IIra or UIJ''!Jfl. r
omit GflUra. The Br6.hmafuJa bearing this national designation. ace
,ettled in tho districts around Delhi: but, unless theirs be the Ian.
guage of Mat'hura, it is not easy to assign to them a particul/lJ'
national tongue.

; Being the initial of 9uru, long.
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syllable at the close of the verse, if neee888l)'. This may
be rendered. plain by an example taken from the Greek and
Latin prosody.

Scanned in the Indian manner, a phaleucian verse,
instead of a spondee, a dactyl and three trochees, would
be measured by a molossus, an BDap&lSt, an amphibrachys
and a trochee; expressed thus, m. 8. j. g.l. A sapphic
v~rse would be similarly measured by a eretic, an antibac
chius, an amphibrachys and a trochee; written r. t.j. g. I.

To avoid the too frequent use of uncommon terms, I
shall, in describing the different sorts of Sanacr'it metre,
occasionally adopt a mode of stating the measure more
consonant to the Greek and Latin prosody, in which the
iambic, trochee, and spondee, dactyl, anapmst, and tri
brachys, are the only feet of two or three syllables which
are commonly employed.

In Pracr'lt prosody the variety of feet is much greater:
verses being scanned by feet of different lengths, from two
matras (two short syllables or one long), to three, four,
five, and even six matras or instants. These various

. descriptions of feet have been classed, and denominated,
by the writers on this branch of prosody.

The verse, according to the SanscrJt system of prosody,
is the component part of a couplet, stanza, or strophe,
commonly named a sl6ca, although this term be sometimes
restricted to one sort of metre, as will be subsequently
shown on the authority of CALlDlsA. The stanza or
strophe consists usually of four verses denominated pQda;

or, considered as a couplet, it comprises two verses subdi
vided into padas or measures. Whether it be deemed a
stanza or a couplet, its half, called ardhaB16ca, contains
usually two pluias; and in general the pauses of the sense
correspond with the principal pauses of the metre, which
are accordingly indicated by lines of separation at the
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.close of the ,l6ca and of its hemistich. Wben the sense
is suspended to the close of a second ,l6ca, the double
atanza is denominated yugma; while one, comprising a
greater number of measures, is termed culaca. In common
with others, I have sometimes translated ,l6ca by " verse,"
or by "couplet;" but, in prosody, it can only be consi
dered as a stanza, though the pauses are not always very
perfectly marked until the close of the first half: and, in
conformity to the Indian system, it is generally treated as
a tetrastich, though some kinds of regular metre have uni
form pauses, which might permit a division of the stanza
into eight, twelve, and even sixteen verBe8.

In Pro.crit prosody, a greater variety is admitted in the
length of the stanza; some species of metre being restricted
to a true couplet, and others extended to stanzas of six
and even sixteen verses: independently of pauses, which,
being usually marked by rhyme, would justify the farther
subdivision of the stanza into as many verses as there are
pauses. Even in SansCTit prosody, instances occur of
stanzas avowedly comprising a greater or a less number of
verses than four: as three, five, six, &c. But these are
merely exceptions to the general rule.

Concerning the length of the vowels in San&cnt verse,
since none are ambiguous, it is only necessary to remark,
that the comparative length of syllables is determined by
the allotment of one instant or matra to a short syllable,
and two to a long one; that a naturally short vowel be
comes long in prosody when it is followed by a double or
conjunct consonant;· and that the last syllable of a verse

• Or by the nasal termed Anuswara, or the aspirate Vi5arga. By
poetical license, a vowel may be short before certain conjunct! (viz.

tf and ~; as also ~ and 'li). This license has been borrowed

from PJ:acrrt prosody, by the rules of which a vowel is allowed to
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IS either long or short, according to the exigence of tbe
metre,· whatever may be its natural length.

&nscnt prosody admits two sorts of metre. One go
verned by the number of syllables; and which is mostly
uniform or monoschematic in profane poetry, but altogether
arbitrary in various metrical passages of the Vedas. The
other is, in fact, measured by feet, like the hexameters of
Greek and Latin: but only one sort of this metre, which
is denominated Arya, is acknowledged to be so regulated ;
while another sort is governed by the number of syllabic
instants or matras.

I. Ganack'kandas, or metre regulated by feet.

ARYA or Gb'HA.

The metre named Arya, or in Pracr'lt, Gana, from the
SanSCTtt Gat'ka, is measured by feet denominated gana,
or matragana, which are equivalent to two long syllables
or to four short: it is described as a couplet, in which the
first verse contains seven and a-balf feet; and the sixth foot
must consist of a long syllable between two short, or else
of foul' short; while the odd feet (1st, 3d, 5th, and 7th)
must never be amphibrachys.t In the second vel"lle of the

be sometimes short before any conjunct, or hefore the nasal: but
instances of this license ()("cur in classical poems with only four
conjuncts, as ahovemE'ntioned; and, even there, emendations of the
text have heen proposed by eritice to render the verse conformable
to the general laws of prosody. (See remarks in the Ih'rshal"
v"Ui, on passages of MAGRA'S poem and of the CumtiTII).

• This rule of prosody is applicable to any verse of the tetrastich:
but it is considered by writers on rhetoric inelegant to use the
privilege in the uneven verses j and they thus restrict the rule to the
close of the stanza and of its half, especially in the more rigid
species of regular metre.

t If -the rule be violated, the metre is named GUl"vini i but thi~

is reprobated by writers on prosody.
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couplet, the sixth foot (for here too it retains that name)
consists of a single short syllable. Consequently the pro
portion of syllabic instants in the long and short verses is
thirty to twenty-seven.· The same metre has, with some
propriety, been described as a stanza of four verses:t for
it is subdivided by its pauses into four p/Jdm, which have
the usual privilege of giving to the last syllable, whether
naturally long or short, the length required by the metre.
The pause is commonly restricted to the close of the third
foot, and the measure is in this case denominated Pat'AyO,;

but if the pause be placed otherwise in either verse, or in
both of them, the metre is named Vipuuz.

A particular sort of this measure, deduced from either
species above described, is called Chapala; and the laws
of its construction require, that the second and fourth feet
should be amphibraehys, and that the first foot should be
either a spondee or an anaprest, and the fifth a dactyl or
a spondee. The first verse of the couplet, the second, or
both, may be constructed according to these rigid rules:
hence three varieties of this sort of metre.

The regular Arya consists of alternate long and short
verses: but, if the short verse precede the long one, the
metre is called Udgfti. If the couplet consist of two long
verses, it is named G~ti: or of two short verses, Upagfti.
Another sort of this metre is named Arya gzti: it is con
structed by completing the eighth foot of the regular
Arya·t

This measure admits therefore of eighty principal varia
tions, deducible from the nine sorts abovementioned: for
the pause may be placed at the close of the third foot in
either verse of each couplet, in both, or in neither; and

• As. Res., vol. ii. p. 390. t Vr~tla mucttivali.
t It may be varied by alternating a long and a short verse, or a

short and a long one, or by milking both verses long.
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either verse, both, 01' neither, may be constructed according
to the strict rules of the Chapaza measure; and the verse
may consist of seven and a-half, or of eight feet; and
may be arranged in couplets consisting of verses alternately
long and short, or alternately short and long, or else uni
formly long, or uniformly short.

The Arya metre is very frequently employed by Indian
poets; but works of great length in this measure are not
common. I t is oftener intermixed with verses of other
kinds, though instances do occur of its exclusive use:
thus the first and fourth cantos, and most part of the
second and third, in the poem entitled Na16daya, and the
entire work of G6VERDHAN A,· are in the Arya metre.
And so is the brief text of the Sanc'hya philosophy of

CAPILA, as taught byiswARAcRlsHNA it and the copious
treatise of astronomy by BRAHMEGUPTA.t

The Na16daya abovementioned, which is ascribed to the
celebrated poet CALIDASA, is n poem in four cantos, com
prising 220 couplets or stanzas,§ on the adventures of N ALA

and DAMAYANTi: a story which is already known to the
English reader.1I In this singular poem, rhyme and alli
teration are combined in the termination of the verses: for

• Consisting of seven hundred (or with the introduction 755)
stanzas of miscellaneous poetry; and entitled, from the number of
stanzas, Sapia 'atl.

t Author of the cariea or metrical maxims of this philosophy.
SUlras, or aphorisms in prose, which are ascribed to CAPILA himself,
are extant: but the work of ifiwARA CR1SBNA is studied as the text
of the SlJne'kyo, (As. Res., yol. viii. p. 466.)

t Entitled Brahmesp'kuta aiddkallta: other treatises, bearing the
same or a similar title, are works of different authors.

9 Chiefly Arg6, with a few anaplCstic stanzas (TOtaea), and a still
smaller number of iambics and trochaics (Pramanl and Samlin{.)

II Translated by Mr. KINDEKSLEY of Madras, from a tale in the
proyincial language.
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the three or four last syllables of each hemistich within
the stanza are the same in sound though different in sense.
It is a series of pUl18 on a pathetic subject.

It is supposed to have been written in emulation of a
short poem (of twenty-two stanzas) similarly constructed,
but with less repetition of each rhyme; and entitled, from
the words of the challenge with which it concludes, Gkata
carpara.

311<JiiOGl!l:q 1¥O~f!~:C1l\.ei)"lq4

)41C11"j (FfiCI r%H[(ff:~ ,
::sn~4~qITq;;p;f&(~:~

ft~&04~(cfi~q~ It
" Thirsty and touching water to be sipped from the hol

low palms of my hands, I swear by the loves of sprightly
damsels, that I will carry water in a broken pitcher for
any poet by whom I am surpassed in rhymes."

However, the epic poem of MAGHA, which will be men
tioned mOl'e particularly under the next head, contains a
specimen of similar alliteration and rhyme; the last four
teen stanzas of the sixth canto (descriptive of the seasons)
being constructed with like terminations to each half of the
stanza. Instances will also be cited from B HAR AVI 's
poem hereafter noticed.

The following example of a species of the Arya metre
is taken from the preface of the Nal6daya.

, , I (8 )Arya glti feet.

Asti sa raja n~te

Ramakky6, y6 gatfh para janfte,
yasya raraja 'nite

ratnalli janah kufe dharajanz 'teo
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_ v v I - -I - -I - - I - - I v - v I - - 1- - I
~ ij (1::snrFt~(Iii R6li')~JIfft: q"(131liftff ,

- v v I - - I - - 1-- I v v - I v - v I - - t -- I

IItlf ((I31lorftff{tf1'M31i1:~'l\
" The king celebrated under the name of RiMA,· exists,

who is conversant with the supreme ways of moral con
duct; in whose family, exempt from calamity and enriched
with the gems of the earth, dependants flourish." 1. 5.

The next is taken from DAMAYANTi'S lamentation on
finding herself deserted by her husband NALA. It is in
the same species of metre.

26. Tatra, pade vyaU'tO,m,
at'lta vibhrantam vane cha df.vya, 'lfnam

tanu-vr'inde vyaUnam
tatin dad'Mm, taya 'spade vyallnam.

27. Vega-hala 'pasitaya,
ve,'tya, Bltaiml yuta lalfLpa 'litaya.

" Nr'ipa! sa-calfspa 'sitaya
Itattoa 'rln, Mndltavan cilfJ. 'pfui taya.

28. Sa cat'ham mana-vananam,
nyayavid! fLcltarasi sevyamaoo-vananam,

dltr~ta-slma 7Ulvananam,
daranam tyagam, anupama! 'oovananam.

29. Para-entam etat tweooh [tu enalt]
smarami, tan 00 8mnt6 'si me tattwena,

d6sha-sametatwena
pradf.uhaye n4 'tra sambhrame tat twena! [twa,

ina !]"

O~q(ilf I~.., Iit tI fer~ l;:f1q ~ :ci<ilf RJ)l i1 i ,
~ ....~~ " ~.fttC{ itt I~I'" In,or~'t.4 , ...·H,lIltqC(4011~ i11 'l\

• RA~A RAJA, by whose commaud the poem WIUl composed. So
the commentaton remark: but it remains uncertain who he WIUl, or
where be reigned.
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CfJICiI{i)lqlf\{o~ I~~o 1{i)&)lqlfito~T l

1q ('I Cfi{i)1q1Ri0 ~ I@=t I() rCii j\fcrrfictl&)1 q1

ft1041 1l

ijCfisQ$ll~q ~ 1111 ir~ I~ f€I (Ioq (~iilf$ll~q-.
~,

~$lI~q~ liti(1 (Iolj(~ IJI$I~q$llitq~I~ j 'It

q(f:{lo~"~II1:~"Pl'" ,
c0tl1ij~o~~L4~tlI4~ l"31it~ 1t

" Then the princess wandered in the forest, an abode of
serpents, crowded with trees which resound with the sweet
buzz of bees, the resort of flocks of birds. With her
dark hair dishevelled through her haste, BHAIMi thus
lamented: 'King! thou slayest foes, but defendest thy
kindred, with thy quiver and thy sword. Unrivalled in
excellence and conversant with morality, how hast thou
practised the desertion of a wife proud but left helpless in a
forest; thus rendering thyself the limit of praise? But I
consider this evil to be the act of another, and do not
charge thee with it: I do not blame thee, my busband,
as in fault for this terror.''' 3. 26-29.

In the passage here cited, some variations in the read
ing, and greater differences in the interpretation occur;
with which it is, however, unnecessary to detain the reader.
After consulting several scholia, the interpretation which
appeared preferable has been selected. The same mode
will be followed in subsequent quotatiOllS from other poems.
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II. Matrf.tch'hmulal, or metre regulated by quantity.

1. VA I T .•hiYA.

Another sort of metre, regulated by the proportion of
matras or syllabic instants, is measured by the time of the
syllables exclusively; without noticing, as in the gana
ch'handas, the number of feet. It is therefore denominated
matrach'handas, and the chief metre of this kind is named
Vaitauya. It is a tetrastich, or strophe of four verses,
the first and third containing the time of fourteen short
s)'llables, and the second and fourth sixteen. The laws of
its construction impose that each verse shall end in a cretic
and iambic, or else in a dactyl and spondee,- or by bac
chius.t In regard to the remaining moments, which are
six in the odd verses, and eight in the even verses of the
strophe, it must be observed as a general rule, that neither
the second and third, nor the fourth and fifth moments
should be combined in the same long syllable; nor, in the
second and fourth verses, should the sixth matra be
combined with the seventh. That general role however
admits of exceptions, and the name of the metre varies
accordingly·t

Although the VaitaUya regularly consist of alternate

• This variety oithe metre is named A.paiQ/ica.

t Thus augmented, the measure is called Allpach'handiuica. The
whole of the last canto of MloHA'S epic poem hereafter mentioned is
in this metre, and so is the first half of the 13th canto in BH.hAVl'S
CirWu;ufl~.

: In the even verses of the strophe, if the fourth and fifth moments
be combined in one long syllable, contrary to the general rule above
mentioned, the metre is named Prachga vrltti: or, in the odd verses,
if the second and third moments be so combined, the metre is deno
minated Ud'lChga vrltti: or the rule may be violated in both instances
at the same time, and the measure then takes the name of Pra
tJrrUaca.
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short and long verses, it may be varied by making the
stanza consist either of fOUf short or four long verses, admit

ting at the same time the exception just now hinted. •
The following is an example of a stanza composed in a

species of this metre :

Vaital~ya (Pravr'ittaca).

Idam, Bhamta-vanSa-bhUbhr'itam,
Sruyatam, fruti-man6rasayanam,

pavitram, adhicam, subh6dayam,
Vyasa-vactra-cat'hitam, PRA VRiTTACAM.

v-lvvvl_v_lv -II-vi-vi vvl- vl- v - II

~(ftq9\I~"j\4ft~~((1ll1;i ,
. ,,' sr.rrJtt~ fit 4i II

H Listen to this pure, auspicious, and pleasing history of
the kings of the race of BHARATA, as uttered from the
mouth of V YASA."

Here, as in most of the examples given by the commen
tator HELAYUDHA, and by other writers on prosody, the
name of the metre occurs, but with a different acceptation.
Where the stanza has the appearance of being a quotation
(as in the present instance), it might be conjectured that
the denomination of the measure was originally assumed
from the example; and this conjecture would appear pro
bable, wherever the name (as is frequently the case) has

no radical meaning connected with the subject of metre.
But, in many instances, the radical interpretation of the
word is pertinent, and has obviously suggested its applica
tion as a term. of prosody; and the stanza, which is given
as an example, must therefore have been purposely con-

• A tetrasticb, consisting of four sbort verses of tbe sort called
PTtJtJr¥tlaca, is named Charvh6.sin(: and one comprising four long
Terses of that description is termed Aparafllic6.
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structed to exhibit the metre by words in which its denomi
nation is included. This is confirmed by the circumstance

of some of the words being incompatible with the measure
which they designate: and, in such cases, the author apo
logizes on that ground for not exhibiting the name in the

example.
The VaitaUya metre has been employed by some of the

most eminent poets; for instance, in the epic poem of
MAGHA, the sixteenth canto of which is chiefly in this
measure, as the twentieth and last canto is in that species
of it which is called Aupaek'lw.ndarica.

The work here mentioned is an epic poem, the subject of
which is the death of SISUPALA slain in war by CR1sH:NA :
it is entitled SUupala badlw., but is nsually cited under the
name of its author, whose designation, with praises of his

family, appears in the concluding stanzas of the poem.
Yet, if tradition may be trusted, MAGHA, though expressly
named as the author, was the patron, not the poet. As the
subject is heroic, and even the unity of action well pre
served, and the style of the composition elevated, this poem
is entitled to the name of epic. But the Indian taste for

descriptive poetry, and particularly for licentious descrip
tion, has disfigured even this work, which is otherwise not
undeserving of its high reputation. The two first cantos
and the last eight are suitable to the design of the poem;
but the intermediate ten, describing the journey of CRYS H NA
with a train of amorous damsels, from Dwaraca to Indra
prast'ha, is misplaced, and in more than one respect ex-
ceptionable. .

The argument of the poem is as follows. In the first
canto NAREDA, commissioned by INDRA, visits CRYsHNA

and incites him to war with his cousin, but mortal enemy,
SISUPALA king of the Ckedis. In the second, CRlsHNA
consults with his uncle and brother, whether war should be
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immediately commenced, or he should first assist Yu
DRISHt'HIRA in completing a solemn sacrifice which had
been appointed by him. The result of the consultation is
in favour of the latter measure; and accordingly, in the
third canto, CRbRN A depaI'ts for YUDHlsHt'HIRA'S ca
pital. In the thirteenth he arrives and is welcomed by the
PAN .6AV AS. In the following canto the sacrifice is begun;
and in the next, ~lIsupALA, impatient of the divine honours

paid to CRYSHN A, retires with his partisaos from the place
of sacrifice. A negociation ensues, which is however ineffec
tual, and both armies prepare for action. This occupies two
cantos. In the eighteenth both armies issue to the field of
battle, and the conflict commences. The battle continues
in the next canto, which describes the discomfiture and
slaughter of ~lIsUPALA'S army. In the last canto, the
king, grown desperate, dares CRYsHN A to the combat.
They engage, and in the Indian manner fight with super
natural weapons. ElIsUPALA assails his enemy with ser
pents, which the other destroys by means of gigantic cranes.
The king has recourse to igneous arms, which CRYsHN "
extinguishes by a neptunian weapon. The combat is pro
longed with other miraculous arms, and finally CRYSHNA
slays EiIsUPALA with an arrow.

The following example is from a speech of SISUPALA'S
ambassador, in reply to a discourse of SATY ACI, brother
of CRlsHN A, at an interview immediately preceding the
battle.

~cN:
\qll~q~f&fi'd~J31if: ,

II t&(l r~)"tii '4«:tit 
~31Ii1lfftft«5fiii(ff( "~e,,

,

VOL. n. G
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~ttC(qIlf~ I(~ iii
'"~:~ sS!lC:UC3\(f: l

rrq Oqf&fiii:q~ft:

tITififlH1-Ftq I<iHI~: lttl 0 U
. '"

~ifCfft'-

~l
::!lq(V:lq(I:~

:D4~ ~JI q..~ lf1T~
. ~ '"

CfI (31IJiCfl~~ 1l tt ~1l
" A low man, poor in understanding, does not pereeiYe

his own advantage: that he should not comprehend it
when shown by others, is surprising. The wise, of them
selves, know the approach of danger, or they put trust in
others: but a foolish man does not believe information
without personal experience. The proposal which I made
to thee, CJllSHN A, was truly for thy benefit: the generous
are ready to advise even their enemies bent on their destmc-
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tion. Peace and war have been offered at the same time
by me; judging their respective advantages, thou wilt
choose between them. Yet good advice addressed to those
whose understanding is astray, becomes vain, like the
beams of the cold moon directed towards lakes eager for
the wann rays of the sun." 16.39-43.

Another passage of the same poem is here subjoined as
a specimen of a different species of this metre. It is the
opening of the last canto, where 81SUPALA, impatient of
the discomfiture of his troops and those of his allies, dares
CRYsHKA to siDgle combat.

A upaeh'handasiea.

~~fS1((q~~

~~:,

mr):{) (l~o~f((It{'5 (I F( II
Mue'ham ullasita-tri-ree'ham uehehair

bhidura-bkru-yuga-bhuhanan dadnanah,
Samita." iti vieraman amnshyan,

gatabMr, ahwata Cltedirat Murarim.
" Raising his head, and with a countenance terrible by

its "rked brow and wrinkled forehead, the king of the
ekedis, impatient of the prowess thus displayed in battle,
banished fear, and challenged the foe of MURA to the
fight." 20. 1.

A further example of the same metre is the second
stanza of the following extract from the Ciratarjunfya· of
BHARAvi. The remaining stanzas exhibit variety of mea
sure, with two instances of singular alliteration.

• AS1UNA and the mountaineer. Cir6ta is the name of a tribe of
mountaineen comidered all barbarians.

02
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The subject of that celebrated poem is ARJUNA'S obtain
ing celestial arms from S I v A, IN DR A, and the rest of the
gods, to be employed against DURY6DHANA. It is by a
rigid observance of severe austerities in the first instance,
and afterwards by his prowess in a conflict with SIV A (in
the disguise of a mountaineer), that ARJ UNA prevails. This
is the whole subject of the poem; which is ranked with
the Cumara and Ragku of CALIDASA, the Naiskadkaya of
SRiHARSHA, and MAGHA's epic poem, among the six excel

lent compositions in SansCT't. The sixth is the Meghaduta,
also ascribed to CALIDASA; and, on account of its excel
lence, admitted among the great poems (Makacavya), not

withstanding its brevity.

~~~~~
;;mq ~Icti"'i ~h1 JOt I"'itt : ,

tt"3PT(et i4i1 fa~JOt Ii( (I -

~~(ct (filet tt~~ (131(1 1\ ~ ~ll

3f~lSIfq-~:tl31I"'ii

tt({\i H1fifft4&ttI~ &:i1"j' ,
qifq"(.rij &€1Qq~cfi!.

TtPi JITl:: (:q (1)1f\r:r:ftnJfir: II ~ \91\

~:~:
• f'\ •

ijfh'tJOttjfi (qOI~~~tTt ( ,

~qfq;i~C(RJ~ 1fqif

~~~:q-{ll~tTl
~f:q (Q~q ~ffiJl~

~ijire1("iJt:sl("i(lflJf)r: ,
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• The stanzas, which contain alliteration, are here copied
in Roman characters.

18. Iha duradhigamaila
cinchid evagamaih

satatam asutaram
varnayantyantaram.

Amum ativipinam
veda digvyapinam

purruham iva param
Padmay6nih paramo

20. Sulabhaih SMa 7layavata 'yavata
nidlzi-gukyacadkipa-ramaih paramaiJ&

amuna dhanaih cshitibhrlta 'tibhr,ta
samatftya bhati jagatf jagatf.

, Then ARJ UNA, admiring the mountain in silent asto
nishment, was respectfully addressed by his conductor,
CUVERA'S attendant: for even loquacity is becoming in its
season.

, " This mountain with its snowy peaks rending the cloudy
sky in a thousand places, is, when viewed, able to remove
at once the sins of man. An imperceptible something
within it, the wise ever demonstrate to exist by proofs
difficultly apprehended. But BRAHMA alone thoroughly
knows this vast and inaccessible mountain, as he alone
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knows the supreme soul. With its lakes overspread by
the bloom of lotus, and overshadowed by arbours of creep
ing plants whose foliage and blossoms are enchanting, the
pleasing scenery subdues the hearts of women who main
tained their steadiness of mind even in the company of a
lover. By this happy and well governed mountain, the
earth, filled with gems of easy acquisition and great excel
lence, delightful to the god of riches, seems to surpass both
rival worlds."" 5. 16-20.

2. MATRASAMACA.

The metre denominated Matrluamaca consists of four
verses, each of which contains the quantity of sixteen short
syllables; and in which the last syllable must be a long
one; and the ninth syllabic moment must be in general
detached from the eighth and tenth, and be exhibited of
course by a short syllable: if the twelfth be so likewise,
the metre is distinguished by another name; or if the fifth
and eighth remain short, the denomination is again changed.
The last sort of metre is varied by deviating from the rule
respecting the ninth moment; and another variety exhibits
the fifth, eighth, and twelfth moments by ~ort syllables t.
These five varieties of the metre called Matrfuamaca may
be variously combined in the same stanza; and in that

• The first and fourth stanzll!!, in this quotation, are in the Dru
tavilamhita metre, and the fifth in the Pramitfu:shaTfz; which will be
both noticed under a subsequent head. The third is in an uncommon
measure named Chandricfz or CshamfJ.

t The names of these fourvlIJ'ieties are ]st, r6navfzsicfz, which exhi
bits the ninth and twelfth moments by short syllables, and the fifteenth
and sixteenth by a long one: the rest being optional. 2dly, CAitrii,
exhibiting the fifth, eighth, and ninth, by short syllables, the fifteenth
and sixteenth by a long one. 3dly, Upachitru, the fifth and eighth
short; the ninth and tenth long; also the fifteenth and sixteenth long.
4thly, JTii16ca; fifth, eighth, and twelfth short; fifteenth and sixteenth
long; and the rest indeterminate.
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case the measure is denominated PadlJculaca; a name
which is applied with greater latitude in Praer'it prosody,
to denote a tetrastich wherein each verse contains sixteen
moments, without any other restriction as to the number
and place of the long and short syllables.

A poem inserted in the first volume of Asiatic Researches.
is a specimen of the variety which this sort of metre admits.
In a collection of tales entitled VetD.la panchavi718ati, the
author, ~lIvADA-SA, has quoted several stanzas of that poem
intermixed with others, in which the measure is still more
varied: and I may here remark, that the introduction of
rhyme into SaflllC'T''it verse is not peculiar to this anaprestic
metre: JAY ADBvA has adopted it with success in several
other sorts of lyric measure, and it is frequent in SanllC'T''it
poetry composed in any species of Pr6.crit metre.

3. GiTYARyA.

Another species of metre regulated by quantity is named
G~tyarya. Like the preceding, it is a tetrastich, in which
each verse consists of sixteen matras or moments, but all ex
pressed by short syllables. In other words the stanza con
tains sixty-four short syllables distributed into four verses.
From the mixture of verses of this description with others
consisting exclusively of long syllables, arises another metre,
distinguished into two sorts, according as the first couplet
in the stanza consists of short syllables and the second of
long; or, conversely, the first long and the second short.t
The mtyarya may be further varied by making the last
syllable of each couplet long and all the rest short; at the

• Page35.
t The mixed mt!tre, in which one couplet of the stanza contains

abort syllablee and the other long, is tel"llJed Sic'kG or ChUfM. If the
first couplet contain the short syllables, it is denominated JybtUh; but
is called Saflmya or Anangancr'UJiI, when the first couplet consists of
long syllables.
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same time reducing both couplets to twenty-nine moments ;
or the fiJ't\t only to that measure, and the second to thirty
one; or the first couplet to thirty, while the second contains

thirty-two.•

4. Pracrlt measures.

The foregoing are all comprehended under the general
designation of Jati: and besides these, which are noticed
in treatises on Sanscrat prosody, other kinds belonging to
the class of metre regulated by quantity, are specified by
writers on Pracr'it prosody. They enumerate DO less than
forty-two kinds, some of which comprehend many species
and varieties. The most remarkable, including some of
those already described as belonging to Sa7&8Cf'lt prosody,
are the following, of which instances are frequent in
Pracrlt, and which are also sometimes employed in Sal~

crat poetry.
A stanza of four verses, containing alternately thirteen

and eleven moments (and scanned 6+4 +3 and 6+4+ 1),
is named either D6hQ. t (S. Dwipat'h6.) or S6ratt'kQ. (S.
Saurashtm), according as the long verse precedes the short
one, or the contrary. This metre, of which no less than
twenty-three species bear distinct names (from forty-eight
short syllables to twenty-three long and two short), is very
commonly used in Hind~ poetry. As an instance of it, the
work of BIHARIL.h may be mentioned, which consists of
seven hundred couplets (sat sal,) all in this measure. It is
a collection of descriptive poetry; of which CdSH:NA,

sporting with RADHA and the G6pu, is the hero. The
following example is from that celebrated author.

• This metre, concerning which authorities disagree, is called
ChUllica or Chulica,. or, according to the VTttta remacara, At;ruchira.

t Corruptly Duhra.
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+I Cfi (lC!iftJnq1@I~~03@1s:1&)Cflft Cfll-=i ,

~t41i1..nnp.Pld ijil (3tlt1&iijoMij l-=ill
Macaracr'tta G6paZa ce

cundala j haZacata cana,
Dhasy6 man6hiya gatlha samara:

tlyMht lasata nisana.
" The dolphin-shaped ring, which glitters in G6PALA'S

ear, may be taken for the symbol of Cupid suspended at
the gate, while the god is lodged in his hearL"

To understand this stanza. it must be remarked, that
the symbol of the Indian cupid is the aquatic animal
named Macara (which has in the Hindu zodiac the place
of Capricorn). It is here translated dolphin, without how
ever supposing either the deliverer of ARION,or any species
of dolphin (as the tenn is appropriated in systems of natural
history), to be meant.

The Gat'hft or GaM has been already noticed as a
Dame of the Arya measure in Pracr'it prosody. Including
under this as a general designation the seven species of
it, with all their numerous varieties~ it is no uncommon
metre in Pracr'lt poetry. A collection of amatory verses
ascribed to the famous monarch SALIVAHANA, comprising
seven hundred stan~,. and purporting to be a selection
trom many thousands by the same author, is exclusively
in metre of this kind. The introductory verse intimates,
that

" Seven hundred couplets (gahfu) are bere selected out
of ten millions of elegant couplets composed by the poet
HALA."

HiLA is a known title of S.hlViHANA, and is 80 ex
plained both here and in a subsequent passage by the

• From their Dumber, entitled Sat sm.
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scholiast GANGA-DHARA BHAii'A. It is not, however,
probable, that he really composed those verses: and it
would be perhaps too much to conjecture, that the true
author of them was patronized by that monarch, whose
existence as an Indian sovereign has been brought in
doubt.

The metre called Maharaahtra(inPracnt, Marahattfl) is
a tetrastich, ofwhich each verse contains twenty-ninematraa,
scanned by one foot of six, and five of four; with a termi
nating trocht>e. It has pauBes at the. eighteenth and
twenty-ninth matrEu. This measure is evidentlydenominated
from the country which gives name to the MaraAatta na
tion: as another species, beforementioned, takes its design
ation from Sauraahtra or &rati'ha.· The circomstance is
remarkable.

Another tetrastich, which it is requisite to notice, is
denominated R6za. Each verse contains twenty-four M
trEu: and this species of metre admits tweIye varieties,
from twenty-four short syllables to eleven long and two
short, bearing distinct names.

The Sludpadica (Pr. Ch'happaa) is a stanza of six
verses, wTlUlgOO in a tetrastich and couplet; the first
termed Cavya, and the second Ulllda. In the tetrastich,
each verse contains twenty-four moments (scanned 2 + five
times 4+2, or else 6 + four times 4 +2) with a pause at
the eleventh moment; and each verse of the couplet con
tains twenty-eight moments, with a pause at the fifteenth.
The varieties are extremely numerous, according to the

• The penin8ula, between the gulf8 of Gambag and Gulch. The
name remain8, but the boundarie8 of the province are more restricted
than iD ancient time8. It still, however, iDclndee the remain8 of
CRlsukA's city of Dwarca; the celehrated temple of ~'Aa
80 frequently plundered by the Mulwmmedam; and the mountain of
GiranlJra, held 8acred by the Jainas no le88 than by the followers of
the VCOO.
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Dumber and the places of the long and short syllables.
No fewer than forty-five variations of the tetrastich, and
seventy-one of the whole stanza, have separate names.
They are distinguished by the number of short and long
syllables (from 152 short to 70 long and 12 short in the
whole stanza, or from 96 short to 44 long and 8 short
in the tetrastich). The following example is extracted from
the Pingala mitti.

C/,'Itappaa or Skrdpadica.

Pindkau di/ika sannaka; bf:tka uppara pac'hc'kara dai,
Banelhu samadi, rana dkaliiu. Sami Hammfra baana lai,
Ulluu naka; paka bkamau; c'kagga riu sUa kijkaliiu.
Pac'hc'kara pac'kc'hara, t'hClii pelli, pabbaii appariiu.
Hammtra cajja Jajjalla bhana, c6Jmnala maku maha

jaliiu.
Sulatana ma carabfLla dai, twi calCvara, tIia Chaliifl.

f~& {'lUI 1&(1( 1&3(q (qtC((q«~ ,
~~&Ul;(613tOI(l)~ 1\

3"'§301&q~ &l3(q JJI~{1Itli3 ,

q{t({q (q{C((.q (af'~ qt3t3t(q 1(::I'll

&u{T(Cfi~31~(q~olcfi'\&IOI(l)&l15&1&31(1)3 ,

~?flft{'leti (61 '(I)(~fi Frittfi~q (f(3ti=4&131\
JAJJALA, general of HAMMiRA's forces, taking the

field against the Mukammedan emperor, says vauntingly:
" I put on strong armour, placing barbs on my horse,

and taking leave of kinsmen, I hasten to the war. Hav
ing received the commands of my ma!\ter HAMMIRA,
I fly through the sky; I pursue the road; I flourish my
scimitar on the head of the foe. Amid the bustle of horse
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and foot I scale mountains. In HAMMiRA's cause, hJe

.fALA declares, The fire of wrath burns within me; laying
my sword on the head of the Sultan, and abandoning tliis
corporeal frame, I ascend to heaven."

The emperor, whose death was thus vainly promised to

HAMMiRA by his braggart general, must have been SUL
TAN MUHAMMED KHUNi, with whom he is stated to
have been contemporary, and who reigned from A.D. 1325
to 1351.· HAMMtRA was sovereign of Sacambharr,
which, with unfeigned deference for the opinion of Captain
WILFORD on a geographical question, I still think to be
Sambker:t and for this simple reason, that the culinary
salt brought from the lakes of sambker is named in Sans

er'it, S6.cambharrya lavana, answering to the Hindl sam
Mer Uiun. It is, however, proper to remark, that maps
exhibit a place of the name of Sambkere between Ujjayam
and Indor.

The Utcach'M is a stanza of six verses, each comprising
eleven moments (scanned 4 + 4 + 3). In admits eight
species from sixty-six short syllables to twenty-eight long
and ten short.

The CulUln.lica is composed of one stanza of the metre
named D6ha, followed by another in the measure called
R6lO. : the entire stanza consequently comprises eight
verses. In this species of metre, rhyme and alliteration
are so appropriate ornaments, that it admits the repetition
of a complete hemistich or even an entire verse: .as mthe
following example extracted from the Pingala vr'tti.

CulUln.lica or Cunaali"a.

Dh61lO. maria Dkilli maka, muek'k"ia Meck'ha sarrra,
Pura JajjallO. malla bara, ckalia b{ra Hammira.

• As. Re~. \'01. ix., p. 192. t As. Res; \'01. vii., p. 511.
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Cltana Mra HammJra, paa Mara meini campai.
Diga maga nal,a andhfzra dhuli sfJraha ral'ajltampai.
Diga maga naha andhfzra arm. C'hurasanaca 6lla
Da"ali, damari fJippac'hc'ha: maTU DhilZ' maha dh6lla.

~rTn"T'1FT-rir-P:rf=i:rTr:::rTrf~~~ ,

~ (31 SS1{Ct Iii {CtCil(:qf'~ l\

:qf~afl(&utl (q 131~~lcilq~ 1

~~~~&(&gq~U

f(Jlil JIOI&:3t\.l1 (311~ (tlIUICfl3{l{q I ,

~~m(q{C{(,ctillt~iI&:i)(!4lll
U Having made the barbarians faint at the BOund of the

drum beaten in the midst of DI,ill{ and preceded by J AJ
JALA, eminent above athlets, the heroHulMtRA advances;
and as the hero HAMMtRA advances, the earth trembles
under his feet. The cloud of dust, raised by the march of
his multitudes, obscures the chariot of the sun. Darkness
spreads with the march of his multitudes. The hostages
of the Khorasanian are slain; the foe is slaughtered, and
the drum is beat in the midst of DhiW."

A stanza of nine verses, composed of one of five with a
tetBstrich of the metre called D6hfz subjoined to it, is
denominated RoJi(Jha. Here the stanza of five contains
three verses of fifteen moments each, with two of twelve
and eleven interposed. The distribution of the feet, t0ge
ther with a restriction as to the terminating one, varies in
each verse: and a difference in the regulation of the feet
gives rise to six varieties which have distinct appellations.

The ChatfUhpadica (Pr. Chaupaia or Chaupal> is a
stanza of sixteen verses distributed into four tetrastichs, in
which each verse contains thirty moments (scanned seven
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times 4+2), and terminated by a long syllable. This mea
sure is of very frequent use in the poetry of the modem
languages. The R1Jmayana of TULAStDASA, in seven
cantos, a poem held in great estimation by Hindus of the
middle tribes, is composed chiefly in a similar metre under
the same name (Chaupfii), and containing the same num
ber of verses (sixteen) in the stanza. It alternates with the
D6M, and very rarely gives place in that poem to any
other metre.

In this metre the stanza contains the greatest number of
verses of any admitted into Praer'it prosody. The other
measures regulated by quantity are tetrastichs, except the
Gnatta and certain other couplets noticed at the foot of the
page j. some of which might have been ranked with more
propriety under the next head of uniform metre.

One other measure which is placed in this class, but
which belongs rather to another, remains to be noticed~

It is an irregular stanza of four verses, containing alter
nately seventeen and eighteen syllables, with no regulation
of their length or of the quantity of the verse or stanza.
It is termed Gandna, or in Pracrit GandlW:na.

The rest of the Pracnt metres may be sought in the
synoptical tables subjoined to this essay.

The present may be a proper place for noticing a class of
poetry which has been even more cultivated in the Prmt
and provincial languages than in &mcnt. I allude to
the erotie poetry of the Hindus.

• The Ghatta and Gluzttananda, consisting of two verses of thirty
one mtitras each. In the first species the pauses are after the tenth
and eighteenth mtilrlU; in the other after the eleventh and eighteenth;
There i. also l& slight difference in the distribution of the feet <7
times 4+3 short; and 6+3 times 3+5+6+3+3 short.) The J>wi
padica has in each verse twenty-eight mtitras (6+ five times 4+I long).
The Sic'lUJ containing the like number, the C'bjr,. with forty-one
mtItrfJ.I to the verse, and the M6kI with forty-five, are couplet.; but
the fpet are strictly regulated.
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On its general character I shall briefly observe, that it is
tree from the grievous defects of the Binda poems composed
in the style and metre of Persian verse; but it wants ele
fttion of sentiment and simplicity ofdiction. The passion,
which it pictures, is sensual, but the language refined, with
lIOIne tenderness in the expression and in the thoughts.
Among the most celebrated poems in thi. class may be
mentioned the Ckaura paneJW.8ica, comprising fifty stanzas,
by CHA URA, and Amaro sataca, containing twice that
number, by AMARU. The first is supposed to be uttered
by the poet CHA URA, who, being detected in an intrigue
with a king's daughter, and condemned to death, triumphs
in the recollection ofhis successful love. The other, which
is a collection of unconnected stanzas on amatory topics, is
reputed to be the work of the great SANCARA ACHARYA,

composed by him in his youth, before he devoted himself to
the study of theology.

Some of the commentators on this poem have attempted
to explain it in a devout and mystical sense, on the same
principle upon which JAYA DEv A'S lyric poems are inter
preted as bearing a religious meaning. The interpretation,
however, is too strained to be admitted; and though
JAYADEV A'S intention may have been devout, and his
meaning spiritual, AMARU, or whoever was the true author
of the work bearing this name, is clearly the lover of an
earthly mistress.

The most singular compositions in this class of poetry,
and for which chiefly a notice of it has been here intro
duced, are those in which the subject is treated with the
studied arrangement and formal precision of the schools.
I shall instance the Rasamanjan of B H ANU D ATTA MI BaA

in Sanacr'tt, and the works of MATJRAMA and SUNDARA

in Hintlf. Here various descriptions of lovers and mis-
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tresses distinguished by temper, age, and circumstances,
are systematically classed and logically defined, with the
seriousne88 and elaborate precision of scholastic writers.
As ridicule was not intended, these poems are not humorous
but trifling: and I should not have dwelt on the subject,
if t.heir number, and the recurrence of them in different lan
guages of India, were not e,idence that the national taste
is consulted in such compositions.

III. Varna vr'itta; metre regulated by the number of
syllables.

The next sort of metre is that which is measured by the
number of syllables; it is denominated Acsharack'kandas
or Varna vrztta, in contradistinction to the preceding kinds
which are regulated by quantity; and it may be llubdivided
into three sorts, according as the verses composing the
stanza are all similar, or the alternate alike, or all diBBi
milar.

This also is a stanza of four verses (PCulas), each con
taining an equal Dumber of syllables, the length of which
is regulated by special rules. The number of syllables
varies from twenty-four to a hundred and four, in each
strophe: this is, from six to twenty-six in each verse.
There are indeed names in Pracr'it prosody for verses from
one to five syllables, and instances of Sanscnt verse con
taining a higher number than above stated, viz. from
twenty-seven to one less than a thousand. But these consti
tute distinct classes of metre. Between the limits first-men
tioned, twenty-one kinds receive different appellations appro
priated to the number of syllables contained in the stanza.

Each kind comprehends a great variety of possible
metres, according to the different modes in which long and
short syllables, as well 8S pauses, may be distributed; and
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since the four quarters of each stanza may be either all
alike, or only the alternate similar, or all different, the
variety of possible metres is almost infinite. PINGALA,

however, gives directions for computing the number of
species, and for finding their places, or that of any single
one, in a regular enumeration of them; or conversely, the
metre of any species of which the place is assigned: and
rules have been given even for calculating the space
which would be requisite for writing down all the various
species.

In the first class or kind, wherein the verse consists of
six syllables, sixty-four combinations are computed on the
syllables of each verse; 4,09&t on those of the half stanza;
and 16,777,216t on the twenty-four syllables which con
stitute the complete stanza of this class. In the last of
the twenty-one kinds, 67,108,864 combinations are com
puted on twenty-six syllables within each verse; nearly
4,503,621,000,000,000, on fifty-two syllables; and more
than 20,282,388,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000, on a
hundred and four syllables which form the stanza.:::

The different sorts, which have been used by poets, are
few in comparison with the vast multitude of possible
metres. Still they are too numerous to be all described at
full length. I shall therefore select, as specimens, those
sorts of metre which are most frequently employed, or

• "Piz. 64 nniform and 4,032 half equal.

t Viz. 64 nnifonn, 4,032 half equal, and 16,773,120 uneqnal or dis
similar.

1 A mode of calculating the possible varieties of metre is also tanght
in the .l:lllivafi, a treatise of arithmetic and geometry, by BH.lSCABA.

This truly learned astronomer was also a poet, and his mathematical
works are composed in highly polished metre. If the reader figure
to himself EUCLID in Alcaic measure, DJOPHANTUS in anapae8ts, or
the Almagest versified with all the variety of Horatian metre, he will
form an adequate notion of this incongruity.

VOL. II. H
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which require.particular notice; referring for the rest to the
subjoined tables, in which the various kinds· are succinctly
.exhibited by single letters descriptive of feet Scanned in the
Indian and in the Latin mode.

In the best Sanscrlt poems, as those of CALIDASA,
BHARAvi, SRiHARSHA, MAGHA, &c. the poet usually
adheres to the same, or at least to similar metre, throughout

the whole of the canto;· excepting towards the close of
it, where the metre is usually changed in the last two or
three stanzas, apparently with the intention of rendering
·the conclusion more impressive. Sometimes, indeed, the
metre is more irregular, being changed several times within
the same canto, or even altering with every stanza.

The Ragltava po/ulamya, by CAVlRAJA,t is an instance
·of a complete poem, every canto of which exhibits variety
of metre. This extraordinary poem is composed with
studied ambiguity; 80 that it may, at the option of the
reader, be interpreted as relating the history of RA M A and
other descendants of DASARAT'HA, or that of YUDHISH
t'HIRA and other sons of PANDu. The example of this
singular style of composition had been set by SUBANDHU
in the story of Vfuavadatta~ and BANABHAttA in his
unfinished work entitled COdambarf; as is hinted Jly CA
VIRAJA. Both these works, which like the DaSacumara
·of DANDi, are prose compositions in poetical language,
and therefore reckoned among poems, do indeed exhibit
continual instances of terms and· phrases employed in' a
double sense: but not, like the Ragkava pMUJavfya, two
distinct stories told in the same words.

• Writers on rhetoric (BB the author of the S6.kitya darpana and
olhers) lay it down BB a maxim, that the metre and style should in
general be uniform in each canto: but they admit occBBional devia
tions in regard to the metre.

t So the author hall called himself.
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The following passage will sufficiently explain the man
ner in which the poem is composed. The first stanza is of
the mixed sort of metre named Upajflti, which will be im
mediately described; the second is in ODe. of the measures
composing it, termed Upbuiravajra.

iJlij:fir ~h1C(\(f(r~Ii(41 :

~1'Clf :1;1 ((qil(#)~q)~qifi: ,

3{ ~tF511q 1(#)~ (ij)fTCfT 

(31R4:q~ii~«:~1l '4 0 1

~ilcfl~R4 f(ciJIf(~

tr.rfj:ij (I.s~ t:I'"fiI q ij~ ,

~r(lii~'t.~~~ .

"50. Matuh myan landadhad Indumatyah
a1JJgkyah aaratcfzla iv6!Jupanctek,

Asau, prajapalanadacslw.hMvfJ.d, .
Ajasya chacrc manfUJak pram6dam.

51. VickitravtryfUl!Ja divan gatfUJya
pituh sa rajyam pratipadya Mlyc,

Punm Ay6dhyam, Dhrl,trashtrabhadram,
sa htUJtis6bham auc'ham adhyuvasa.

" Having the beauty of his mother INnuMATi, and
admirable like the dewy season when it enjoys the beauty
of the stars, he (DASARAT'HA) made glad the mind of
AJA. by his skill in the protection of the people. Suc
ceeding in youth to the kingdom of his vnriously valiant
father, who departed for heaven, he dwelt happily in the

• AJA wa! father, and INDUIIIATf mother of DA§ARAT'HA.

H2
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city of Ay6dhya, which was adorned with elephants and
upheld the prosperity of his realm."

Otherwise interpreted the same passage signifies,
" Having the beauty of his mother, and admirable like

the dewy season when it enjoys the beauty of the stars and
of the mOOD, he (PAj6u) made glad the heart of th,e unborn
god by his skill in the protection of creatures. Succeeding
in youth to the kingdom of his father VICBITRAViRYA·

who departed for heaven, he dwelt happily in the peaceful
city of Hastinapura auspiciously inhabited by DBR~TA

RAsHtRA." 1. 50. and 51.
To proceed with the subject. 'In general the different

sorts of verse which are contained in the subjoined synop
tical table of uniform metre, are used singly, and the stanza
is consequently regular: but some of the species, differing
little from each other, are intermixed. Thus the Indravajra,
measured by a dactyl between two epitrites (third and
second), and the Upendravajra, which begins with a diiam
bus, may be mixed in the same stanza. This sort of mixt
metre (an example of which has been just now exhibited)
is denominated ,Upajati: it of course admits fourteen
variations; t 01', with the regular stanzas, sixteen. The
relief which it affords from the rigorous laws of the uniform
stanza, renders it a favourite metre with the best poets. It
has been much employed by CALIDASA, in whose poem on
the birth and marriage of PARVATi, three out of the seven
cantos which compose it are in this metre; as are eight
out of nineteen in his heroic poem on the glory of the race
of RAGHU.

The last mentioned work, which is entitled RaghuvanSa,

• VICHITBAViRYA was husband of PAinu's mother.

t They have distinct names, which are enumerated in the Ch'han
d6mfJrtanlla, cited by the commentator on the Vntta Retn6cara: as
Maniprabh6 CAintimnt" &:c.
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and is among the most admired compositions in the SanBcr't
tongue, contains the history of RA MA and of his predeces
sors and successors, from DILfPA father of RAGHU, to
AGNIVERNA a slothful prince who was succeeded by his
widow and posthumous son. The firBt eight cantoB relate
chiefly to RAGHU, with whose history that of his father
DILfPA, and.of his son AJA, is nearly connected. The
next eight concern RAMA, whose story is in like manner
intimately connected with that of his father DAhRAT'HA
and of his sons Cuh and LAVA. The three concluding
cantos regard the descendants of Cuh, from ATIT'HI to
AGNIVERNA, both of whom are noticed at considerable
length; each being the subject of a single canto, in which
their characters are strongly contrasted; while the inter
mediate princes, to the number of twenty, are crowded
into the intervening canto, which is little else than a dry
genealogy.

The adventures of RAMA are too well known to require
any detailed notice in this place. The poet has selected
the chief circumstances of his story, and narrates them
nearly as they are told in the mythological poems and
theogonies, but with far greater poetical embellishments.
Indeed, the general style of the poems esteemed sacred (not
excepting from this censure the Ramayana of V A.LMfcl,)
is flat, diffuse, and no less deficient in ornament than
abundant in repetitions; and it is for this reason that
examples have been selected, for the present esll~y, ex
clusively from the celebrated profane poems. RiMA'S
achievements have been sung by the profane as frequently
as by the sacred poets. His story occupies a considerable
place in many of the Puranas, and is the sole object of
VALMfcl's poem, and of another entitled Adhyatma Ra
mayana, which is ascribed to VVASA. A fragment of a
Ramayaoo, attributed to B AU D HAY AN Ais current in the
southern part of the Indian peninsula; and the great
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philosophical poem, usually cited under the title of Y6ga
va8ishfha, is a part of a Ra:mo:!lana, comprising the edu
catioo of the devout hero. Among profane poems on the
same subject, the Raghuvanaa and BhaUicavya with the
Rfzghava paltdamya beforementioned, are the most esteemed
in Sanscrlt, as the Rlunayana of TULAsiDASA and RO.ma
chandrica of CiSAVADASA are in HintJj. The minor

poets, who have employed themselves on the same topic,
both in Sanscr'it and in the Pracr'Zt and provincial dialects,
are by far too numerous to be here specified.

The other poem of C.hIDASA abovementioned, though
entitled Cumara sambhava or origin of CUMARA (who is
soo ofPARvATi), closes with PARVATi's wedding. It has

the appearance of being incomplete; and a tradition runs,
that it originally coosisted of twenty-two books. However,
it relates the birth of the goddess as daughter of mount
HIMALAYA, and celebrates the religious austerities by
which she gained SIV A for her husband; after CANDARPA,
or Cupid, had failed in inspiring SIVA with a passion for
her, and had perished (for the time) by the fiery wrath of
the god. The personages, not excepting her father, the
snowy mountain, are described with human wannerS and the
human form, with an exact observance of Indian costume.

The following stanza from a poem in mixed language
upon the same subject (the birth of CUMARA), is selected
as a further example of Upajati metre, and as a specimen
of the manner in which Sanscrtt and Pracr'lt are some
times intermixed. It is quoted for that purpose in tlle
Pingalavrltti.

~:~iil(:~

~~~ ([6011 (11

~msf~tT
~ TctiMI(lii I (t It
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B6.lah cumfrrah; sa ch'ha-mulUla-d.1&fJrf. UplUi-hana
hamu ecca-nan.

Ahar-nuam c'hai visltam Mic'harf. Gatir bhavitrf
cila ca haman.

DEvi, grieving over ber infant son CUMARA or SCANDA,

says,
" The child is an infant, but he has six mouths [to be

fed]: I am a helpless, solitary female: night and day my
mendicant husband swallows poison: what resource is there,
alas, for me?"

An instance of the same measure used in the Marahatta
(Mal&6:rfuhtra) language is quoted by the commentator on
the Vrztta retnacara. It appears, however, from the
rhymes, that the verse is there subdivided bya pause after
the fifth syllable.

The variety of the Upajati metre is increased by the
further mixture of two sorts of iambic measure named
Vanaast'ha and Indravanaa. The first is composed of a
choriambus between two diiambi; in the second, the first
dissyllable is a spondee instead of an iambic. Instances of
this mixt metre occur in VALMicI'S Ramayana,· in the
8M Bhagavata purana, t and in a metaphysical and theo
logical drama entitled Prab6dha challdr6daya.:t:

The following example from the drama now mentioned,
exhibits the combination of those four sorts of metre in a
single stanza.

fq 'Q I~an'C(\(431r it~ -

~~l
• In a pll8llage ofthe Sundnra cafUla.
t Book 10th.

t Among the person. of this drama are the passions and viceM
(pride, an/ter, avarice, &c.) with the virtues (as pity and patience),
and other ahstract notions, some of which constitute very strange
pel1lonifications. The author was CRlsHi. PAN6ITA.
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::ml:i!§@)I~<flrf~

f-iCf~J{~Si~~~q ij: 1\

Vidya-prab6dhOdaya-janma-bhumir,
Varatkzs{ mueti-purl niratyaya

Atah cul6chchhbla-vidhim vidhitsur

nivastum atreeh'hati nityam eva sah.

" Varanasl, the indestructible city of eternal salvation,.is
the native land of science and intellect: hence, one desirous
of observing the precepts by which a continuance of family
is cut off [and final beatitude obtained], is solicitous to
dwell there continually."

The same term (Upajati), as descriptive of mixt metre,
has been also applied to the intermixture of two spondaic
measures named Vat6rm' and Salin~; which are very simi
lar, the first having an anaprest, the other a cretic. between
a dispondeus and second 'epitritus, with a pause at the
fourth syllable. Analogous to the first of these are the
Rat'h6ddhata and Swagata, measured by an anapmst
preceded by two trochees. and followed in the one by two
iambics, and in the other by an ionic. These and the pre
ceding are metres in very common use with the best poets;
and instances of them will occur in subsequent extracts,
chosen for the sake of other measures with which they are
joined.

The several sorts of metre above described are, like the
two last, also employed separately: for instance. the first
cantos of the NaishadhfY(l of SRiHARSHA, and Ciratar

jun~ya of BHARA vi, as well as that of the epic poem of
MAGHA, are in the iambic measure called VanSast'ha;

which recurs again in other parts of the same poems; espe
cially in the Cirata, of which four books out of eighteen
are in this measure.

The fil'st of the works just now mentioned is a poem
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in twenty-two cantos, on the marriage of NALA, king of

Nis1UJdha, and DuuYANTi, daughter of BHhtA, king of
Viderbha. It is a favourite poem on a favourite subject;

and though confessedly not free from faults, is by many

esteemed the most beautiful composition in the Samcrlt
language. The marriage of NALA and DAMAYANTi, his

loss of his kingdom by gaming, through the fraudulent
devices of Cali disguised in the human form, his desertion

of his wife and his transformation, her distresses, her

discovery of him, and his restoration to his proper form

and to his throne, are related in another poem already

noticed under the title of Nal6daya. Their adventures

likewise constitute an episode of the MalW.bharata,· and

are the subject of a novel in prose and verse, by TRIVI

CHAMA BHAttA, entitled Nalachamput or Damayantz
cat'ha. SRi HARSHA'S poem, though containing much

beautiful poetry according to the Indian taste, is very
barren of incident. It brings the story no further than the

marriageofNALA and DAMAYANTi, and the description

of their mutual affection and happiness, which continues

notwithstanding the machinations of Cali. The romantic

and interesting adventures subsequent to the marriage, as

told in the Nal6daya, are here wholly omitted; while the

poet, with a degree of licentiousness, which is but too well

accommodated to the taste of his countrymen, indulges in

glowing descriptions of sensual love.

The following example of VanSCl8t'ha metre is from the

~tl"oduction of the Naishadhlya. To render the author's

meaning intelligible, it may be necessary to premise, that
the mere celE:brating of N ALA and DAM AYANTi is reckoned

• From the 5311 to the 79th chaptel'!l of the Vana ,arva.

t A composition, in which prose and verse are intermixed, is called
Champu.
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sufficient to remove the taint of a sinful age, and is 80

declared in a passage of the MakfJblWrata.

Vana1Z8t'lta metre.

qfq Sfii Sf 101ft~
....

tilol({1(1I@i1~qll(qiell 1

Cfle4 ifij~qtJi Iii ftr
fCf~iftit~ II

Pavitram atratanutejagad yugi,
smrlta, r1Z8a-cs!I.fJlanayeva yat, cat'''a;

Cat'ham na so. mad-giram, avizam api,
sw1Z8evinzm eva, pavitrayishyati.

Ie How should a story, which, being remembered, purifies
the world in the present age, as it were by an actual ablu
tion, fail of purifYing my voice, however faulty, when em
ployed on this narration." 1. 3.

In the following passage from BHARAVi's Ciratarjuniya,
the last stanza is an example of the Malina metre, and the
preceding ODe of the PUIlhpitagra; which will be noticed
further on: all the rest are in the'Vanaast'ha measure. It
is the close of a reproachful speech of DRAUPADi to her
eldest husband, YUDHISHf'HIRA, inciting him to break the
compact with DURY6DHANA, by which the PANDAVAS
had engaged to remain twelve years in exile.

S:ii Iii &oct (iffilq qfjrw.t
ntf.q Sf,qT:~'C1 #I 1#1II : ,

~.qr"lI"(lIl~c(C(lq(q (j

~~:~:l\~\9lt
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~:(14itJl&J\fif

~W1:~:'

_:~Iq If\~: 1\ ~ t1\

3tiil (f1~ 1$1 fUrq)a (II~ -

~~:a31i(31:'

til til~ft~ 1'i1 (i1llq~t¥r

~TlftRq ~q f~t:4I$1 1l ~ e'n
~Q(liiofl4"cfi

~6tOI4<H~nm ,

flC(~~qr4Qit'iIf'(fif:qt

~m4"(Il{m~: l\ ~ 01\

_~~(llflH:

~~r~t'i4fftqf(~if: 1
~f\' •
'"I ~~'"I~ II t1"~ Ic~~qC(1

~tiI4(llf'rf11q~liiot'j"if:

~~,

~:fW:

~~~fti~:1\~~1\
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l:I1:::~:

tK:lf~~CfiI(ifl{il ,

~q Ic:~(II~<eNf§if~ q (Ii1\.

rif(T~ii1®lifrtflq"1 'n~ ~'n

3f~ tii\ Iit crM (ffifq alif -
"\II~ •fllirl(-r"1~rn-q'T'll"ri'~I ~~trNif ,

~ .... ,:::::." ".
,~&:I~~lq,"(J)~Cfll~en

~:iji(3j§'~qlqcil 'ntttt'n

i'("ijif~qf( (ti 0·1 (1 if ffl
~q~~q~~:,

~q~:~

~ 'ntt4'n

~~~11l~

ftrf~~,

r~qfflfit (~(tili(l~if 1;1t"(rt I~I

.ft::rt¥oflIq~f(q 'iji\).~: 'n tt ~ll
" I do not comprehend this thy prudence; for opinions

are indeed varions: but anguish forces itself on my mind
when considering thy extreme distress. Thou, who didst
formerly repose on a costly couch, and wert wakened with
auspicious praise and song, now sleepest on the ground
strewed with pungent grass, and art roused from thy
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slumbers by the dismal howlings of shakals. Thy feet,
which, resting on a footstool adorned with precious stones,
were tinged by the dust of the blO88Oms in the chaplets
worn by prostrate monarchs, now tread the wilderness,
where the tips of sharp grass are cropped by the teeth of
stags. Thy person, 0 king, which formerly gained. beauty
by feeding on the blessed remnant of the feast given to
holy men, now wastes with thy glory, while thou feedest
on the fruits of the forest. That thou art reduCed to this
condition by the act of thy enemies, harrows up my soul.
To the valiant, whose courage is unsubdued by the foe,
misfortune is a triumph. Relinquishing peace, 0 king, be
active, and rouse thy energy for the slaughter of thy foes.
Placid saints, not kings, attain perfection, disarming their
enemies by patience. If persons such as thee, whose h0
nour is their wealth, who are leaders of the brave, imbmit
to such insupportable disgrace, then is magnanimity de
stroyed without resource. If, divested of courage, thou
deem submission the means of lasting ease, then quit thy
bow, the symbol of a sovereign, and becoming· a hermit,
feed here with oblations the purifying flame. Adherence
to the compact is not good for thee, valiant prince, while
thy foes compass thy disgrace; for kings, ambitious of
victory, scruple not the use of stratagem in treating with
enemies. Thee, who by force of fate and time art now sunk
in the deep ocean' of calamity, dull with diminished splen
dour, and slow to enterprise, may fortune again attend, as
thou risest like the sun with the new born day, dispelling
hostile gloom." 1. 37-46.

To return to the enumeration of analogous sorts of
metre. A true spondaic metre, named Vidyunmala, con
sisting of four spondees, with a pause in the middle of the
verse, which virtually divides the tetrastich into a stanza of
eight, is often mixed, as before observed, with the metre
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tenned Gitgarya, containing the same quantity in a greater
number of syllables.

Other measures, also containing the same quantity but
in a greater number of syllables, occur among the species
of uniform metre. The subjoined note· exhibits several
species, in which the verse is divided by the position of the
pauses into two parts equal in quantity, and some of them
equal in number of syllables. Further instances are also
stated in the notes, of metre containing the same quantity
similarly reducible to equal feet. t Some of the species of
metre which contain a greater number of syllables, are
reducible, in conformity to the position of their paUles, to
this class. t

All these varieties of metre have a great analogy to the
Matrfuamaca and other species before described, which
similarly contain the quantity of sixteen short syllables or
eight long, reducible to four equal feet.

Among the kinds of metre described at the foot of the
preceding paragraphs, the D6dhaca, T6taca, and Pra
mitacshara are the most common. A stanza in the ana
pmstic measure named Pramitacshara, in which each verse
exhibits alliteration at its close, has been already quoted

• Rucmavat1 or Champacam6llJ, composed of alternate dactyls and
spondees; Mattd, measured by three spondees with four short sylla
bles before the last; Panava. containinR' a spondee and dactyl, and
an anaplle8t and spondee; BhmmarafJilasitfJ., measured by two spon
dees, four short syllables and an anapll!st; JalbddhatagatfJ., compOled
of alternate amphibraehys and anapll!sts; and several other species, as
Oumma vichitra, MaMguna nicara, Cudmala dantl, £alana, &c.

t D6dhaca, composed of three dactyls and a spondee; T6taca, con
taining four anapll!sts; Pramitdcahara, measured by tbree anaplle8ts
with an amphibrachys for the second foot; MfJia, a species of GJum
dravartfJ., and some others.

t Thus Mau6.cr1lia combines two simple kinds, the VidyunmfUa and
ChandravnrlfJ. So Crrrunchapada is composed of two species before
mentioned, the Champacam6.1a and Manigufla.
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trom the fifth canto of the Cirata:rjwya of BRA-RAVi.

The specimen of anaprestic measure T6taca, which will be
here cited from the close of the Nal6daya, is a further
instance of alliteration introduced into every stanza of this
singular poem.

T6tACA.

qC(ii Iq(ii IqC(ii IqC(ii I ,

~~q«:q~q 31 ii11~ trft
~"ii l~ft&lI~"&l14"ii I 'l\

Ari-sanhatir asya vaneshu 8ucoom

padam apadam apad ama 'padama.
Suc'hadan cha yat'haiva jaooya Harim

yatam ayatamaya tam o'yata Ma.
" The luckless and despondent crowd of his foes found

in the forests a calamitous place of sorrow; and prosperity
was constant to him, who gave happiness to a sincerely
affectionate people, as she clings to HARI, who blesses the
guileless." 4. 46.

It has been before said, that, in several sorts of metre,
the pauses would justify the division of the stanza into a
greater number of verses than four, and instances have
been shown, where either the number of syllables, or the
quantity, would be the same in each verse of a stanza of
eIght, twelve, or even sixteen short verses. In the follow
ing specieg of metre, the verses of the stanza, subdivided
according to the paUBeS, are unequal.

The SlzrdUlatJierUZita, a very common metre, of which
examples occur in the fonner volumes of Asiatic Re
searches,- is a tetrastich, in which the verse consists of

• Vol. i. p. 279.
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nineteen syllables divided by the pause inte portions of

twelve and seven syllables respectively. The following
instance of this metre is from the close of the first book of
MAGDA'S epic poem; where NAREDA, having delivered
a message from INDRA, inciting CRlsHNA to war with
SlsupALA, king of the ChCdis,departs, leaving the hero
highly incensed against his kinsman and enemy.

~~AAH'$froTfi:UIS::M~I~(lIq I~if~

ffiftii~(QffiH'jl:::5~:~ ,

~-~
~£flq ~~2'1~(4)ifq C(;'~f]1lfCfi I(lfQ( It

O'm ityuctavat6 't'Jaa sarngina, lti
fJYahrltya vachan, nabhas

Tasminn utpatite purah sura-munav
, ind6h myam bibhrati,
Satrunam anuam .vinasa-piBunah,

cruddhasya Chaid!Jam prati,
V!J6mn~va, bh,-ucula ch'halena, "adane

cetuS chacar' lupadam.

" While the divine sage, having delivered this diseourse,
ascended the sky, bearing on his front the radiance of the
moon; the hero, armed with a bow, uttered an expression
of assent; and the frown, which found place on his brow
wreakful against the prince of the CMdis, was as a portellt
in the heavens, foretokening destruction of his foes." 1. 75.

The Mandacranta, which is the metre in which the
Meg"ad6.ta is composed, has pauses subdividing each
verse of seventeen syllables into three portions, containing
four, six, and seven syllables respectively: viz. two spon
dees; two pyrrhichii and an iambic; a cretic, trochee, and
spondee. The Harinf differs from the preceding in trans-
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posing the first and second portions of the verse, and mak
ing the third consist of an anapest between two iambics.

An instance of it will be subsequently exhibited.
The example of the first mentioned metre, here inserted,

is from the Megha duta. This elegant little poem, attri
buted as before observed to CALIDASA, and comprising no
more than 116 stanzas, supposes a Yacsha or attendant of
CUV{;:RA to have been separated from a beloved wife by an
imprecation of the god CUVERA, who was irritated by the
negligence of the attendant, in suffering the ,celestial garden
to be trodden down by bDRA'S elephant. The distracted
demigod, banished from heaven to the earth, where he
takes bis abode on a hill on which RAMA once sojourned,·

entreats a passing cloud to convey an affectionate message
to his wife.

Mandacranta metre.

31IHcj~~ftqf41 (ICI i¥'CfiTiri
311., I~(€I it1ttl~q}liitqiirJ);;: ,

~~\(CSI~ffis~

~ li3IlJtll\iOllCi 1\

~~{1"1 (OIf1(q41~fttlll~ I:

_~~~H~'

Jlifiit1IMCI tffit ((J)CflI., Iii 4{tSlCf(IOIi
ClI~l~I"'~H(f(fil("'~~I~Rh1\

VOL. II.

• Called Ramagiri.

I
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6. Jatam vanSe, blr.uvana-vidite, pushcaravartacanam,
Janami ttoam, praer'iti-puruskan,camarupam,Magh6nah.
Tena'rt'hitwan, twa'!li, vidhi-vaSfui durabandhur, gat6

'ham.
Yachn'!la m6gM varam adhigulte, nadkame labdlw.cama.

7. Santaptanan twam asi Sara1lan; tat, pa'!l6da, pri'!la'!lah
SantUsam me kara, dhanapati-cr6dha-viSleshitasya.
Gantav'!la te vasatir Alaca nama yacshe8warano:lIf.
VOJl'!l6d'!lana-st'hita-H ara-nraS-ckandric6.-dkauta-har-

~ m'!la.
" I know thee sprung from the celebrated race of dilu

vian clouds, a minister of INDRA, who dost assume any
form at pleasure: to thee I become an humble suitor, being
separated by the power of fate from my beloved spouse: a
request preferred in vain to the noble is better than success
ful solicitation to the vile. Thou art the refuge to the in
flamed: therefore do thou, 0 cloud, convey to my beloved
a message from me who am banished by the wrath of the
god of riches. Thou must repair to Alaca the abode of the
lord of Yacshas, a palace of which the walls are whitened by
the moonbeams from the crescent on the head of SIVA,
who seems fixed in the grove without." 6 and 7.

The Sic'karin;, also a common metre, distributes seven
teen syllables into portions of six and eleven: an iambic
and two spondees in the one, and a tribrachys, anapmst,
dactyl, and iambic in the other. This is the metre of the
Ananda laharf, a hymn of which SANCARA,CHARYA is the
reputed author, and which is addressed to Ehv A, the Sacti
or energy of SIVA or MAHADEVA. It comprises a hun
dred stanzas of orthodox poetry held in great estimation by
the devout followers of SAN CAR A: the devotional poetry
of the Hindus does not Utmally employ metre of so high an
order.

Examples of this measure will be shown in a subsequent
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extract from 1\ work. of a very different kind: a drama,
by BUAVABHUTI entitled MfUad mluihava.

The MEdin!, consisting of fifteen syllables, places two
tribrachys and a spondee in the one subdivided portion of
the verse, and a cretic, trochee, and spondee, in the other.
An instance of it occurs in a former extract from the Cira
tafjumya. The following example of this metre is from
the drama abovementioned. The passage is descriptive of
a love-sick maid.

Malina metre.

llf'wf(ft J!011~1~ Iii &I ~'L4'i:f~r:

CfiS!l ii~(q I(ttl~ If)r:f8tilf i+1 ,
'"

CfitJ)lfrn~~ii js.nf~~Cfit>.:f~ -

~Cfif~::C(rt1~ctlllTt :ctlQ')tJ): II
Parimndita-m1,znaU-mlanam angam; p'l'avrzttih
Cat'ham api parivara-pra1·t'hanabhih criyfzsu.
Calayati coo himam6r nishealancasya lacshmfm
Abhinava-eari-danta-chchheda-cantah cap6lah.

" Her person is weary like bruised threads of a lotos;
scarcely can the earnest entreaties of her attendants incite
her to any exertion; her cheek, pale as new wrought ivory~

emulates the beauty of a spotless moon." 1. 22.
The Praharshiltf, containing thirteen syllables, separates

a molossus from two pyrrhichii, as many trochees, and a
spondee. An example of it will be shown in a subsequent
extract from BHAVABHUTl'S drama.

The Ruchira, with the same number of syllables, dis
joins two iambics from two pyrrhichii, a trochee, and cretic.
The opening stanza of the Bhatticavya may serve as an
instance of this metre. The poem bearing that title is on
the subject of the adventllres of RAMA: it is comprised in

I 2
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twenty-two cantos. Being composed purposely for the
practical illustration of grammar, it exhibits a studied
variety of diction, in which words anomalously inflected are
most frequent. The style, however, is neither obscure nor
inelegant; and the poem is reckoned among the classical
compositions in the Sanscrzt la"t,ouage. The author was
BHARTRYHARI: not, as might be supposed from the name,
the celebrated brother of VICRAMADITYA; but a gram
marian and poet, who was son of SRiDHARA SWAMi, as
we are informed by one of his scholiasts, VIDYA,vIN6DE.

Ruchira metre.

~~:q"tnq:
c:.

!'ffi'F..etfll(»:1 (~~(~i(I~ct: ,

JJj}lef(~ct ii8i:~li14

ij"ifRfif:ftict (~q IJliirt€t~ 11
Abhun llnp6, vibudha-Iac'hah, parantapah,

Srut[mwit6, DrUarat'ha ityudO.hr'itah,
Gu,wir varam, bhuvana-hita-chch'halbw, yam

Sanlttanah pitaram upltgamat lfWayam.

" He, whom the eternal chose for a father, that he might
benefit the world [in a human form], was a king, a friend
of the gods, a discomfiter of foes, and versed in science:
his name was DASARAT'HA. He was a prince eminent for
his virtues." 1. 1.

The Suvadmw distributes twet;lty syllables in three por
tions of the verse: one containing two spondees and a
bacchius; the second four short syllables and an anapmst;
the third a spondee, pyrrhichius, and iambic. The Srag
dhara, a very common metre, differs from it only in the third
portion of the verse, which contains a trochee, spondee, and
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bacchius: but here the number of syllables in every sub
division is equal: viz. seven. In all the other instances
above described, the subdivisions of the regular verses were
unequal.

The following sorts of metre, which are usually em
ployed, have no pauses but at the close of the verse. The
.Druta vilambita contains in each verse two anaprests pre
ceded by three short syllables and a long one, and followed
by an iambic. Instances of this measure have been already
cited in an extract from the Ciratarjunlya. The Sragvi,H
is measured by a trochee, spondee, and iambic repeated;
as the Bhujangaprayata is by a similar repetition of an
iambic, trochee, and spondee. Both sorts of metre are of
frequent occurrence in classic poems.

The Vasantatilaca, which consists of a spondee, iambic,
tribrachys, dactyl, trochee, and spondee, is one of the
metres in most general use. It commonly occurs as a
change from other metre. But the whole fifth canto of
MAGHA'S poem is in this measure. The Chaura panchfJ
sica, a short poem before described, is in the same metre,
and so is a pathetic elegy on the death of a beloved wife
which occurs "in the BhQ.manl vil6.sa, a collection of mis

cellaneous poetry by JAGANNAT'HA PafUlita raja. It
begins thus:

Vasantatilaca.

" Since fate, alas! is become adverse, and the gem of
kindred is departed towards heaven, to whom, 0 my soul,
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wilt thou tell thy grief? and who will appease thy anguish
with refreshing words?"

The following passage from some Hind~ poem, is quoted
in NA.RAYANA BHAttA's commentary on the Vntta ret
"acara as a specimen of this metre in the GO.nyacubja
dialect.

€fir" qiq:stetrlrj~r&1iWI
~~lq€fi Iii~'C5f '141 (~,,!, ,

Candarpa-rupa jaba ten tumka [,nha, CrUhna!
L6c6pacama hama hZn, bahu-pfra, ch'h6n.

J au bMticain viraha-pfra nasau men.
Yain bhanti duti pat'hal, cahi bltta, G6pt·

" CRISHN A, since thou didst assume the fonn of Cupid,
I have neglected worldly affairs, suffering much anxiety.
Relieve by thy presence the pain of separation which I
endure. Such was the message, with which. the G6pl dis
patched her embassadress."

V. S16ca or Vactra.

The most common Sanscr'tt metre is the stanza of four
verses containing eight syllables each, and denominated
from the name of the class, An·ushtubh. Several species
of it have been described. Two very simple kinds of it
occur, consisting of iambic, or trochaic feet exclusively:t

• Short vowels, when final, are so faintly sounded, that they are
usually omitted in writing the proviDciallanguages of Jndia in Roman
character. But they have been here preserved at tbe close of words ;
being necessary, as in SamcrYt, for correctly exhibiting the metre.

t The first termed Pramanl, the other Samanl. Considered as a
~pecies of uniform metre, the first is also named NlIgaIWarNpifal or
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the rest are included in one general designation.· But
leveral analogous species are comprehended under the
denomination of Vactra. Here the law~ of the metre,
leaving only the first and eighth syllables indeterminate,
require either a bacchius or an amphibrachyst before the
eighth syllable, and forbid an anapmst or tribrachys after
the first; as also in the second and fourth verses of the
stanza, an amphimacer. A variety of this metre introduces
a tribrachys before the eighth syllable in the til'St and third
verses, and a bacchius in the second and fourtht. And
another 8Ort,§ which admits five varieties, requires the
penultimate syllable to be short in the second and fourth
verses; and introduces before the eighth syllable of the
first and third verses, a dactyl, anapmst, tribrachys, amphi
macer, or molo88us.

The metre which is most in use, is one of the Flpecies
now described, in which the number of syllables is deter
minate (viz. eight), but the quantity variable. CA. LIDAsA

appropriates to this metre the term Sl6ca (abbreviated from
Anushtubh sl6ca); and directs, that the fifth syllable of
each verse be short, the sixth long, and the seventh alter
nately long and short. The mythological poems under the
title of Pur6iw., and the metrical treatises on law and other
sciences, are almost entirely composed in this easy verse;
with a sparing intermixture of other analogous sorts, and
with the still rarer introduction of other kinds of metre.

Matallica, and the second is denominated Mullica. There is also a
regular measure which alternates trochees and iamhics, and is deno
minated ManavacacrUilJ: and another, named ChitrapadlJ, consilting
of two dactyls and a spondee.

• Vitana.
t The metre is named Put'llyli. when an amphibrach)'s is intro

duced in the second and fourth verses; some say in the first and
third.

t C7zapn/ri.
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The varieties of the Anus1ltubh a16ca which most frequently
occur, make the fifth, sixth, and seventh syllables of the
first and third verse all long or all short; or else the fifth
long with the sixth and seventh short. Thus varied, it is much
used by the best poets. ChI nASA has employed it in the
second and sixth cantos of his poem entitled Cumara sam
bhava, and in the first, fourth, and several others of the
Raghuvanaa. The second and nineteenth cantos of MA
GHA'S poem are in this metre, and so is the eleventh of
the Ciratarjunlya.

The examples here subjoined are from MAGHA'S poem.
One passage is part of a speech of BALARAMA to CRIsH

NA, urging him to the immediate commencement of hosti
lities against S18U p ALA: the other is extracted from UD

DHAVA'S reply, dissuading CRYSHN A from instant war, and
advising his previous compliance with YU DH ISHt'HIRA 's
invitation to assist at a solemn sacrifice which the king was
on the point of celebrating at Indraprast'ha.

ij{q IJI (ll4I"»:I~lf~11 &t1ft:Cf\Il4ft: ,

~~:qij~3ft4IClif1lq fq II ~ ~lt

" ~,

:JQCf\ 1(IQqrrf)f'&:C'it4(J)~ 01 i{ ftil: 1\ ~ \9 Tt

~t41'(1~ -mt reti1 off&: «(1 I&"t 1

C5f'JliJ5"it~~ &1 (ft 0:~: It ~ t It
(Cf~fjifD~lj{tfiriri ,

~f1I~oi~ 0("~Cf\1 (&iEI firer It ~ ~lt

3t IWl4I(1)Pl(q ~4(ijC(1 (I'" QI~'(ill
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cp.nfQ(qfjqlql<i1IIiWi~l4ijl4ft: lUI 0 'n

~~:,

PI~\~M s ft:f'ail4l4 1ft :!~l~cHi:wr: lH~ ~ 1l

F~Il4~ (ftlli'€f.... Us-D~3<lftff ,
trf~qjtt~1 (ftft,fi{liltf1 '0 tI ~1l

14 <i11J1~~ 1C"fi=l4lq IctiI4(11&:Qw:r:~ ,

~~~l4~rl(1~ft~:lltl~'n

31il4<I~E40i 9ft :(1IiI(i'l~Cf~~: ,

q (Ialii:qf'm~~ 'fl tI till
if~:q (Iq ij li& :~sfi:r::sftcrfu ,
ft flIl31 <i1 M :'tl tI 41\

'Ql<I&fil4<&~ 1l4~ili11i~ ,

~ttll~q Iqlil~sfq~i1tfhi ((31: 'ntl ~Tt
BALARAMA speaks. " A proved enemy, and a tried friend,

are most to be regarded; for they are known by their actions:
others, presumed to be so, from temper or affinity, may be
found in the end to be friend or foe. Peace may be main
tained with a natural enemy, who confers benefits; not with
a presumptive friend, who commits outrages; kindness or
injury, is the proper test of both. The king of the ekedis
was offended, 0 HAR!, by the seizure of RUCMINi; for 
woman is the chief cause, that the tree of discord takes root.
Whilst thou wert engaged in subduing the offspring of the
earth, he besieged this city, as darkness encircles the skirts
of Meru while the sun is remote. To hint, that he ravished
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the wife of V ABHRU is enough: the narration of crimes is
too disgustful. Thus aggrieved by thee, and having much
injured us, the son of SRUTASRAVAS is an enemy demon
strated by deeds. The Dlan who is negligent, while an
enraged foe meditates aggressions, sleeps in the wind with
fire under his arm. What forbearing man, who would
cheerfully dissemble a slight and single injury, can patiently
endure repeated wrongs? At other times, patience becomes
a man; and pudency, a woman: but valour befits the in
sulted warrior; as modesty should be laid aside by a woman
in the nuptial bed. Whoever lives (may none 80 live!)
tortured by the pain of insults from his enemy, would that
he had never been born, vainly giving his mother anguish.
Dust, which, kicked by the foot of the traveller, rises and
settles on his hend, is less contemptible than the dastard,
who is contented under wrongs." 2. 36-46.

UDDHAVA, in reply, addressed to CRlSHNA:

~IDn:~&ttCfl~ijatlr~:,

ij&J4&t~ l\ ~ 0 ~ l\

&t &}:i:lliil~~~n){::st&t 1"11"1 (1"1 ftr ,
~:ttlq4~4f~~~PII: l\~o~fn

f'~(I(fqar{i'iI(Cf\1 ~Wl:f'mJJ~ 1

et"(11~:~;~~&t if'l¥f1 I: l\ ~ 0 41\

ifiV.litJJ~:~41 ..tft~ 1

~~~€&t~f1(Tl\~o~l\. ..... ,::::.",.."" ~

31 ~H"1I&t 4 (ij"filii Sf \ .s1~~ I" ,
~q&t ..«(~){O~q~"1IU~O~U
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~~S:I"it ';1 iftttrif)ffi s::f~P<lFP:O ,

thil~ iftd'H11tf 11tfq1E4f;t~ftr~ II ~ 0 t II

~:Cfi,{S:I,e+t~"lqqft. 1

;flqftlfqit;&:OJ:ij)Giq Ii'lCfilq l~firiT:m=r:ll ~ 0 ~1l

~~1ift~{1I"t4~ ,

{1it~1 ltct~oll

" The just king and his kinsmen, relying on thee for an
associate capable of sustaining the heaviest burden, are
willing to undertake the task of a solemn sacrifice. Even
to enemies, who court them, the magnanimous show kind
ness; as rivers convey to the ocean the rival torrents from
the mountains. Violence, used 3.oaainst foes by the strong,
is at length successful; but friends, once offended, are not
easily reconciled even by compliances. Thou thinkest, that the
sla'ughter of the foe will most gratify the inhabitants of
heav~n; but far better is it to present offerings, which are
desired by the deities who devour oblations. What the
virtuous offer, under the name of ambrosia, in flames, whose
tongues are holy prayers, was the splendid ornament of the
ocean churned by the mountain Mandara. The promise
made by thee to thy father's venerable sister, to forgive her
son a hundred offences, should be strictly observed. Let
the mtellect of a good man be sharp without wounding;
let his actions be vigorous, but conciliatory; let his mind
be warm without inflaming: and let his word, when he
speaks, be rigidly maintained. Before the appointed hour,
even thou art not able to destroy the tyrant, on whom thy
self conferred that boon; no more than the sun can pre
maturely close the day, which he himself enlightens." 2.
103-110.
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V. Compuund metre.

Instances of compound metre have been already exhibited
under the designation of Upajati, consistiog of two kinds of
simple metre variously combined: two of these combina
tions are repeated under the head of half equal metre, with
the contrasted names of Ac'hyanacl and Vipantac'hyanacf.
Other species of metre belonging to this class !'-re in use
among eminent poets: particularly the Pushpitagra and
Aparavactra. In the first, both verses are terminated by
two trochees and a spondee, and begin with four short
syllables, one verse interposing a pyrrhichius, and the other
a dactyl. In the next species, both verses are terminated
by three iambics, and begin like the preceding with four
short syllables; but one verse interposes a single short
syllable, and the other a trochee.

Examples of the first of these mixed measures are very
common. One instance has been already exhibited in a
quotation from the first canto of BHA RAVt'S poem of
ARJUN A and the mquntaineer. The whole tenth canto of
the same poem, and the seventh of MAGHA's death of
EhsUPALA, are in this mixt metre. The second is less
common: but an instance occurs in the eighteenth canto of
the Ciratarjun~ya.

The close of the ninth canto of CALIDlsA'S Raghu
vansa, exhibiting a variety of metre, ill which two of the
species now mentioned are included, is bere cited, for the
sake of these and other species which have been before
described. The subject is DASARAT'HA'S hunt, in which
he slew the hermit's son: a story well known to the readers
of the Ramayana.

~~f1Ir>.4Cfi (On~ Ii l(ii iT:

~~ql
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qT(C{'d (I JI't~ij-cnn

~p14131 &:r (:qi'j(q Cfllfirift It \9lrn

¢W1C"§~'t Uiill&'i9\ll4 ,

~(iil ~tSI ~Cf\lijii1 (~, ,

~<ij~Hqft~ It\9411

~ ij J131~~ CfiUI(=fl~:

q~q2&\.qf'iff'~: ,

3f (IiHIi \j (tCC (I fur'J0q 1

~~~~ ll\9~"
31,.,31lfj~Jr(fIHq (if1
~it ql-q:q(: (<Ji('4il lui: ,

~:qIHqftqJIIt>,i

. (f "'(i$I ij 1UIq"1 i'j (~Oii UT II \9 \9ll

~cr:~t-

~ iii :q I<fit.,(Iwrf~H'H141: 1

~(<1~"il~l

~~~::sllt\9 tll

~:tIT'~'d~q(if(

«fiHq Irq fu(~ret &iQP~ f( ,

....
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",€I l:qcffi"l&)q~:t4~~Iq (1'C.f: 1\ ttt 1\

~S~{i2i'1<11l1l<11<11 q<:t,,~
ft'T::lM'r.:l"""1"'Tlro:r=rTTrl'~~nslf ,

1i~i(~W~~

cfl31 t4 0&31 <11 iff::scl @)<11:~" 11 t If 1\

\~JlrlJIi'1lfJOI :f'Cfi~~~

C5lUm:rc:rnrnrt~:rmrmrUrr'

"
~ Ir i3n IIJ<I1 C( (1:~&l4 I~

-g:;j q (Itj~ ~plrfj&i<l11 :ij(1 (: 1\ t ~l\

~:wqf'('\11 ij<l1~ ~(I311

fff~fI: ,

tq lift f.rfCI i2 q(~ I(~ M<I11"1~

"II'~('4ssq &)<11 iilcffit €I I~ (I fiT: 1\ t\9ll

ofi::(~ ~'~\(J I;h1(1 jf q :

~~HCSI~:st.v,~ ,
lICfft"lh-€fl ,(~ lIl:q (11(~ <11 :

~~:lltt1\

~~s~: ,
I
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3l4~q(itq~~

~fiqa:Hls_: 1\\9~1\

~1('11~~(i1ill6f\tr~ 61 tfI -

~ :1

~~~gsi"

fi Iq I(Cf1 :1JW04 ~q I#(~sfq 1\ toll

~(JIh:tlfili1l~4;;
'i'2I;:q 4 :ij31&i~»rfit €f 81(&: 1

"~f:;~fi(04f~-

(h:it l"1it(1 (q(:Cfi~4IiS(~ II t q1\

"~fi __ fiit '3'(fiS\I~~~

~:ij6f\I(litqij~<;::tJlf-l"114 1

~IfiS!llJlfi~ q(~fi~ 

iiijl"1f1:~:~ 1\t~'l't

~ l(t4ftlt:4 i3M &i"4 Fmn:~~ 
~~~(qlfi~(&I(~<1I~: ,

ms~J54(1~
~ C' F:H=::-,'"
~~ " "In i1~ "1 €I II '-' ...Ho(...,..q.....<t...",.-a: II t ~ 1\

T~'2ICf\it 144 ffPf€(1iffqlj3(~ Ictil 

(~€(~tl4&~~ ,
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r"~ ~~3t lallift~l~q~i1h"" '"'l~~'''l

mq 1~cfi'9\ltJiqf":t1~itIq (I\f: 1\ t~ It

~I~~i2ft ~~ I~~ q<;t 9\,,*

\111:t(~JlcH11i(~noT'lf ,

1i~j«&;;rf~

c():::su:" D'&31~1I11:sqW1 :CfiUfff 11 t 41t

{~JlftJH1"l01 :f'Cfiit~~
~iTH=Ja-"mfi.rfi~rm:rrR·rUir ,

~ 1rfin 19\I~q fI :tf1JR~'Q 1~

'9~q (Itjit1Jlr(j&l1l11 :\1<1 (: 1\ t~1\·

t'IT~:wqf'(\II\1I11&1~ (1311

" ~ ~"\P=t: ,
t<llift F.rM i2 q<t~ '(&1 M1I119\1~

9\11 q«'4ssq tJiII1 iTlcffiiq I)O~ (Iftr: It t \91\

fffi:(~it ~i:1J I~h IfI~q :

FCfi~~HSI~31~'~ ,

~t€ti, (&I \!I1:qfI~:

ij«l(tX4f\~:qt11q: It t tlt

~~I~:

~~,
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if;f)JIfh~"11 Q~:; &:if..
tt~ Irt&i::sttJiRIT(q Irft (lfQ( II t; ~1l

U Thus did the chase, like an artful mistress, allure the
king, forgetful of all other business, and leaving to his
ministers the burthen of the state, while his passion grew
by indulgence.

" The king, without his retinue, passed the night in some
sequestered spot, reposing on a bed of leaves and blossoms,
and enlightened by the flame of wild herbs. At dawn,
being awakened by the flapping of his elephant's ears in
place of the royal drums, he delighted in listening to the
sweet and auspicious tones of chirping birds.

U One day, pursuing an antelope, and outstripping his at
tendants, he arrived, with his horse foaming with fatigue, on
the bank of the Tamasa, a stream frequented by the devout.
In its waters a deep sound, caused by the filling of a vase,
was mistaken by the king for the grumbling of an elephant,
and he directed an arrow towards the spot whence the
sound proceeded. By this forbidden act· DASARAT'HA

transgressed: for even the wise, when blinded by passion,
deviate into the pathless waste. 'Ah father!' was the
piteous cry which issued: and the king, anxious, sought
its cause among the reeds. He found the vase, and near
it a hermit's son pierced by his arrow, and he stood amazed
as if internally wounded. The king, of glorious lineage,
who had already alighted from his horse, eagerly inquired
the parentage of the youth j who, resting on the vase, with
feeble accents said 'he was the son.of a hermit, but no
priest.' Instructed by him, the king conveyed the wounded
youth to his blind parents: and to them, as they approached

• The royal and military tribe is prohibited from killing l'lephants
uoll'SS in battle.
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their only son, he related his mistaken deed. The unhappy
pair, lamenting, conjured the king to draw the arrow from
the breast of their wounded son. The youth was dead.
The aged hermit ratifying his curse with tears instead of
water for a libation, pronounced this imprecation on the
king: t In thy extreme age thou shalt reach thy fated
time, with grief like mine for a beloved son.' While he
spoke, as it were a serpent llSllailing first and then discharg
ing fatal venom, CAUSALYA'S lord, conscious of the first
oBence, addressed him thus: 'Thy curse has fallen like a
boon on me, who have not seen the beauteous countenance
of o1fspring; as fire, fed with fuel, fertilizes the soil which
it burns.' The king then said, t For me, who merciless
deserves death at thy hands, what are thy commands?'
The holy hermit asked fuel for the funeral pile; he and his
wife resolving to follow their son in death. The king,

whose attendants were now arrived, promptly fulfilled his

command, and remained dejected, bearing with him the
hermit's curse, a cause of his future destruction, as the

ocean embraces the devouring fire. Again the king ad

dressed him. 'Wise hermit! what shall this shameless
criminal, who deserves death from thee, now perform.'
He desired the funeral flame to be duly lighted: and the
king presented the fire for him, and his wife and son.

t( The chief ofthe race of RAG H u, attended by his army,

now returned to his palace, dejected, bearing in his mind
the heavy imprecation of the saint, as the ocean holds
within itself the fire of destruction." 9.74-89.

This extract exhibits,besides two stanzas ofPuskpitagra·
and as many of Sundar' metre, t both belonging to the
present head, and one, of which an example was promised

• 75 and 76.

VpL. 11:

t 77 and 79, most properly the last•

K
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in this place,· several others which have been before ex
emplified,t and two which are less common.t

A singular species of variable metre is mentioned by
writers on prosody, who describe it as a stanza in which
the verses increase in arithmetical progression. In the
instance exhibited by them the four verses of the stanza
increase regularly from eight to twenty syllables. Vaneties
of it are noticed in which the progression is not regular,
the short verse exchanging places with the second, third,
or fourth. The quantity of the syllables is in general in
determinate; but varieties are stated in which the verse
consists of short syllables, ei~her ending or beginning with a
spondee, or both ending and beginning with spondees.

A class of metre which admits an inordinate length of
the verse, is known under the general designation of Dan..
daca. The verse may consist of any number of syllables,
from twenty-seven to nine hundred and ninety-nine; and
the specific name varies accordingly.~ The construction of
the metre requires that the first six syllables be short, and
the remainder of the verse be composed of cretic feet; or,
instead of the cretic foot, the bacchius. These two kinds
of metre are distinguished by different names. A verse
consisting of any number of anaprests within the limitation
abovementioned, is also comprehended under this general
designation; as are verses of similar length consisting exclu
sivelyof iambic or trochaic feet. They have their peculiar
denominations.

Examples of these extravagantly long verses are to be

• SroQgata 78.
t Vasanta tilaca 81-87 and Upendmvajra 88. Ruehira 89.

t ltJanjUbhfJshini 74 (P. T. D. 3 I.) and MattamayUra 80 (2 S + T.
I. D.S.)

9 For example, ArM wbicb comprises ten feet; Arnaua eleven;
VyfJ/a twelve; Jwnfda nineteen, &c.
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found in the works of the poet V AN A. It is unnecessary to
insert any specimen of them in this place, as an example will
occur in a subsequent quotation from BHAvABHuTI'sdrama.

That class of metre, which is termed half equal, because
the alternate verses are alike, comprises various 8Orts, which
appear to be compounded of two simple kinds with an
appropriate number of syllables of a determinate quantity.

Another class, in which every verse of the stanza is dif
ferent, appears more complex. But, here al80, the quantity
as well as the number of syllables being regulated, the
stanza is in fact composed of four kinds of uniform metre.

The most common metre of this class is that called
Udgata. Here the number of syllables in each verse, as
well as their quantity, differs; the first verse comprising an
anaptllst, iambic, tribrachys, and trochee; the second, a
tribrachys and anaprest with two iambics; the third, a
trochee, tribrachys, and two anaprests;· and the fourth,
an anaprest, iambic, and pyrrhichius with three iambics.

The twelfth canto of the Ciratarjun~ya is in this metre;

and 80 is the fifteenth canto of MAGHA's epic poem. It
begins thus:

31~H13fqIO~ft"'~"'\1(~Hii yf~: \
iil'1ii\1®"'~~:_

~1\
" But the king of the Ckedis was impatient of the ho

nours which the 80n of PANDU commanded to be shown in
that assembly to the foe of Madhu; for the mind of the
proud is envious of the prosperity of others."

• Or the third verse may consist of a trochee IWd dactyl, with two
anapEsts; or of two trochees, with two anapll!sts: and the metre is
denominated, in the first instance, Sa"'ralJhaca; in the second,
Lalita.

K2
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Other kinds of metre, in which every verse of the stanza
differs in the number and quantity of syllables, are com
prehended under the general name of Gat'IW; under which
also some writers on prosody. include any sort of metre
not described by PINGALA, or not distinguished by a spe
cific appellation. The same denomination is applicable
also to stanzas consisting of any number of verses other
than four. t An instance of a stanza. of six verses has been
remarked in the MaIWbIWrata, and another example occurs
at the beginning ofMAGHA's poem.t

~iI~fC(q ICfi~

T~:ff.hilO!i~"I"liI1: ,
'tT:::i'IF:lr-r,lT.::::rTIr"::lrT"TT'r-r-m•

•

Dwidha CTztatma, cim ayam divacar6?
Vidhuma-r6chih, cim ayam hutasanak?
Gatan tiraScnznam anuru-sarat'Mh.
Prasiddham urddhwajwalanam havirbhujah.
Patatyadh6 dIWma-visari sarvatah.
Cim etad? ityaeulam u:shitam janaik•

• HELAYUDHA andN.lRAYANA T.lRA.

t DIV.lOARA on the JTr~tta retnacara.

t It is cited by DIV.lOA RA DBAffA as an instance of a stanlla of
six. Yet the scholiasts of the poem omit the two first verses and
read the stanza as a tetrastich. One commentator, however, does
remark, that copies of the poem exhibit the additional verses; and
another commentator has joined them with two more verses in a
separate stanza.
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NAREDA descending from the heavens to visit CRlsaN A,

is thus described :
" , Is this the sun self-parted into two orbs 1 Is it fire

shining with light divested of smoke 1 The motion of the
luminary whose charioteer has no legs, is distinguished by
its curvature; the ascent of flame is a known property of
fire. Then what is this, which descends diffusing light
around l' Thus was the sight contemplated with wonder
by the people." Magha 1. 2.

VI. Prose; and Verse mixed with Prose.

I follow the example of Sanscrzt writers on prosody, in
proceeding to notice the different species of prose. They
discriminate three, and even four sorts, under distinct
names. Ist. Simple prose, admitting no compound terms.
It is denominated Muctaca. This is little used in polished
compositions; unless in the familiar dialogue of dramas.
It must undoubtedly have been the colloquial style at the
period when SanscrJt was a spoken language. 2<1. Prose,
in which compound terms are sparingly admitted. It is
called Culaca. This and the preceding sort, are by some
considered as varieties of a single species named Churniea.
It is of course a common style of composition; and when
polished, is the most elegant as it is the chastest. But it
does not command the admiration of Hindu readers. 3d.
Prose, abounding in compound words. It bears the appel
lation of Utcalica pro/ga. Examples of it exhibit com
pounds of the most inordinate length: and a single word
exceeding a hundred syllables is not unprecedented. This
extravagant style of composition being suitable to the taste
of the Indian learned, is common in the most elaborate
works of their favourite authors. 4th. Prose, modulated so

as frequently to exhibit portions of verse. It is named
Vnttagandhi. It will occur without study, and even
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against design, in elevated compositions, and may be
expected in the works of the best writers.

Some of the most elegant and highly wrought works in
prose are reckoned among poems, as already intimated, in
like manner as the " Telemaque" of F~NELON and " Too.
Abels" of GESSN ER. The most celebrated are the Vasa
vadatta of SUBANDHU, the DaSa cumara of DANDi, and
the Cadambari of VAN A.

The first of these is a short romance, of which the story
is simply this. CANDARPACETU, a young and valiant
prince, son of CHINTAMANI king of Cusumapura,· saw
in a dream a beautiful maiden, ofwhom he became despe
rately enamoured. Impressed with the belief, that a per
son, such as seen by him in his dream, had a real exist
ence, he resolves to travel in search of her, and departs,
attended only by his confidant MACA RANDA. While re
posing under a tree in a forest at the foot of the Vindkya
mountains, where they halted, MACARANDA overhears
two birds conversing, and from their discourse he learns
that the princess VASA vADATTA, having rejected all the
suitors who had been assembled by the king her father
for her to make choice of a husband, had seen CANDAR

PAcETU in a dream, in which she had even dreamt his
name. Her confidant, TAMALICA, sent by her in search
of the prince, was arrived in the same forest, and is dis
covered there by MACARANDA. She delivers to the prince
a letter from the princes8, and conducts him to the king's
palace. He obtains from the princess the avowal of her
love; and her confidant, CAd.VATi, reveals to the prince
the violence of her passion.

The lovers depart together: but, passing through the

• Same with PtitlJli pura or Ptitali putra,' the ancient PalilJothra,
now Patna. As. Res., vol. iv., p. 11.






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































